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It takes a brave man to try to defy the critics and stick to his guns. It takes an 

even bigger and braver man to admit he was wrong and change his mind.

FFA CEO David Gallop's initial reaction to the Sunday Telegraph's Name And 

Shame disgrace was awful. Instead of defending the game and its fans, he 

defended the Kafka-esque process, where innocent fans could be banned 

without being told why, without seeing the evidence against them and without 

any chance to appeal. By the time he stopped talking, fans of all persuasion had 

agreed to fall silent or walk out of every game after 30 minutes that weekend.

Even when he had a second shot at making peace with fans – backed up by 

new chairman Steven Lowy – his words were too late and too woolly. This time, 

fans stepped up a gear and organised a total boycott by active support.

Last month I warned the day might soon come when the FFA took fans for 

granted once too often. That day came. Across the country, the noise, passion 

and heartbeat of the A-League went to the pub instead of the game. The colour 

went out of the sport. What remained was a pretty soulless exhibition.

Faced with weeks of boycotts while an FFA "review" went on, a meeting was 

arranged between fan representatives and the FFA's top brass. Going in, it was 

hard to see what could possibly come out of it. The FFA insisted legal deals 

prevented them showing fans the evidence against them. Given that, only the 

heads of Gallop or his deputy Damien De Bohun may have satisfied the masses.

Instead though – after five hours of intense talks – the FFA found they 

suddenly were able to show fans the evidence against them, both in the future 

and wherever possible with the 198 currently banned. It was an amazing 

turnaround, and an overdue – and welcome – change of heart by the FFA.

Hopefully they will stand by their word on this – and hopefully the fans will 

reward them with even more of the amazing spectacle that makes the A-League 

so special in this country... and hopefully there will be even fewer acts of rare 

dickheadery (both on terraces and in boardrooms) that let the rest of us down.

Now, can we get back to the football please? Cheers!

KEEP UP TO DATE BY JOINING US ON 442FC.COM!

EPL, Euro stats and more –
FourFourTwo.com/au/StatsZone

Polls, pics, debates and exclusives  
at Facebook.com/FourFourTwoOz

News, analysis and interviews 
at FourFourTwo.com.au

Follow the game in 140 characters
with updates @FourFourTwoOz

Straight from the dugout

A U S T R A L I A N

Kevin Airs
Editor

You can follow me 
or send me a tweet 
on @KevinAirs442
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The

1 Wickham bubbles over
A few weeks after popping the 

champagne corks to celebrate 
Sunderland’s miraculous Premier League 
escape in 2014, the now-Crystal Palace 
forward Connor Wickham partied hard 
with a $39,000, 15-litre gold bottle of 
Armand de Brignac bubbly in Marbella. 
“He didn’t really spray it everywhere,” an 
onlooker explained. “He and his mates 
actually drank it.” Unbelievable.

2 One man is an island
What does the footballer who has

everything buy for his represe
who also has everything? A Gr
that’s what. In August, Real M
Cristiano Ronaldo, acting as b
for agent Jorge Mendes, purch
the unnamed Aegean retreat
a reported $22m. “Cristiano 
really wanted to show Jorge 
how grateful he was for his 
guidance,” claimed a source. 
Wouldn’t a toaster or some 
towels have sufficed?

3 Gigi Becali: kind  
of a big deal

In 2005, Romanian newspapers 
claimed that Steaua Bucharest’s 
controversial owner Gigi Becali had 
commissioned a painting inspired by 
Leonardo da Vinci’s Last Supper. The 
piece of art work, for which Becali 
allegedly paid upwards of $65,000, 
supposedly portrayed him as Christ, with 
11 of the club’s players and the coach as 
disciples. Becali denied the claims, but 
as his financial affairs later unravelled, 
irate Steaua fans unfurled a banner 

 Becali be “nailed 
king cross”. Harsh.

s close 
ave
he last nine years, 
n Terry has shelled 

ut around $300,000 
o club hairdresser 
Leo Bancroft 
(motto: ‘Live your 
life, love your hair’) 

money.” Amokachi flogged the  
et as soon as he could when he 
nished playing, saying: “It just cost  
o much money.” OK, Daniel, we get it.

6 If we build it,  
they won’t come

There are white elephants, then  
there’s Darlington’s former home – the 
25,000-seat Reynolds Arena. “Fans won’t 
have long to wait until we are knocking 
on the door of the Premiership,” beamed 
former safe-cracker chairman George 
Reynolds when he bought the Third 
Division club in 1999. Instead, the 
2,000-strong core Quakers support inside 
the nine-tenths empty stadium watched 
disconsolately as their club imploded 
and former home Feethams crumbled. 
Reynolds bailed out, grumbling: “Those 
fans were never grateful.” Wonder why…

groomed. “JT has covered the costs for
all first-team players and staff to have 
their hair cut by me,” said Leo in early 
2015. Terry saved some cash when Jose 
Mourinho shaved his own head with 
Fernando Torres’ clippers back in 2013.

5 Private jets: 
expensive

Former Everton striker Daniel Amokachi 
found out the hard way that owning your 
own private plane doesn’t exactly do 
wonders for your bank account. “To fly 
over Nigeria and get clearance to land  
is money,” the Nigerian forward once 
moaned. “To take care of it is money.  
To leave it overnight at the airport is Up
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With Arsenal making a 14-minute private jet 
flight to Norwich (again), we look at other 
cases of football going all out for luxury

EXTRAVAGANCES

Becali: And they say

you can’t buy taste

“Something for the
weekend, Mr Terry?”

UPFR 
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50%
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In the mid-’90s Noel
Gallagher offered him
$18m a year to sign
for Manchester City
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Alex Ferguson’s
phone calls 10%
Silvio Berlusconi’s
party invites 90%

Matches his father
Cesare played for Milan

CHIANTI
His favourite film is
The Silence of
the Lambs

DENIMS He owns 100 pairs
of designer jeans

THINGS PAOLO
DOESN’T REGRET

IGNORING

7 The Brooklyn lights
It’s one thing wanting your son  

to admire his parents, quite another 
installing a $45,000 ceiling complete 
with fibre-optic stars and a mural 
depicting mum and dad as a fairytale 
prince and princess. That’s what David 
and Victoria Beckham inflicted upon 
first-born Brooklyn at their Beckingham 
Palace pile in Hertfordshire. Still, if 
Beckham Jr tired of it, he always had  
the option of running into the garden to 
play in the fake ancient ruins.

8 “Blanket,
dahhhling?”

They’ve got a brand new 30,000-seat 
ground and heated dressing-room floors, 
so what better way for Russian Premier 
League side Terek Grozny to further 
demonstrate their upwardly mobile 

status than to leave designer
rugs on the substitutes’ bench? “It’s
a bit more civilised than sipping vodka
to keep warm on cold evenings,” slurred
one Spartak Moscow replacement
of the $1500-a-pop Louis Vuitton
blankets after a recent game.

9 Presidential sniping
In June 1996, Serbian warlord

Arkan took over the running of FK Obilic,
and over the next few years the
Belgrade side began a controversial rise
to supremacy. Amid allegations that
Arkan’s henchmen were threatening
officials and rivals, it was revealed that
he paid around $2m for snipers to scan
the crowd and ensure that he wasn’t
assassinated at home games. “Arkan 
must live,” insisted, er, Arkan, who  
was gunned down shortly before his 
2000 trial for war crimes. Nice chap.

10 “D’ya wanna see
my fish tank?”

Ex-Manchester City midfielder Stephen 
Ireland knew exactly what an interior 
refit of his $11m mansion needed in 
February 2010: a 6,000-litre aquarium. 
The $220,000 tank – plastic, not glass, 
presumably so that it wouldn’t crack if a 
ball flew off the adjacent custom-made 
‘Ireland 9’ pool table – contained a host 
of exotic fish so large it was believed  
to be the biggest privately-owned 
aquarium in Britain. “My house certainly 
has a ‘wow’ factor – everyone says so,” 
the Irishman explained. Yes, we can 
imagine that was exactly their reaction.

Arkan’s ill-advised
Hull City marketing

plan never got going

The view from Ireland’s 
$220,000 fish tank

PAOLO MALDINI

CHELSEA

25
Years
represented
Milan, playing 
902 senior 
games

Champions 
League finals 
he played in, a 
joint-high with 
Real Madrid’s 
Paco Gento

74
Times he captained 
Italy, in 126 games

His 16 choices for  
a 2007 iTunes playlist 
included Country Girl

PRIMAL SCREAM
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possible foul on [Mark] Schwarzer. We 
kept pressing but without reward. We 
had the majority of the ball and the 
chances, but nothing clear-cut. From the 
bench I could tell that the game was 
there to be won, and I knew when Guus
started to make changes that Japan 
would struggle to deal with a more 
direct approach. Even though we were 
1-0 down, we were confident about 
getting back in the game.

“I came on with the team still behind 
and then Timmy [Cahill] scored a cracker
from the edge of the box. It was an 
unbelievable strike, and suddenly we 
were level. He popped up again to make
it 2-1, but I still recall Japan coming at 
us – they even had a penalty shout that
probably should have been given. The 
game was not won yet.

The Lead Up
“It meant so much for us to be back at 
the World Cup after 32 years, and the 
first game against Japan was practically 
our final – if we were to have any chance 
of going through to the knockout round, 
we needed a win. The team was very 
confident: we felt well prepared and 
were not at the World Cup just to make 
up the numbers. It was a big game, but 
we had been working hard with Guus 
Hiddink for four weeks.”

The Match
“The atmosphere was amazing. 
Everyone was excited about Australia 
being at the World Cup, and you could 
feel that in the stands. We dominated 
Japan – they scored a soft goal despite a 

opposition. We failed to beat Brazil, but 
played well and were unlucky to lose – 
so that gave us even more confidence. 
The win against Japan really gave us the 
biggest boost though. Personally it was 
a huge moment. As a striker your job is 
to score goals – to do so at the World 
Cup was just a dream come true.

The Contenders
“Another important goal I scored was 
for Osasuna in the Spanish Cup Final. We 
were down 1-0 with less than 10 
minutes remaining when I equalised. I 
still remember the madness in the 
stands when I scored. We lost in extra-
time, but I will always remember that 
atmosphere. And obviously I have to 
mention that goal against Uruguay!”
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3 Australia (Tim Cahill x 2, John Aloisi)
1  Japan (Shunsuke Nakamura), June 2006

My Greatest

The Goal
“The ball dropped for me just over the 
halfway line. I saw Mark Viduka running 
forward, but he was in an offside 
position. I decided to go myself and it 
opened up nicely. The Japanese 
defender was trying to force me onto 
my left, knowing that I would not want 
to come back on my right. He gave me 
too much space though, so I cut back 
inside and took the shot early – I did not 
give the keeper any opportunity to set 
himself. There was no need for a big 
back swing, I just hit it low and hard. 
Once that went in, I knew we were 
going to win our first World Cup game.

The Aftermath
“The victory against Japan set up the 
team to take on Brazil and Croatia. We 
were ecstatic to have won and 
celebrated with our friends and family in 
the stands. We were suddenly confident 
we could get a result against any 

GOAL
JOHN ALOISI



call 02 9725 7020   
email info@ultimatesoccer.com.au  
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I knew I’d made it as a player when
Inter Milan bought me in 2000. For a
club of that size to come to Romania for
some cocky kid was amazing. I was in
great form for Dinamo Bucharest, but
when I saw players like Roberto Baggio
and Laurent Blanc playing for Inter, I
knew that I couldn’t say no.

My hero growing up was Gheorghe Hagi.
He was everywhere, and an inspiration
to everyone. It was an honour to match
his goalscoring record for Romania, and
I still dream of breaking
it [despite having been
banned by the FA
since 2013]. He and
I actually became great
friends – so much so, he
is Godfather to my son!

I was happiest at
Fiorentina. Everything
just came together.
I hadn’t had the best
few years, for various
reasons, and I found
my place in Florence.
The fans were great to me after such
a bad time. On the pitch, everything
clicked: I found my form and was scoring
plenty, which is all I ever want to do.

My biggest regrets are obvious [Mutu
failed a drugs test for cocaine in October
2004 and has been in legal cases with 
Chelsea ever since over breach of 
contract]. Everyone has had their view 
on it. I took bad advice from the wrong 
people, and shouldn’t have done what  
I did – simple as that. It took a long time 
for me to get my career going again, as  
I wasn’t in the right frame of mind. It 
wasn’t handled well by anyone involved.

Serie A was much better when I was 
there. Italy had the best players in the 
world – you can’t say that now. Today, 
players go to Italy, do well, then quickly 
move to Spain or England. It’s a shame 
it’s dropped to such a low level, but a lot 
has happened off the pitch and, as I well 
know, sometimes it’s hard to recover.

If I hadn’t become a footballer I’d have 
been a basketball player. I was good for 
my size; I could have got to a high level.

ost cherished football items are
oots Roberto Baggio gave me when
d Inter. I told him I wanted to play

m and he gave me his boots, saying
a better chance if I wore those.

ariest moment was when I broke
bow twice in three months. The
me, I landed in a hole on our
nal team training pitch after getting
cle kick wrong; then, just after it
ealed, a defender was holding my
the goalkeeper came flying out,
ed me, but my arm stayed with the
der. I thought I was cursed!

Mourinho does not know how to
with players. He’s only looking after
elf – that’s what is most important

to him. Players’
feelings do not
enter his head. As
long as he’s happy
and in control, all
is good for him. It
didn’t matter how
big the player; he
still had to be in
complete control.

Football broke
my heart after I
missed a penalty
against Italy at
Euro 2008. It

ate in the game, and if we had won 
we’d have had a great chance of going 
through from a really tough group. But 
Gianluigi Buffon saved my penalty and 
we were knocked out in the next game. 
The whole country felt it; I felt like I’d let 
everyone down. For months afterwards,  
I woke up dreaming about that moment.

Before every match I walk onto the pitch 
right foot first. Once, I forgot and went 
on with my left, so I went back and came 
onto the pitch again, right foot forward 
this time. I got some strange looks!

Turning down Real Madrid is something 
I can’t get out of my mind. I was playing 
really well for Fiorentina, Madrid came in 
for me, but I said no before we even got 
to talking. After everything that had 
happened, I was so happy in Florence. 
But I still think about it now: what if?

The moment that gave 
Mutu sleepless nights

rs’ feelings
matter, as
e’s happy”

The Romanian lets loose on Jose, cou g no to Real Madrid

“Mourinho doesn’t know how to work with players 
and their feelings. He is only looking after himself”

AT THE END OF THE DAY ADRIAN MUTU

Hair-rasing
Hagi





FACT FILE
Full name Eric Sylvain Abidal
Date of birth 11/09/1979
Height 6ft 1in Position Defender
Place of birth Lyon, France
Clubs 2000-02 Monaco 26 games (0 goals);
2002-04 Lille 68 (1); 2004-07 Ly 107 (2);
2007-13 Barcelona 193 (2); 201
Monaco 29 (0); 2014 Olympiac
International 2004-13 France
Honours Ligue 1 2004-05, 200
2006-07; La Liga 2008-09, 200
2010-11, 2012-13; Copa del R
2008-09, 2011-12; Supercopa
Espana 2009, 2010, 2011; UE
Champions League 2008-09,
2010-11; UEFA Super Cup 20
2011; FIFA Club World Cup 2
Superleague Greece 2015; G
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ONE-ON-ONE

EricAbidal
YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED BY...

You played for Lille and Monaco before
moving ‘home’ to Lyon at the age of 24.
Were they your boyhood club?
Mike Keller, Facebook
I grew up in the city so I was a Lyon supporter
as a kid, and sometimes I went to the
stadium. It was difficult: the tickets were not
cheap and in my neighbourhood the families
didn’t have too much money. But we were
sometimes given tickets by an association

ic Giuly, who later went to
, was the best player. I wanted

on trial at Lyon when I was
ld, but each time I got another
r saying it was not possible

ause I was too skinny. They said
every year, four or five times.

the end I had to go elsewhere.

ue that your first goal as
ssional – for Lyon against your
s club, Lille – led to your parents
married, after an agreement was
etween the three of you? Didn’t

dd quite a lot more pressure?
r, Email
did! I told them that they had to

y when I scored a goal. I was saying
or years, but they waited a long time
use I wasn’t scoring. I had been

otballer for four or five years when
ally happened. They were happy
ally marry – I think!

Interview Andy Mitten Portraits Pep Avila

Barcelona has figured prominently in the 
life of Eric Abidal. It is the city that the 
former Monaco, Lille, Lyon, Barça and 
Olympiacos defender has called home for 
most of the past decade. It’s where his  
three daughters go to school, and where, 
over two years, he received treatment for 
liver cancer, during which support flooded  
in from all around the football world. The 
Catalan city, not coincidentally, is also 
where the 67-cap France international 
enjoyed the greatest moments of his career.

“Just for you,” Abidal says, in English, as he 
puts the 2011 Champions League Final on  
the screen in his office at the Eric Abidal 
Foundation. It was a match in which he  
played the full 90 minutes just 71 days after 
his first operation on his liver. At the end,  
his Barcelona side having won 3-1, Carles  
Puyol handed the Frenchman the captain’s 
armband and told him to go and lift the 
trophy. It was the high point of a fine career, 
and a match in which the fast, strong and 
technically sound defender excelled.

If you hadn’t become a footballer, what do  
you think you would have done as a career?
Gale Williams, Facebook
It was my dream to be a footballer, but I broke 
both my legs when I was 17 and my dream 
became very difficult. I was studying to be  
a painter and decorator in Lyon. I wasn’t  
bad, but not the best in the class. At 18,  

Does Pep ever lose his cool? How moody 
was the France camp in 2010? What’s it 
like taking a penalty in a World Cup final? 
And did he say yes to Dani Alves’ liver?

Below Abidal lifts the 
Champions League 
trophy in 2011 having 
missed the 2009 final

I played a cup game with AS
an amateur team – against N
in the second division. Some
Monaco came to the stadium
Nice player. My team played
we won 4-0. The Monaco gu
president and asked to take
one week. I did that week i
told me to return in June, w
five-year contract. My drea
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“I played in the Champions 
League final two months 
after surgery. Doctors did 
not think it was possible”



ONE-ON-ONE

People shouldn’t forget that just because  
two teams have won the Treble since then. 
Guardiola was different, of course. He was 
younger and had just finished playing. He gave 
Barça a different idea of football. He said, ‘play 
the ball, pass, pass, pass, touch, touch, touch, 
then in the last 30 yards, make a difference’. 
Guardiola worked hard, but he was a little bit 
lucky to win all the trophies in his first season. 

Sometimes you need a little bit of luck.

What made Pep’s Barcelona so 
successful? Did he instil a lot of 
confidence in the players, or was  
it his tactics and style that made 

the difference? Did you ever see  
him lose his cool?
Aaron Fry, Twitter
Of course I saw him get angry. It’s  

the same with every coach. After his 
very first home game, against Racing 
Santander, he called a meeting in the 
dressing room. We’d already lost the first 
away game, at Numancia, and now we 
had drawn at Camp Nou. Guardiola  
said: ‘Look, guys, we worked hard in  

pre-season, but you have to believe in my 
plan if you want to win La Liga and the 

Champions League’. After that, the team 
played like Guardiola wanted. At first, he’d 
faced egos and resistance to change. Players 
wanted to play how they wanted, but after 
that meeting everything changed. We won  
our next league game 6-1 away at Sporting 
Gijon. Guardiola worked so hard. Every day, 
from eight in the morning until eight at night, 
he was in the training centre watching young 
teams. He was coming up with new tactics, 
always planning the little details. This was  
a big reason he was so successful.

Was it boring, being a defender in a team 
that had so much possession? Did it make  
it difficult to concentrate?
Hassan, Twitter
Never. The defender has to be focused at 
Barça, not just with the opposition strikers, but 
when our strikers lost the ball. That happened 
all the time. You can’t fall asleep when you 
play as a defender at Barça; you are part of  
the attack and have to press all the time. 

Which was the best performance by that 
great Barcelona team? The 5-0 win against 
Real Madrid in the Clasico in 2010?
Rogerio, Twitter 
[Without hesitation] The 5-0 and the 6-2  
in 2009 against Real Madrid. It’s difficult to 
score against Madrid, but to win 5-0 and 6-2 
was incredible. Can you imagine it, to score six 
times in the Bernabeu? Guardiola was always 
really important in the matches against 
Madrid. We played them in the Copa del Rey 
final [in 2011] in Valencia and lost to a goal 
from Cristiano Ronaldo in extra time. After the 
game, he said: ‘This is my mistake. I wanted to 
change the tactics. I was wrong. Ignore what 
just happened – we have to play Madrid twice 
in the Champions League semi-finals now. We 
will change the tactics for these two games 

Below Guardiola: 
“lucky to win” so 
much in his first 
season as coach 
Bottom The defender 
was well loved by his 
Barça team-mates  
Left Announcing his 
decision to retire in 
December 2014

Taking direction 
from Frank Rijkaard

Seeing as Lyon won the league in each of 
your three seasons there, during a run of 
seven straight titles, should that team have  
done better in the Champions League?
Karel Beaudry, Twitter
It’s all about the small details. Lyon were one 
of the best teams in Europe and tried to 
improve each year, but we’d always come up 
against bigger, richer teams with more 
experience than us. If we’d had a very, very 

good striker then maybe the 
situation would have been 
different. We had [Karim] 
Benzema come through at 
the end and he was there 
when Lyon won their last 
title in 2008, but if you want 
to beat the best then you 
need the best players. Lyon 
have not won the title since, 
but now they use younger 

players and, in the future, with a bigger new 
stadium which will be ready for Euro 2016, 
they can be a big team again.

I read that your move to Barcelona came 
after you told Lyon you wouldn’t train until 
the transfer was completed. Do you look 
back on that episode with regret? Is there 
anything you would have done differently? 
James Burgess, Facebook
That’s not true. I called the president and 
vice-president and told them that I wanted 
to go to Barcelona. I said: ‘Barcelona want 
me and you have to find a solution’. I was 
actually on holiday in Barcelona with m
and on the way home when I received 
saying that I had to stay in Barcelona to
my contract as the clubs had agreed a 
We’d checked the luggage onto the pla
so I called the airport and asked for my
luggage back because I had no clothes
They weren’t used to such a request, bu
Barcelona the people are usually happy
help Barça. We checked back into a hot
and I signed for Barça the next day.

Having played under both at Barcelon
would you say were the differences b
Frank Rijkaard’s style and Pep Guardiola s?
Andre, Twitter
Every coach has their plan and their tactical 
solutions. Rijkaard did very well at Barça – he 
won the Champions League and La Liga. 
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him and every time Messi put the ball in the
exact spot he had mentioned. Messi said:
‘I told you where I was going to put the ball –
why didn’t you just wait there?’ He did the
same thing 10 times and scored 10 times.
Everybody was laughing like crazy.

Did missing the 2009 Copa del Rey
and Champions League finals through
suspension ruin the Treble for you? What
was it like to sit watching from the stands
in Rome as Barça beat Manchester United?
Laura Matthews, Email
It was a difficult moment because
when you arrive at the stadium you
want to play, but I know it was the
mistake of the referee – twice – that
led me to miss the Champions
League final. What was more
important was that the team had
a good mentality and won the
trophy. Manchester United tried to
play and started well, but when
you play against Barcelona you
have to be prepared for the worst.
You know that you will only
have 35 per cent possession.
Barça played even better at

Wembley against Manchester [United] two 
years later. They had even more possession –  
72 per cent. Can you believe that? This was 
against a strong team. Wayne Rooney was the 
best player: he fought every game. He had  
a good mentality, but maybe he ran too much. 
When [Cristiano] Ronaldo was on fire in 
Manchester, it was thanks to Rooney. Alone,  
it was impossible. Manchester [United] had 
very good players – that’s why they were the 
European champions in 2008 and twice 
finalists [in 2009 and 2011]. We also played 
them in 2008. I still don’t like to talk about the 
second leg at Old Trafford and that s**t  
of a goal from [Paul] Scholes!

When you were diagnosed as having  
a tumour in your liver in March 2011, did 
you really imagine you’d ever play again?
Dan Ayling, Facebook
I did. It was my goal to come back. I never 
thought that I would not return. My objectives 
were: first, be in good health again, and 
second, return to my job. I had to do that – for 
me. It was a difficult fight, but I had a lot of 
people around me to help – doctors, physios, 
family. I came back quite quickly. Then I 
needed a more serious operation which took 
longer. A transplant. My cousin was the donor. 
I spent 42 days in hospital and my physical 
strength went. Two years later, the president 
of Barcelona said to me: ‘I thought it was 
impossible’. He had spoken to people who  
said, ‘After a liver transplant, he can forget 
returning’, but I did. God gave me the 
opportunity to be a football player, to come 
back from my illness and now, to create a 
foundation. The foundation takes 80 per cent 

of my time. I’ve been in this fight – I know 
what it takes. I have experience I can  
pass on to others to help them.

How big a moment was the 2011 Champions 
League Final for you? When did you find out 
you were going to be the one to lift the 
trophy at Wembley that night?
Lisandro Vela Pina, Email
My first thought was that it was the chance  
to play in a final, because I’d missed out  
in 2009. There was surprise, too, because 
normally Puyol would play and I’d be on the 
bench. So I have to thank Guardiola for giving 
me my chance, especially because I was not  
in top condition, even though my mentality  

and we will see what happens.’ He did change
the tactics significantly. He told the defenders
not to cross the halfway line because Madrid
played counter-attack. Even Dani Alves didn’t
look like a winger. We stayed deep; we held
back with [Sergio] Busquets in front of us. And
what happened? Bye bye Madrid! [Barcelona
won 3-1 on aggregate] Guardiola thought
differently. People say Barcelona always
played the same, but he’d change little tactical
things. Once, he said to me and Victor Valdes
before a Clasico: ‘Valdes, give the ball to Abidal
and we’ll attack on that side, because Ronaldo
does not defend’. We did and it worked – we
got behind them straight from the goalkeeper.

You and Dani Alves were very close
at Barcelona. Do you still see each other?
Who are your other friends in football?
Luis, Twitter
I have many friends in football. My daughters
go to the same school as Dani’s children and
I see him quite often. This is a man who
offered me his liver when I was ill. It was an
unbelievable gesture, and he was serious
about it, but I could never have accepted it.
As for the current players, I try not to disturb
them as they don’t have so much time, but I’m
good friends with [Carles] Puyol, Seydou Keita,
Benzema, [Franck] Ribery and others. In terms
of friendships, football’s been good to me.

What’s the funniest thing you have ever
seen Lionel Messi do?
Freesia, Facebook
After one training session, we all practised
free-kicks with Jose Manuel Pinto in goal. Each
time Messi took the free-kick, he told Pinto
exactly where he was going to put it and to
stand there so he could save it. Pinto ignored

Did you see my face when you 
went to collect the Champions 
League trophy at Wembley?
Patrice Evra, former France team-mate

I didn’t see his face, but I spoke to him soon 
after when we were with the national team. 
He said: ‘I lost the Champions League final, 
but I was happy for you after the cancer’. 
Evra is more than a friend – he’s a brother.

“Lyon kept turning me down for a trial when 
I was a child – they said I was too skinny”

?
PAL’SPOSER

Above Lyon would 
always come up 
against bigger, richer 
teams in Europe
Below “I’d give  
you anything, Eric. 
Literally anything”

Scholes scores his
 “s**t of a goal”
at Old Trafford
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told me to go. I said: ‘Look, I know Liverpool is
a very big club, but I want to go to Barcelona’.
I’d have liked to have played in England. My
fighting mentality would have worked there,
with all the running and box-to-box football.

You signed a contract extension with
Monaco, then two days later you agreed
a two-year deal with Olympiacos instead.
What happened there, then?
Marc Howard, Facebook
My Monaco contract had a renewal clause
after I played 25 games, so it was going to be
extended automatically. But just before
I signed I found out the Monaco coach was
apparently looking for a different type of
defender – a faster one. I knew I was the
fastest defender in the team but I said ‘OK’
and respected his decision. Then Olympiacos
called. I liked my time there – I was impressed
by the club and the organisation – but after
five months I said: ‘Football is not for me’.

Normally when I went to training I wanted
to fight for the team. I had lost that – it
had gone. I don’t know why. Maybe I’d
used all my energy. It was difficult for the
Olympiacos president to accept that and
have me for only four months. I spoke

to him and said: ‘I’m not a bad guy, but
I don’t want to play just for money’.

What was your instant reaction to
Zinedine Zidane’s headbutt on Marco
Materazzi in the 2006 World Cup Final?
Did the other players feel let down?
Aimee Hunt, Twitter
He said sorry in the dressing room straight
after the game, I remember that. I don’t
remember the headbutt. I didn’t see it.
I was running and thinking only about

defending. It was the World Cup final – we all 
had to focus. We still thought that we could 
win the World Cup despite going down to 10  
men, but unfortunately we lost on penalties.

You took and scored France’s third penalty 
in the shootout. Did you always fancy 
yourself to hit the net from 12 yards? 
Indy Dhaliwal, Twitter
Penalties are 50-50, but I told the coach that  
I wanted to take one. I had no doubts, but 
some players said: ‘If Abidal takes one, we’ll 
lose for sure’. I’m not naming them. They were 
serious, though. In football there are important 
moments – you play for these moments. The 
more pressure, the better – that’s how I saw it. 
What I want to know is how many players
would step up to take a penalty in the World
Cup final. It’s easy to take a penalty when
you’re winning 4-0, but it’s not easy in the final
of the World Cup. Only players with balls can
do that. I had balls. I wasn’t afraid.

How bad was the atmosphere in the France
camp during the 2010 World Cup? Are the
rumours overblown or was it really that bad?
Francois, Twitter
The coach and federation made a big mistake
by sending home [Nicolas] Anelka and the
team did not accept that decision. After that
it was very difficult for us: the mood between
the players and the staff was not good.

You once said, “As a defender my aim is to
infuriate the opponent”, but which player
do you think you infuriated the most?
Rik Foulkes, Twitter
Cristiano Ronaldo, Lyon against Manchester
United, 2004. He had to change wings. My
friends said to me: ‘Hey, be careful: Ronaldo is
coming and he’s good’. I told them not to
worry and when he changed sides during the
game, I thought: ‘Thank you. Unlucky!’

What’s next? When you retired you said
Barcelona had offered you a role back at
Camp Nou – does that still stand?
Gloria, Email
My foundation is the most important thing for
me now and I’ve also started a master’s for
UEFA, to be a sporting director at a club.

For more information on Eric Abidal’s
foundation, visit ericabidalfoundation.org

was top. They gave me the captain’s armband 
so I could lift the trophy on the Wembley steps. 
I was very appreciative of this and I still am.  
I played in that game two months after surgery 
to take out the tumour. The doctors didn’t think 
I could, but I was so determined to make it.

Can you describe the feeling of stepping onto 
the Camp Nou pitch against Real Mallorca 
on April 6, 2013 for your first game for more 
than a year, following a liver transplant?
Mourad Kourbaj, Facebook
That was not my game. It was for my family 
and those who’d supported me. I couldn’t 
have come back alone. Coming back the 
second time was much tougher than the first. 

Once you’ve come back from serious illness, 
does it alter how you see the game? Did it 
put defeats on the pitch into perspective?
Trevor Spillane, Facebook
No. I didn’t play football just to play football.  
If you have this mentality then you have to 
stay at home. I’ve always been a competitor; 
someone who fights. It’s more than a game  
to me. But of course cancer changes you. It 
changed my life. I’m a better person because 
of it – I prioritise what is important and want 
to enjoy every second of my life.

There are conflicting stories about whether 
Barcelona paid you during your illness – can
you clear that up? If they didn’t pay you,  
did you think they should have done?
Eric Wardon, Facebook
It’s not about money. What I didn’t really 
understand was the end, when I left the club 
in 2013 after I’d fought for Barcelona. Should 
they have given me another year’s contract?  
I don’t know. They made their decision  
and I had to accept it. They said it was  
a ‘professional’ decision, but it was a very,  
very difficult moment for me and my family. 
They should maybe have explained to me 
what ‘professional’ meant because there  
was no player more professional than me.

Did you notice a briefly chuffed Alex Song 
step forward when Puyol was trying to 
present you with the league trophy  
in 2013? Did he get stick for that?
Kev Moss, Facebook 
[Laughs] It was funny – he really 
thought the trophy was for 
him! I didn’t actually see it 
when it happened, just on 
television later, so I joked 
with him about it afterwards. 
But winning those trophies was  
a big moment for all the players and 
Alex was right to enjoy it as well.

Did you get any offers from clubs in the 
Premier League when you left Barça? 
Liverpool and Arsenal were both reported 
to be interested in signing you; if there was 
an offer, why did you decide against it?
Jamie Hodge, Twitter
I had no offers from England after Barcelona. 
Liverpool approached me before – Gerard 
Houllier, who had been my coach at Lyon, 

“Only players with balls 
can take a penalty in the 
World Cup final. I had balls”

Who would you like to see quizzed here?
And what question would you ask them? 
Tweet us @FourFourTwoOz with #1on1

Above Winning one 
of his 67 caps for 
France, at Euro 2008
Below “Oh God, what 
has Zizou done now?”

Zidane starts to
prepare his apology
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Zinedine Zidane was his generation’s greatest player – now he wants to be its greatest coach. 
After a tough season with Real Madrid’s reserves, can Zizou prove he’s worthy of the top job?
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O
n a late March day, a bald man sits  
cross-legged on a stone wall in the corner 
of Bayern Munich’s Sabener Strasse 
training ground. Squinting slightly, with 

arms crossed, this wannabe coach studies  
the Bavarians’ every move intently. 

As training ends, Bayern’s perma-permed 
centre-back Dante bounds over for an 
opportunistic photo, bypassing World  
Cup-winner Claude Makelele and ex-Roten  
full-back Willy Sagnol. A couple of excitable 
youth-teamers follow suit. Xabi Alonso soon 
sidles by for a quick chat. Then Franck Ribery.

Even Pep Guardiola, the most revered of 
tacticians, comes across to say hi. A film crew 
swiftly descends on this follicly-challenged 
pair, cameras clicking away. Makelele and 
Sagnol merely look on.

All this for a coaching novice, whose dugout 
experience comprises one year as an assistant 

manager plus two-thirds of a season in charge
of a third-tier reserve team? Well, ye
then it isn’t every day that Zinedine
Zidane visits your training ground. 

The greatest footballer of his 
generation is in town to observe 
Guardiola’s methods as part of the 
Frenchman’s UEFA Pro Licence coac
course. By the beginning of May, a g
recommendation from Guardiola un
belt, Zizou proudly announces on In
that he’s passed. Everything looks se
Zidane to follow Pep’s path from rea
the reserves to bossing the big boys
following Carlo Ancelotti’s impendin
dismissal from the Bernabeu.

A few weeks later, however, Blanc
president Florentino Perez appoints 
Benitez. Zidane would spend anothe
with Castilla, Real Madrid’s second t

“I would have accepted the offer to replace 
1998 World Cup-winner. 

n’t think it’s my moment.”
ver a realistic option. 
coaching inspiration, 

m at Barcelona B in 2007-08 
nd of football. Castilla 
he promotion play-offs  
ening first season for 
 abounded. 

nts a Guardiola type at  
more than his next breath. 
ne in touch with 
captures the fans’ 
s already a legendary 
 He wants Zinedine Zidane.
ural introvert really  
players? Can he control  
sulted in 14 red cards as  
 importantly, can he really 

Can Zidane wow
the world’s most
demanding fans
all over again?

Even at Bayern Munich,
Zizou’s the star attraction

“The beard? Of course
I’m overcompensating”

an
man
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afford another season like 2014-15 if he is  
to succeed on the bench in the way he did  
on the pitch? After all, patience isn’t exactly  
a virtue associated with Florentino Perez.

“ H E  S P O K E  W I T H  T H E  B A L L .  H E  H A D  T H E  WA R R I O R 
Q U A L I T Y  O F  H I S  I M P O V E R I S H E D  C O M M U N I T Y.  
H E  WA S  H U N G R Y ”
Zinedine Zidane has always been loath to
admit it, insisting
hard work, not pr
was a footballer w
were always evide
at Cannes, then B
a World Cup and 
League-winner, b
was obvious from

The fifth child b
Algerian parents 
and Malika in La C

Perez. Within a year, he’d replaced Jorge 
Valdano as sporting director, providing the link 
between Jose Mourinho’s first team and Perez. 

“After everything he’s lived, he couldn’t stay 
away,” said brother Noureddine. “Something 
would be missing: the pressure, that anxiety 
before a match, which can only be regained  
by being a coach.”

Increasingly, Zidane involved himself in  
day-to-day training, which led to divorce with 
Mourinho in September 2012. The Special One 
wanted another mouthpiece; someone to 
criticise referees and take part in his “verbal 
wars”, as daily paper Sport wrote. Zidane 
wanted to coach. He spent 2012-13 across  
Los Blancos’ youth teams, cajoling, 
encouraging and helping promising stars Jese 
and Alvaro Morata with one-on-one sessions. 

Above all else, he had missed the dressing 
room. When Carlo Ancelotti arrived at the 
Bernabeu in the summer of 2013, Zidane 
became his assistant. “This is what I want  
to do,” Zidane beamed, adding that Ancelotti 
– his former coach at Juventus – was the only 
man for whom he would act as an assistant. 
“When I stopped playing I did a lot of things, 
saw many people, studied a lot of football and 
did quite a few jobs, but when it comes down 
to it, you end up going back to what gives you 
energy – life. You have to do what you love, 
and for me that’s football.”

He began taking his coaching badges back  
in France and threw himself into training.  
He joined in the odd five-a-side, laid out  
the cones and fastidiously worked in the 
background, analysing upcoming opponents.

“You certainly couldn’t see it when he  
was 17 – he was all player,” Guy Lacombe tells 
FourFourTwo. As Zidane’s first coach in the 
Cannes academy, and his personal tutor while 
he took the UEFA Pro Licence, the 60-year-old 
former Paris Saint-Germain boss is uniquely 
placed to analyse Zizou the manager.

“What Zidane did already have was the 
sense of the collective,” he continues.  
“He made other players play well. He used to 
solve problems on the pitch intuitively because 
he was so good, but he also got the best out  
of his less talented team-mates.

“Now he needs more than intuition,  
but he has this intimate skill to feel the 
collective thinking of the team. He has  
always understood other players.”

Lacombe’s point is an important one.  
The principal criticism levelled at great  
players going into management is that they 
can’t understand why their charges can’t 
repeat what they themselves were capable of. 
Glenn Hoddle is the frequently cited example. 
Meanwhile, more limited players, such as 
Mourinho, Arsene Wenger or even current  
Real Madrid boss Rafa Benitez, can identify 
more easily with those lacking extreme talent.

“ I  WA N T  M Y  T E A M  T O  P L AY,  S P R E A D  T H E  B A L L ,
B U I L D  F R O M  T H E  B A C K  A N D  K E E P  P O S S E S S I O N ”
Leaving behind his Ancelotti first-team  
safety net, Zidane was made Real Madrid 
Castilla manager last summer. Well, sort of.
According to the club’s website, academy
boss Santiago Sanchez was head coach   

a working-class Marseille suburb plagued by 
high unemployment, drug trafficking and 
prostitution, he first started kicking a ball with 
his brothers around the Place Tartane beneath 
the family’s high-rise apartment block. 

Jean Varraud, the scout who discovered 
Zidane and brought him to Cannes, was 
stunned. “He spoke with the ball,” Varraud 
once recalled. “I’ve never seen anything like it. 
Yazid [Zidane’s middle name] had the warrior 
quality of his impoverished community.  
He was hungry.”

What followed was a stellar career – the 
closest thing to art that football has ever 
produced. By his retirement in 2006, he had 
won everything: the World Cup, Euro 2000, the 
Champions League, three league titles and  
a Ballon d’Or. Yet, much like his managerial 
idol Guardiola, he had drifted in his last  
couple of (trophyless) seasons. 

Frustration had set in. The headbutt on 
Marco Materazzi in the closing stages of  
the 2006 World Cup Final, his last game as  
a professional, was testament to that.

“When I retired, I didn’t want to be a  
coach,” recalled Zidane. “I wanted to  
dedicate myself to something else.”

He became something of a nomad. Still 
based in Madrid, he visited his parents’ roots  
in Algeria and invested his time and no little 
money in a number of charities from 

Bangladesh to Switzerland. He appeared 
intermittently on French satellite channel 
Canal Plus’ football coverage for major 
tournaments, and was the face of 

Danone, Adidas and even Lego. 
But nothing grabbed him. 

In March 2009, he 
returned to Real Madrid, 

initially as an advisor to 
president Florentino 
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with the Frenchman technical director, as 
Madrid anticipated the problem that, with 
Zidane yet to complete his UEFA Pro Licence, 
he wasn’t eligible to lead a Segunda B side.  
Yet anyone who saw Zizou introduce himself 
individually to the squad on the first day of 
training in mid-July 2014, then lead Castilla  
in their opening games, barking orders,  
making substitutions and constantly cajoling 
his charges while Sanchez remained passive 
on the bench, could clearly have seen whose 
hand was really on the tiller.

This was the good ship Zidane, no doubt –  
and waters immediately became choppy. 
Castilla won just one of their first six games, 
losing 2-1 on the opening day in a Madrid derby 
defeat at Atletico B, having led 1-0, as Zidane 
struggled to find his best team and a tactical 
structure that suited his players. For perhaps 
the first time in his football life, Zidane’s will 
couldn’t alter the course of a match. 

“The first time I went to see him, he was 
timid in training and couldn’t take charge of 
the group,” says mentor Lacombe. “Fifteen 
days later, he was much more assured – but 
they still weren’t winning games.”

A confirmed football aesthete (“I want my 
team to play, spread the ball, build from the 
back and keep possession”), Zidane – and 
Lacombe – soon found the solution. He took  
into account his players’ limitations.

“We realised that he needed to change  
the style of play,” Lacombe tells FFT, “moving 
from a possession-based game to something 
more direct and more efficient.”

The change worked. Set up in a 4-2-3-1 
system that would remain for the rest of the 
season, Castilla won 37 of 48 points available 
from mid-October and were top by January. 
Guillermo Varela – the on-loan Manchester 
United right-back whose signing Zidane had 
personally demanded – excelled in defence, 
captain Sergio Aguza brought calm assurance 
in midfield and joint-top scorer Raul de Tomas 
provided the cutting edge. 

Halfway through that run, the Spanish 
coaching federation had finally addressed  
the elephant in the Zidane coaching room.

President Miguel Angel Galan demanded 
Zidane’s suspension until he had attained the
required badges, regardless of his official job
title. Spain’s Competition Committee agreed 
and banned the Castilla boss for three month

Things got ugly. Zidane accused Galan  
of “jealousy” and reasoned he could have 
achieved the UEFA Pro Licence in Spain in  
“30 days” but had chosen to do it in France. 
The latter responded that the Frenchman’s 
tone was “worrying and arrogant”.

Zidane, however, had a point, because  
each country’s rules on qualifications differ. 
Spain has a fast-track system for

h as Zidane, but he 
ar classroom 
nch system. Indeed, 

e stricter than even  
d much support. “Let 
he front page of the 
. Others waded in.

ne, with the titles he 
rancois Blaquart, 
French FA, “is qualified 
the Champions 
n Segunda B. That’s 
m.” Lacombe agrees, 
example; Garde

Real Madrid’s limelight-loving megastars didn’t exactly keep a low profile after retiring
WHAT BECAME OF THE OTHER GALACTICOS?

David Beckham
Whatever happened to that Beckham 
guy? Luckily, the internet means we 
can still track his most mundane 
movements on a daily basis (let’s get 
into a huff about his daughter using a 
dummy, everyone!) and post-retirement 
Becks remains a notably savvy 
businessman. Indeed, his omnipotent 
mush earns more now than in his 
playing days ($110m in 2014, thanks to 
deals with Diageo, Adidas, Sky, Breitling, 
Samsung and H&M among others), and 
he’s using some of his zillions to work on 
establishing an MLS outfit in Miami – as 
well as being “a taxi driver for the kids”.

Luis Figo
Madrid’s most controversial Galactico, 
having arrived from Barcelona for $75m 
and returned to Camp Nou only to be 
pelted with porcine missiles, Figo’s first 
few years after retirement in 2009 were 
low-key. He opened a bar in the Algarve, 
did some light charity work and pressed 
the flesh as an ambassador for Inter. But 
the ever-dapper Portuguese star whizzed 
back into the headlines like a pig’s head 
in January 2015 when he announced his 
intention to challenge Sepp Blatter for 
the FIFA presidency. Running on a 
grassroots platform, he impressed many 
before stepping out of the race in May.

Zizou the player never 
wanted to become a gaffer
– but he couldn’t recreate
this thrill anywhere else
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managed Lyon in Ligue 1 and the Euro
League with the same qualification de
“Yazid is a victim of his own good inte
says Lacombe. “He could’ve found wo
any club by using his fame, but he dec
to put himself naked at the Madrid ca
This is a wonderful thing he’s doing.”

Even Johan Cruyff, the great Barcelo
mouthpiece, spoke out in support of 
Zidane. Cruyff had been in a similar 
situation throughout his eight years  
as Barcelona boss from 1988. He had
no qualifications, so officially Charly  
Rexach was manager to Cruyff’s  
technical director, to circumvent Span
football law. “It’s ridiculous,” said the
Dutchman. “I’d much prefer a good co
without their badges than a bad one w
them who hasn’t got a clue.”

Real Madrid appealed the decision in the 
Spanish courts and won, but another 
controversy was around the corner, this time 
on the pitch. With Castilla top of the league, 
Florentino Perez bought wunderkind Martin 
Odegaard from Stromsgodset, a month  
after his 16th birthday. 

The Norwegian’s arrival coincided with a dip 
in Castilla’s form, amid rumours he insisted on 
training with the first team during the week 
(at Perez’s behest), while playing with the 
reserves at the weekend. Animosity swiftly 
grew, yet Zidane dealt with the problems well. 

In a club where political dicta influence team 
selection, Zidane stood his ground impressively, 
dropping Odegaard when merited. “It’s 
normal that the arrival of a 16-year-old with 
the sort of salary like his [a reported $170,000  
a week] will affect the atmosphere in the 
dressing room, especially when other players 
will have spent up to 10 years at the club,” 
Ruben Jimenez, Spanish sports daily Marca’s 
Castilla correspondent, tells FFT. “Odegaard is 

will become even better. He 
with Castilla, grow and play  

this year, so as to improve  
e as his teacher.”

Haugstad, a Norwegian 
t who watched each of 
d’s 11 Castilla games last  
“It can certainly be seen  

r version of the ‘preferences’ 
sometimes makes clear to  

team coach,” he tells FFT. 
s the end of the season,  
ave Odegaard a role in  
 plays as a central midfielder  
 Castilla have the ball, and  
midfielder in a 4-2-3-1 when 
is has worked, and reflects  
 tactical acumen.”

at tactical acumen nor 
al manoeuvrings could prevent 

 petering out to a sixth-place 
d tier, outside the play-offs. 
diola’s Barcelona B had surged 
om the same division in 2008, 

Zidane’s Castilla limped home. By the time 
Benitez’s appointment was confirmed in early 
June, it was no surprise that Zidane would 
spend another season with the reserves.

“At Real Madrid, any time you don’t achieve 
your objectives is a disappointment, and 
obviously the team was there for them to  
have been a lot closer to promotion,” says 
Marca reporter Jimenez. “They weren’t quite as 
good as the era of Jese or Alvaro Morata, 
perhaps, but there were players with great 
quality like Alvaro Medran or Burgui in attack, 
or Diego Llorente in defence.” Worryingly, 
Medran, Burgui and Llorente will all spend 
2015-16 out on loan at La Liga sides Getafe, 
Espanyol and Rayo Vallecano respectively, 
while captain and midfield string-puller Sergio 
Aguza has been transferred to MK Dons 
permanently. His replacement as skipper? 
Enzo Fernandez: Zidane’s son.

“ I F  Y O U ’ R E  S O F T  W I T H  T H E  B O Y S ,  I T  D O E S N ’ T  W O R K .
I  D I S C O V E R E D  T H AT  Y O U  H AV E  T O  T E L L  P L AY E R S 
T H I N G S  T H E Y ’ R E  N O T  R E A D Y  T O  H E A R ”
To succeed in the dugout, Zidane has had to 
evolve his own psyche. 

A natural introvert, he has never been the 
sort to lead from the front, making it easy  
to mistake shyness for arrogance. “Zidane 
playing in a team,” French singer-songwriter 
Jean-Louis Murat once mused, “is like putting 
Jimi Hendrix into a band and when you tell 
him he’s the lead singer, he says he’d prefer  
to play the maracas.”

While that may be an exaggeration, Zidane 
has undoubtedly had to come out of his shell. 
“If you’re soft with the boys, it doesn’t work,” 
he told France Football in a rare interview in 
June. “I discovered that, for the common 
good, you have to know how to tell players 
things they’re not ready to hear. 

“I do it rarely, because I think I have  
a natural authority which means I don’t have  
to resort to bawling out players. If I yelled the 
whole time, I wouldn’t be myself. You’re going 
to tell me that a coach has to talk much more 
than I do, but that’s not the case.”

Roberto Carlos
The thunder-thighed set-piece monster, 
who made his professional debut 24 
years ago, had supposedly hung up his 
boots in 2012 after a season with  
Anzhi Makhachkala – but he dusted 
them off for one last job this year in his 
unlikely role as player-manager of Delhi 
Dynamos. The Indian Super League gig, 
which kicked off again in October, was 
Carlos’s third spell as a gaffer, and he’ll 
hope it lasts longer than his other two: 
he spent June 2013 to December 2014 
unsuccessfully overseeing Sivasspor in 
the Turkish Super Lig, then a few months 
at Akhisar Belediyespor earlier this year.

Ronaldo
O Fenomeno battled on for four seasons 
after leaving Madrid, getting gradually 
less phenomenal as he lost pace and 
became injury-plagued. But he always 
knew where the back of the net was, 
and found it frequently for Corinthians 
during a mini-renaissance, before 
stopping in 2011. After that, he was 
heavily involved in Brazil’s 2014  
World Cup as one of the country’s six 
ambassadors, as well as working with
the UN and for charity, and co-owning
the Fort Lauderdale Strikers in the NASL.
He occasionally hints he might come  
out of retirement to cameo for them.

“I think I have a natural authority, 
so I don’t have to bawl out players”
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Crucially, Zidane keeps these rare displays  
of emotion confined to the dressing room.  
The public display of humiliation for a 
misplaced pass or fluffed chance isn’t for him. 

“He doesn’t shout all that much,” says 
Jimenez. “Sometimes he gets angry, but  
more than anything else he gives constant 
instruction. Seriously, the whole game. If he 
does get angry with his players, he doesn’t 
show it. It’s more a constant dialogue of 
instructions to play the way he wants.

“I understand he likes to control everything 
that happens – again, constantly talking – but 
the press aren’t allowed to attend training.”

Among the criticisms of Zidane in his first 
season, this is the biggest. Because he won’t 
talk about his lack of coaching badges,
the rumours of post-game
misdemeanours and poor 
substitutions, he creates  
a vacuum which sucks in 
speculation and creates 
extra column inches. 

True, Zidane clearly 
wants to let his coaching 
do the talking, but the 
feeling is that if he  
did explain his methods, 
how he trains the team or  
his in-game decisions, his 
message would be far 
stronger. As it is, Zidane 
hasn’t given a single 
press conference as Castilla boss.

Zidane’s attitude is effectively the anti-Pep. 
He gives one-on-one interviews on a  
semi-regular basis, which Guardiola refuses  
to do, but doesn’t give press conferences.

For his part, Zidane is aware that he  
cannot allow his introspection to cloud  
his relationship with the media. 

“We’ve talked about it a lot and even did 
some media training,” mentor Lacombe  
reveals to FFT. “He was aware that extra work  
was needed, and not just with the media,  
but in communication with executives,  
players and fans.

“He was surrounded by some masters in 
Madrid. Carlo Ancelotti and Jose Mourinho are 
different, but deal with the media very well. 
Zidane will be Zidane. He’s no loudspeaker.  
But he’ll do the job.”

Yet Zidane has practice in managing aspects 
of his personality for the greater good. As a 
player, his 14 career red cards served notice  
of his spiky personality, but a manager must 
display a certain serenity. “Sometimes you can 
see the tension in my eyes,” Zidane has 
admitted. “During games I suffer a lot as  
a manager, much more than I did as a player.  
It’s not all that bad as a player. [But] when 
you’re on the bench and the game starts, 
there’s nothing you can do.

“I’m a person like any other, and inside me  
I felt like a volcano a lot of the time that 
wasn’t easy to manage.”

But manage it he has. Those who watched 
Castilla last season have been impressed at 
how dormant that volcano has remained. 
“There was Zidane-the-player-on-the-pitch 
and Zidane-the-person,” Lacombe tells FFT.  

In 1988 at Cannes, he gave a teenage Zidane 
a one-month ban for punching an opponent 
who had fouled him, one of several flashpoints
involving the midfielder before he had even 
broken into the first team.

“He learned to play football on the Marseille
streets, where strong local area rivalries exist,”
says Lacombe. “You represent your piece of 
the city. If you don’t react, if you don’t show 
who’s the boss, you just don’t exist. 

“That is Zidane the player. Zidane the coach 
will be like Zidane the man.”

If that legendary temper can be harnessed, 
his openness with the media will surely follow.

“ E V E R Y  C O A C H  I  K N O W  B E L I E V E S  I N  H I M .  I T  I S  
A  H U G E  B L E S S I N G  T H AT  S U C H  A  C H A M P I O N  
WA N T S  T O  G I V E  B A C K  T O  T H E  G A M E ”
Yet for all the criticisms, there is one evident 
strength to Zidane the coach – his unshakable 
will to be one, and to succeed at it. He doesn’t 
need the money, nor does he need the grief. 

“As the manager, you’re the one who’s 
responsible,” Zidane said in June. “To be  
a [head] coach is to be alone. When you’re an 
assistant you can advise, bring a different 
opinion to the coach’s, but it’s not comparable 
to being in charge. You have to live it to  
notice that change. 

“You can see the tension in my eyes. The 
pressure comes at you from all angles”

Above Zizou and 
long-time friend  
and assistant  
David Bettoni put in 
some serious hours



“It comes at you from all angles. One day  
it’s an injured player; the next, it’s someone 
who can’t train because they have a personal 
problem; the day after, it’s the pitch. Every day 
you have 15 or 20 things to look after as well 
as working with your team. It’s not necessarily 
a pain – it’s part of the job.”

Lacombe has seen this desire first-hand. 
“Every coach I know believes in him,” he says. 
“His behaviour proves his seriousness to his 
work. He’s there every morning at 8:30am. 
He’s there until late in the evening. He’s always 
on the phone or chatting with his assistants 
about how his team can improve. That’s really 

Vicente del
Bosque (1987-90)
The Spanish national team
manager flies the flag for

Castilla coaches, having been given the
chance to climb the Real Madrid ladder and
succeeding in the top job. After 14 years
playing for the club’s first team, holding
responsibility in the youth ranks molded his
image as a safe pair of hands. Following
stints as a caretaker manager in 1994 and
1996, he was appointed permanently at
the turn of the millennium and it proved
a masterstroke, with the newly-selected
coach going on to win two league titles and
two Champions League trophies.

Rafa Benitez
(1993-95)
The man who took over Madrid
this summer also spent time

coaching Castilla, and was visibly moved by
the opportunity to return to the Bernabeu
this summer in the capacity of first-team
manager. After winning titles with the
Juvenil B and Real Madrid’s U19 setup,
Benitez gained further experience managing
Castilla. With young would-be Real Madrid
legends Raul and Guti at his disposal, the
Spaniard masterminded a sixth-place finish
in the second tier, providing the basis for
nine future managerial positions elsewhere
before returning to the capital.

Julen Lopetegui
(2008-09)
He may have only come into
the public eye recently thanks

to his work with Portuguese giants Porto,
but the 49-year-old has his roots grounded
firmly in Madrid. Lopetegui was unable to
take any silverware to Estadio do Dragao in
his first season last year, but he did impress
by taking Porto to the quarter-finals of the
Champions League. Between his stints with
Castilla and Porto, the Spaniard was given
the opportunity to coach his country at
under-19, under-20 and under-21 level,
winning the U19 European Championship in
2012 and the U21 European Championship
with La Rojita the following year. His
reputation is growing – could he be a
potential Real Madrid gaffer in the future?

CASTILLA: 
MADRID’S 
MANAGERIAL 
PAST, PRESENT 
AND FUTURE?
Zizou wouldn’t be the 
first Castilla boss to 
wind up in the big  
chair at Real Madrid…

ZIDANE THE MANAGER
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impressive. It’s a huge blessing that such  
a champion wants to give back to the game.” 

It isn’t just Zidane’s will to succeed that  
has impressed Lacombe during the pair’s  
three-year coaching alliance, though. Indeed, 
Zizou’s mentor believes that his pupil’s natural 
introspection is among his biggest positives.

“He’s a great listener,” Lacombe tells FFT.  
“I can tell you that’s pretty rare among former 
players. He listens more than he sees, and as a 
result he’s learned from every coach he’s had.”

Lacombe isn’t the only one to notice Zidane’s 
primary coaching strength. Before Zizou’s 
Castilla appointment last summer, Bordeaux 
president Jean-Louis Triaud tried to entice the 
club’s most famous son back to southwest 
France, where he spent four years.

“It was a serious option for one long  
month,” he tells FFT. “It didn’t happen  
because we couldn’t build the team he 
wanted. We couldn’t spend what he wanted. 
He was very ambitious. If he spends time on 
something, his goal is to win.”

Why Zidane?
“Instinct. It was the same for Laurent Blanc 

in 2007. Zidane was a great player – he’s not 
exactly the grocer next door. We knew his 
qualities. We knew the man. We knew his 
preparation for the job. We knew how deeply 
he involves himself in everything he does.  
And we knew he doesn’t really need to do  
it to make a living; it’s because he really 
wants it. Is that good enough for you?”

It’s certainly good enough for Florentino 
Perez. Part of the reason why the Bordeaux 
move broke down was because the Real 
Madrid president convinced his favourite 
Galactico to stay at Valdebebas. In Zidane, 
Perez sees a born winner.

“Logically, Zizou can only be a head coach,” 
Perez said last year. “It’s impossible for him to 
be a number two. When he started out as a 
player, he knew the route to become the best in 
the world. In the same way, he’s convinced he 
needs time to become that good as a coach.
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“Yes, it can be difficult to get any 
words out of him, but he’s very 
firm and constant, with huge 
footballing knowledge. These are 
the qualities any great coach has.”

In Perez, Zidane sees a father 
figure, someone without whom  
his life would be immeasurably 
different. “Perez changed 
everything,” he said in 2013.  
“He’s the reason I’m here. Without 
him, I wouldn’t have scored the goal
that won la Novena [Madrid’s ninth European 
Cup in 2002, with that volley against Bayer 
Leverkusen in the final]. He’s given me 
everything and I want to repay that as coach.”

That should preclude the former Bordeaux 
player from replacing Marcelo Bielsa at 
Marseille, despite early rumours to the 
contrary. Furthermore, l’OM are in a financial 
mess – selling Dimitri Payet and Andre Ayew 
to West Ham and Swansea respectively this 
summer – so it would be a surprise were 
Zidane to join a club in similar financial  
trouble to Bordeaux, having already turned 
down his former club.

Returning to Marseille, the city where he  
was born and bred, may yet prove impossible 
to resist, but given the strength of the  
Perez-Zidane relationship you would expect 
the latter to stay in Madrid. After a trophyless 
2014-15, there is a debt to be repaid.

Crucially, Zidane’s style and attention to 
detail behind the scenes has won him 
admirers as well as time. As soon as his club 
Audi enters Valdebebas every morning, the 
Frenchman heads straight to his minimalist 
white office, the same workspace he had as 
Ancelotti’s assistant. Although he has a sofa 
and two easy chairs on one side of the room, 
they’re seldom used. 

Dressed in his training gear (the unique 
initials ‘ZZ’ stand out like a trademark) instead
of his snug-fit matchday suit, Zidane will 
immediately sit at his L-shaped desk and 
connect his laptop to a second screen. 
Together with his assistant David Bettoni, he 
spends his week analysing future opponents 
and calling up graphs that show when and 
how his team concede goals, as well as videos.

The pair have been inseparable since they 
were wide-eyed youth teamers at Cannes. 
Within minutes of meeting in 1988, they were
racing a rusting Ford Fiesta (Bettoni) and  
a battered Renault Clio (Zidane) from Cannes 
to Marseille. When Zidane moved to Juventus 
in 1996, he persuaded the Old Lady to find  
a semi-pro club in the area for Bettoni.

Also bald, but a good foot shorter than his 
illustrious friend, Bettoni acts as a sounding 
board from across the other side of the desk. 
‘Davi’ has a smiley, talkative demeanour and 
provides the get-up-and-go drive that Zidane 
doesn’t naturally emit.

Out on the training pitch, Zidane is no 
different. He allows Bettoni – himself a UEFA 
Pro Licence holder who used to head up the 
Cannes academy – to lead group sessions, 
while he intervenes one-on-one as he sees fit.
They dovetail brilliantly – a modern-day  
Brian Clough and Peter Taylor.

“The new Castilla this season will be  
a complicated case,” confirms Marca  
journalist Jimenez, “because players have  
left, so they’re very young lads and with much 
less experience than previous years, but they’ll 
still have the same obligation of fighting to  
go up. This time, Zidane has to deliver.”

“ T H E Z I D A N E O F T H E B E G I N N I N G  O F  L A S T  S E A S O N  I S 
T H E  Z I D A N E  AT  T H E  E N D ”

ows that his biggest 
ple demand excellence, 
on the pitch,” said Zidane 
w the rules. I have to be 
But I have no concerns 
would have gone fishing.”
mbe certainly believes his 
ous pupil is up to the task. 
son’s struggles for form 
rushes with coaching  
w can only help his 
progression. “He learned   
how tough this job could  
ells FFT. “He had to let it 
for him to go through 
hat very early in his career. 
of the beginning of last 
y different from the Zidane 
He made a lot of progress. 
e needed to be stronger;  

Last season, Burgui was the recipient of  
this one-on-one tuition; in 2015-16 it will  
be 18-year-old Borja Mayoral, Real Madrid’s 
next great hope, who has just won the  
Golden Boot in Spain’s Under-19 European 
Championship-winning team. “Zidane,” 
Ancelotti said in early 2014, “is always doing 
something.” For the first time ever last season, 
Castilla chartered flights to away games –  
on Zidane’s expressed demand.

Whisper it, but this is a Guardiola-esque level 
of attention to detail. This season, he’ll need it. 
The 2015-16 Castilla will be among the 
youngest in its history. In June, Perez abolished 
Real Madrid C (a team made up of players too 
old for the youth teams but not good enough 
for Castilla), the thinki b i th t th
president only wants p
are capable of playing

This would appear to
Zidane – he’ll have mo
having struggled with
but everything isn’t qu
has always survived by
promising youngsters
three 24-year-olds wit
experience lower dow
pyramid. They sign kn
never play first-team f
Real Madrid, but want
around the club and h
generation to develop
departed Aguza was a
example. From this se
team will effectively b
under (including his 20
playmaking son Enzo)
Burgui, Llorente and 

“Well, he certainly
didn’t learn to
shout like that 
from me...”

Perez is keen on

Zizou as a coach



to know his players better. Like every coach,  
he will need luck and a sense of destiny.”

The France 98 brace of headers, the 2002 
Champions League Final volley, the Marco 
Materazzi headbutt – destiny has always 
followed Zidane. His name carries weight, 
which goes a long way in the dressing room.

“He has natural charisma when he walks 
into a room,” his friend, fashion designer 
Jacques Bungert, once said. “Perhaps because
he is Zidane, but also because he is the man 
he is – because he has this internal strength, 
this presence – he imposes something. He 
creates something. That’s who he is.”

The influence Zidane’s presence can have 
isn’t limited to starry-eyed youth teamers or 
his friends. The Frenchman played a crucial role
in Karim Benzema extending his Real Madrid 
contract 18 months ago. Indeed, Los Blancos’ 
No.9 has gone on record as saying it would be
a dream to play for Zidane at the Bernabeu.

p
isn’t even limited to players. When he visited 
Marseille last December, then-manager 
Marcelo Bielsa – himself one of the most 
revered and influential coaches in world 
football and 17 years his senior – was  
“like a kid” at meeting his Castilla counterpart.

“Zidane is a living football monument,” 
gushed the Argentine tactician. “Having 
Monsieur Zidane there right next to me to 
listen to me was an unforgettable moment. 
What’s more, he was grateful to listen to me. 
Zidane exercises this inhibitive power on 
common mortals. It’s indescribable.”

Inspiring respect in the dressing room may 
be about more than just showing off your 
playing medals – just ask Ruud Gullit, Lothar 
Matthaus or Diego Maradona – but starting 
from that position is valuable for any  
coaching novice such as Zidane.

When Zidane visited Bayern Munich’s training
ground back in March, he witnessed three
90-minute sessions that featured constant ball
work and extensive drills to establish numerical
superiority in possession. “Bayern’s game was
already fast and attacking,” he said, “but Pep
has taken it to the next level with that hint of
genius. I love watching to see how he works.
He inspires me.”

Armed with new ideas, the necessary
coaching badges and the shot at redemption
that only a new season can bring, Zidane the
coach is refreshed and determined to succeed,
even if he was passed over for that gilded top
job this summer. “I want to build something,”
says the greatest footballer of his generation,
who wants no less an epithet in the dugout.
“I want people to say: ‘What you did as
a coach... not bad. Not bad.’”

You get the feeling Zinedine Zidane’s
time will come. Pep, you have been warned.
You too, Rafa.

“Florentino Perez gave me 
everything, and I want  
to repay that as coach”

Enzo Fernandez
He may prefer to be known by his mother’s 
surname, but Enzo hasn’t been able to avoid 
comparisons to his old man. After joining 
Real Madrid in 2004, Zinedine’s oldest son 
has climbed all the way into the Castilla 
setup, with Papa Zizou even selecting  
him as captain for the coming season.  
The 20-year-old midfielder participated  
in the 2013-14 UEFA Youth League and in 
2011 had the honour of being included in 
some of Jose Mourinho’s training sessions, 
as well as receiving a call-up to France’s 
under-19s. Domestically he has featured 
more regularly for Real Madrid C than 
Castilla, but the coming campaign will see 
the manager’s son compete in Segunda B. 

Luca Zidane 
The middle son has taken a rather different 
route into football to both his father and his 
elder brother. The 17-year-old plays for Real 
Madrid’s Juvenil B side – as a goalkeeper. 
Luca has also benefited from being invited 
to train alongside the first team, with Carlo 
Ancelotti giving the stopper the chance to 
test himself against senior pros. He may not 
be of towering height for his age and position, 
but he’s able to compensate with his reflexes 
and astuteness in one-on-ones. He’s also 
pretty nifty when it comes to facing penalties:
he saved three in France U17s’ European
Championship semi-final victory over
Belgium in May (though he did miss with his
own effort, his Panenka attempt clipping the
bar). France beat Germany 4-1 in the final.

Theo and Elyaz Zidane
Zidane’s third child, Theo, enrolled in Real
Madrid’s academy in 2010. Now 13, he plays
in the same position his esteemed father
made his own. It may only be the start of
a fledgling career, but the young midfielder
is already showing flashes of brilliance and
impressive ability for his tender years. Earlier
this year he ‘went viral’ after bamboozling
an opposition defender with a dummy, then
finishing superbly, while playing for Madrid’s
Infantil B side. At the age of nine, Elyaz,
the youngest child of the Zidane brood,
has only just been included in Real Madrid’s
‘Benjamin’ youth category, but plays in
midfield – just like Zinedine, Enzo and Theo.

THE ZIDANE 

 CLAN
Zinedine isn’t the only 
Zidane aiming to make 
waves with Real Madrid 
– all four of his sons are
currently on the books 
at the Spanish giants
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Above Will Zidane 
the manager inspire 
through his brilliance 
– or lose the plot?
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C
an Romelu Lukaku become the best
striker in world football?

A calendar year ago, that might have
seemed a ridiculous question. Having

departed Stamford Bridge permanently in the
summer of 2014 – with Jose Mourinho citing
his $60 million transfer fee as a handy way to
help balance the Financial Fair Play books – the
big Belgian’s long-predicted march to the very
zenith of the game appeared to be stuttering.

Since his arrival in the Premier League,
a carousel of Stamford Bridge bosses – Andre
Villas-Boas, Roberto Di Matteo, Rafael Benitez
and finally the Special One – had favoured
other forwards, with Lukaku spending two
seasons on loan, first at West Bromwich Albion,
then at Everton. Despite some brilliance at
The Hawthorns and Goodison Park, the six
months that followed the 2014 World Cup had
many pundits pondering whether the sce ti
at Chelsea might have been right. Lukaku
body was faltering and slowed by injuries
post-Brazil and his mind wasn’t fully in the
game, either: his father had been seriousl
and a close friend was killed in a car crash

Twelve months on, however, the questio
doesn’t seem so daft. As the new year
dawned, Lukaku seemed sharp and focus
and he emerged as one of the few plus po
of a difficult 2014-15 for the Toffees. And
the start of this season, he’s been beguilin
and at times unplayable. He hit 28 goals
between January and mid-December.
Suddenly, mentioning him in the same

sentence as someone like Sergio Aguero
seems logical. Not least to himself.

“This year, I have been great,” Lukaku says
smiling, as FFT sits with him at Everton’s Finch
Farm following a rigorous training session,
after which he stayed late to work on his
freekicks (some, it has to be said, endanger
vehicles in a faraway car park). “From the first
game this season, against Watford, I’ve been
getting close to being the complete striker.
I have the mentality, and I am very… constant.
Whoever we play against, I know what to do.
If they don’t leave space behind, I’ll be playing
with my back to goal. I know I’ll find a way to
score. I just want more, because it feels great.”

This may sound cocky. But from Lukaku – an
amiable, considered interviewee who speaks
five languages – it doesn’t come across that
way. He’s just the right side of confident, and

h not? The stats back up the big talk. In
ember, a tap-in against Crystal Palace
Lukaku only the 12th player in Everton’s
(and the first since the 1960s) to

50 goals in his first 100 games, putting
the company of Dixie Dean and Tommy

n. Meanwhile, the roll call of players to
goals in the Premier League alone before

23 hints at his potential: Robbie Fowler,
el Owen, Wayne Rooney and Cristiano
do are the only players to manage the
efore the Goodison goal machine.
se players were consistent for 10 years
w,” he says, “and that’s what I’m aiming
s. As a kid in Belgium, I’d be great for  

Goals flowed for Everton’s Romelu Lukaku throughout last year. But the burly 22-year-old is 
setting his sights even higher in 2016 – and proving Jose wrong is the last thing on his mind

D E F E N D E R S B E W A R E

ROM ’S  C O MING 
FOR YO U

Words Nick Moore Portraits Matt Stewart

LUKAKU

Mamadou Sakho
feels the force of
a flying Belgian
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three months, then terrible for one. And just 
two years ago, if I was having a poor game, 
my head might have gone down. I’d have 
thought: ‘It’s not my day today’. Now I never 
give up. In the moment your team needs you 
most, you need to be there, to lead.”

Lukaku has the obvious physical gifts of 
height, power and pace, but you don’t clock  
up half-century landmarks by just being a 
battering ram. A high-tempo game suits him, 
and he’s always on the move, but amid the 
hurly-burly there’s considerable guile, too. He 
can pick a pass and provide a cunning assist, 
as well as finish with both feet and destroy  
a marker in a physical battle. 

“It makes you realise what a special 
footballer we have,” said Roberto Martinez 
after Lukaku hit his 50. “And there’s a lot more 
to come, given he’s only 22.” But how much?

“ C H E L S E A  PA I D  A  L O T  F
A F T E R  A  W H I L E  I  T H O U G
J U S T  T H R O W I N G  M O N E
Lukaku comes from fine
His dad Roger played inte
and in the Belgian Leagu
sportsmen (recall Andre
the youngster hit a millio
parental drilling played a
development. Roger coac
Romelu and his brother J
at Oostende, with one in
they were tots. “He knew
turn pro,” says Romelu. “
making a mistake to prev
I played against the who
I scored goals, and my d
boots like the ones Rona
He was always calm. [Bu
after watching me score
times, he shed a tear and
to my mum: ‘This kid is g
to save our whole family

Achievements followed
fast. Starting with his loc
side Rupel Boom, Lukaku
was scouted by Lierse’s 
academy at 10 (“I got 76
goals in 34 league game
there was no competitio
The youngster was snapp
up by Belgian giants 
Anderlecht. “They wante
Jordan at first, not me, b
when they found out we
brothers, they took us bo
says Lukaku. Good move
played for the under-18s
and the reserves a year l
before making his senior
2009, days after his 16th
In his next season, 2009
the top scorer in the cou
won their 30th league tit
on everybody’s shopping
another year, registering
narrowly failed to retain t

Chelsea won his signat
A five-year contract for a
$36m, seemed like a cou
his first goals for Belgium

against Russia), and after making his home 
debut, replacing Fernando Torres against 
Norwich City, Didier Drogba comparisons 
abounded on the Stamford Bridge terraces.

But then nothing much happened. Under AVB
and Di Matteo, Lukaku found himself spending 
most of the season in the stiffs. He believes it 
was all too much, too soon. “I was always 
playing in age groups above my own, and in  
a way I never properly finished my academy 
experience some skills weren’t there I as

FA Cup and Champions League, but Lukaku 
refused to even hold the European trophy. 
“When Salomon Kalou put the cup on my lap, 
I asked him to take it away,” he told De 
Standaard newspaper at the time. “I didn’t 
want to touch it, because I had no part in it at 
all. Chelsea paid a lot for me, but after a while I 
thought: are you just throwing money around?”

“ E V E R YO N E  S AY S  M O U R I N H O  WA N T E D  M E 
TO  LEAVE.  THAT’S  WRONG.  I  WANTED TO  GO”
Barely playing seemed like a huge issue after 
his previously rocket-like trajectory, but Lukaku 
now reflects on his Chelsea induction with 
more perspective. He became close friends 
with Drogba, whom he still texts for advice, and 
he benefited from “training daily with players 
who’d won Champions Leagues, World Cups, 
Premier Leagues... I was frustrated and in  
a low place because I really love football.  

ence every day: 
knew that once  
he door.”
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LUKAKU

Lukaku wouldn’t hold the 
Champions League trophy 
as he hadn’t helped win it

Below Things have 
been looking up for 
Rom this season 



I wanted to go. It was the year running u
World Cup finals, and I’d had one good s
in the Premier League. In that position, y
need to confirm your status. I was 20, an
there’s such a thing as a one-season wo
I needed to show that wasn’t me. I told J
‘I need to play’. I thought I was ready; m
he didn’t. I was great physically, but may
not mentally at that point. He could have
said: ‘Romelu, don’t go’, but he probably
knew I needed those games.”

Lukaku had fun right from the off with the 
offees. On his debut against West Ham, he 
cored the winner while knocking himself 
nconscious, learning only from the doctor 
hat it was he who got the vital touch. Two 

more, and an assist, came straight after 
gainst Newcastle. Then he netted twice  

n the 3-3 Merseyside derby (“the best 
xperience I’ve ever had,” he said afterwards). 
n total, he got 15 goals in 31 games as 
verton finished fifth in the Premier League. 

In July 2014, Lukaku signed permanently
for Martinez (left). “He actually called me three
times and I didn’t pick up on the first two, so
I’m glad I answered eventually,” says the
striker. “I discussed it with him, I spoke to
Chelsea, I spoke to my mother, and eventually
she said: ‘go to Everton’. I haven’t regretted it.
Right from the very first training session with
Roberto, it has been great. He took me aside
and we worked on movement, my hold-up
play, everything. With all the good young

Not all of Lukaku’s predecessors have coped quite so well with the club-record price tag
BETTER BUY BELGIAN

Marouane 
Fellaini
Everton’s previous bulky Belgian 
box-office buy did the business. 
The midfielder-slash-forward-
slash-unorthodox-No.10  
arrived from Standard Liege as 
a 20-year-old in 2008, costing 
$32m, and his physicality 
worked perfectly: he could bully 
defences but had a deft touch.
VERDICT HIT

Yakubu
The Yak arrived for $24m  
in 2007, after goals aplenty at 
Middlesbrough and Pompey. His 
first season was sensational: 
wearing the No.22 – his strike 
target for the season – he fell 
one short, bagging 21. But then 
injuries hit and he was loaned 
to Leicester, before being 
flogged to Blackburn in 2011.
VERDICT MIXED BAG

Andy Johnson
An in-your-face dynamo, 
Johnson arrived for $19m in 
2006 after four great years with 
Crystal Palace had helped him 
win a handful of England caps. 
He got 22 goals in 74 games – 
including an unforgettable pair 
in a 3-0 win over Liverpool – 
and was sold to Fulham two 
years later for $23m.
VERDICT QUALIFIED HIT

James Beattie
Having scored for fun at
Southampton, the frontman
joined the Blues for $13m in
January 2005. After a poor
first half-season he bagged
11 goals in 2005-06, then was
used as a substitute for much
of the following campaign.
There were few tears when he
was sold to Sheffield United.
VERDICT MISS

Nick Barmby
Joe Royle coughed up $12m to
take the England starlet to
Goodison in October 1996.
Barmby initially struggled to
make an impact and it wasn’t
until 1999-00 that he really
caught the eye: he was named
supporters’ player of the year,
then promptly forced a move
to bitter rivals Liverpool.
VERDICT TRAITOR!

Lukaku is ready to take
Belgium further at Euro 2016
than they managed in Brazil
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players coming through – Ross Barkley, John 
Stones, James McCarthy, Gerry [Deulofeu] – it 
felt like something good was happening.”

I N  A  B E W I L D E R I N G  L E A G U E  S E A S O N , 
L U K A K U ’ S  G O A L S  H AV E  P U T  E V E R T O N  
O N  T H E  E D G E  O F  S O M E T H I N G  S P E C I A L 
Martinez claimed that “Rom is potentially the 
best choice in the world at No.9.” His form  
had ensured his place in a strong Belgian 
World Cup squad, and out in Brazil, Lukaku 
scored in extra-time as the Red Devils beat  
the USA to reach the quarter-finals.

Reported disputes with Mourinho were, he 
says, nonsense whipped up by the tabloids. 
The Chelsea boss was quoted saying Lukaku 
was “not motivated to come to a competitive 
situation at Chelsea”. This was seen as a slight, 
when in fact it was merely a statement of the 
player’s hunger to feature in more games. 

“A lot of people don’t know this, but when  
I signed for Everton permanently, Mourinho 
was the first person to send me a good luck 
message,” he says. “I regret the way it went 
later. When I was doing well at Everton, people 

were pointing at him. Then he was saying stuff
about me. But I have a lot of respect for him
to this day. And I made the right decision.”

But just as Lukaku was looking
the up, some very real problems
crashing back down. He was stru
injuries, having numerous inject
His father became seriously ill. A
friend Junior Malanda died in a c
Mentally, Lukaku was shot. “Juni
away changed a lot for me,” he
“He was my close friend and my
brother’s best friend – he used t
sleep at our house all summer. I
was tragic. Life can go just like th

“It was tough playing games f
the next few weeks. But thankfu
we had a nine-day break with th
team in Qatar. We trained hard
was like a mini pre-season. And
to focus myself. That was that. I
myself up for the season.” 

And so his bumper 2015 bega
assists have flooded in from eve
a bewildering Premier League s

Everton could be on the verge of something 
special. “It’s a very unusual year,” he says. 
“The table is so tight, you can win three  
games on the bounce and be in the top three. 
Everyone’s dropping points – it’s crazy. I think 
it shows that the league is getting more 
competitive, which is great for English football.

“But if we want to be in the top four, you 
need to win some of those games such as 
Bournemouth away and Palace at home, 
where we’ve dropped points. There are fine 
margins – hitting posts and so on – but that’s 
where we need to improve. We did that in my 
first season here. We have an opportunity to 
build something at Everton. We just need to 
demand more from each other.”

His partnership this term with Spanish flyer 
Gerard Deulofeu has been eye-catching. “He 
always looks for the right ball – that’s why I 
score a lot,” says Lukaku. “He’s always looking 
for an assist. He got annoyed recently because 
the officials took an assist off him! He was 
really mad. A winger like that, always looking 
for your move, is heaven. For me, he will be in 
the top 10 players in the world in a few years.” 

The looming League Cup semi-final ties 
er City are considered with 
elish (“it’s a 50-50 clash”), 
and internationally the 
potential is huge, too. But will 
Belgium’s ‘golden generation’ 
quander their chances to 
in a trophy, as England’s 
d? “How high can we go?  
is up to us,” Lukaku says.  

We have the players to win 
phies. Every player can be in 
 Belgium starting line-up. 
k at Thomas Vermaelen at 

celona, or Jan Vertonghen 
– for me, he’s the most complete centre-half 
in our league. He’s technically unbelievable, 
can run, tackle – and he has to play left-back! 
And Toby Alderweireld: he’s so clever, also  
one of the best centre-halves in the league 
[and plays at right-back for Belgium]. 

“We can win the Euros. You need some luck, 
but it’s down to us. There are some great 
sides: England, France, Germany... even Wales 

at us. There is a chance for everyone.”
real enthusiasm on Lukaku’s face as 
s the months ahead. Talking football 
one of his favourite things: we’ve 
tting for more than double our 
me, and you sense he’d happily carry 
ame is all-consuming for him: any 
e is spent resting, listening to ’90s 
nd gaming (his mum comes over to 
company sometimes, too). His every 

s built around becoming a better 
r. “I got great because I have 
rmination and discipline,” he says. 
ry single day since I was a kid,  
ake up with that. Every training 
ssion, I want to improve as a player 
o I can help my team-mates win.”
So can he be the best forward in the 
 day? Lukaku pauses. “I’m not saying 

answers. A cheeky smile creeps 
face. We wouldn’t bet against it 

g. We don’t think he would, either.

“At Chelsea I had to rewind and relearn things
– I had advanced so fast, it caught upwithme”

Lukaku showed Chelsea
what they were missing
while on loan at West Brom

Junior Malanda’s death hit hard

Below Deulofeu: a 
heavenly performer
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Words Con Stamocostas

The FFA’s National Curriculum was hailed as a game changer for Australian football. But six 
years on, results seem to have gone backwards on the world stage for our youth teams. 

REVOLUTION
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s the Joeys walked off the field after 
a 6-0 defeat to Nigeria kicked them 
out of the Under-17 World Cup in
Chile, their former coach sat
13,000km away, infuriated and
frustrated by what he had just seen. 

Les Scheinflug led the Joeys to the 
final of the 1999 World Cup and

only lost to Brazil on penalties.
To his eye, watching the Joeys flop at the

2015 tournament in such a devastating way
was a sign the National Curriculum is failing
our national youth teams.

“Do you accept getting beaten 4-0 and 6-0
in World Cups?” he says. “That is a showpiece 
event. And you want to play a system where
you know you haven’t got a chance against
these teams? You put the reputation of your
country on the line. The national team is the
showpiece of the country – it doesn’t matter if 
it’s the U17, U20 or Olympic team.

“They are falling into the Dutch pattern of
thinking they are World Champions. The Dutch 
system – what have they done? I’m talking
about the Dutch U17 and U20s over the last
15 years. They never won a World Cup. We
were ranked seventh and ninth in the U17 and 
U20s. Now where are they ranked?”

Sitting in his backyard in his home in
Fairfield, west of Sydney – the spiritual home
of football in Australia to some – Scheinflug
wants answers about the youth structure.

“Do you know what curriculum they have to 
follow? Who tells them they have to play this 
way? Why do you want to change the style of 
football of Australian players?” he asks.

“Australians have heart. They’ve got their
own way of playing – the only thing you have 
to teach them is mentally and to get sharper, 
fitness-wise. We can compete with the best.

“We don’t need the so-called know it-alls to 
play the 4-3-3. The formation depends on who
we got and we play against. We may as well
go home when Craig Foster says on TV after
the Joeys lost that winning’s not
important. Even when I was six years of
age, that was my aim.”

The National Curriculum incensing
Scheinflug was introduced in 2009 by
Football Federation Australia. It was a
new national playing philosophy for all
players from grassroots to professional.

The 4-3-3 formation was mandated
and a strategy put in place for Australia
to produce players who would be able to
play a possession-based game.

The aim was for Socceroos to dominate
a game and control it. We would abandon
direct play which put the opponent under
pressure by aiming long passes towards
strikers. Creating scoring opportunities would 
be down to patient build up from the back. The
days of relying on aerial strength and physical 
power were to be consigned to the dustbin of 
history. Long ball was a dirty word. Possession 
was now king.

DUTCH MAFIA TO BELGIUM MAFIA
The person who ultimately tells the Joeys how 
to play this way is Eric Abrams, 57, the current 
National Technical Director of Australian

football. He is responsible for coach 
education and elite player 
development. All the national youth 
teams fall under his banner as well 
as all programs leading into them. 

Abrams has an impressive 
background in youth football. 

He was youth coach at Belgium 
club KRC Genk, which produced 
Thibaut Courtois, Kevin de Bruyne, 

Christian Benteke, Divock Origi and 
Yannick Carrasco. Later he worked for the 
Belgian Football Association as coach of the 
U15, U16 and U17 teams where he coached 
the golden generation of Vincent Kompany, 
Axel Witsel, Eden Hazard, Steven Defour, Dries 
Mertens and Moussa Dembele. He also trained 
many of the Belgian coaches at the national 
trainers school.

 Despite Scheinflug’s strong words about the 
FFA’s new direction, Abrams agrees the Joeys’ 
World Cup performance wasn’t good enough.

He says that the Joeys showed some of the 
qualities in terms of the philosophy of playing, 
but admitted there was room for improvement.

“We have some very good players but if you 
look at the overall quality, it’s still not meeting 
the criteria we want to have on a World Cup 
level in the U17s,” he says. “We have to ask 
ourselves why. We have to expose more 
players to get a view on which are the best 
players we can pick for the World Cup.”

One of the recommendations Abrams has 
made is for an increase in the intake of players 
at the Centre of Excellence in Canberra.

 “One of the major things – and this was 
really a little bit surprising for me – is that we 
pick only 24 players to be in the final residence 
program in Canberra,” he says.

“If you compare this to Belgium, we have 
300 players in the 15 to 17 age group who get 
a scholarship.”

Abrams says that choosing only 24 players 
does not accurately reflect the playing ability 
of young players.

“I don’t believe we are very poor in talent 
here because Australia has double the 
population of Belgium,” he says. “We have the 
same registered players as Belgium who play 
competitive football. I think it’s something we 
have to reconsider, it makes no sense to put 
only 24 players.”

Abrams added that the players who receive 
a scholarship in Belgium to their Centre of 
Excellence schools also combine training 
sessions in the evening with their professional 
clubs. He says that the players train twice a 
day, four days a week. It’s this set up that 
Abrams wants to emulate, not just in Canberra 
but in every state.

“I believe in every state we have the 
possibility and opportunity to establish a 
Centre of Excellence school like we have in 
Canberra. That is my goal,” he says.

“The players stay in their state and it’s a 
combination of elite player development in the 
school combined with the club development 
and the academic curriculum.”

Originally the men’s program at the AIS was 
to identify and develop players for the national 
under-20 youth team but the institute’s U20 
program no longer currently exists. 

Scheinflug, who coached the U17 and U20 
teams at the AIS, says cancelling the U20 
program and the previous set up of the state 
institutes was an error by the FFA.

 “There is no institute team on a full-time 
basis,” he says. “They have selected teams but 
they don’t have teams like before where they 
trained every day with the players. They even 
wanted to get rid of the Australian Institute of 
Sport in Canberra entirely, and as a last resort 
they put the U17 team in there and that is the 
biggest mistake they have done.”

THE SOCCEROOS IN CHARGE 
OF YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
Since Australia adopted a more possession 
based approach, the results at youth level 
have been mixed. There have been blow-outs 
and teams failing to qualify for World Cups. In 
2013 the Joeys failed to qualify for the 2013 
World Cup when they lost 5-1 to Iran. 

Likewise the Young Socceroos failed to 
qualify for only the second time in 26 years for 
the Under-20 World Cup that was held in New 

“We may as well go home 
when Craig Foster says 
winning’s not important.”
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Belgium stunned the world by claiming FIFA’s number one ranking... here’s how they did it.

When Eric Abrams first arrived in 
Australia, he surveyed the football 
landscape and found that there was 
no template for identifying potential 
national team players. 

So he posed two questions. How do 
you look for talent? And how do you 
know it’s actually talent? 

Abrams says that in Belgium they 
looked at six specific features of a player. 

The question they always asked was: 
Can this player be a professional player 
or an international in five or six years? 

Belgium’s population is half Australia’s
but their internationa
Devils is currently nu
FIFA’s international m

Below Abrams reve
that the Belgian FA u
identifying talent. 

He says they are of equal value but 
mentality of the winner, game 
awareness and skills are the top three. 

When comparing these six

LEARNING FROM BELGIUM AND THE RED DEVILS

1. MENTALITY OF THE WINNER
The winner’s mentality is a very important one and I want 
to nuance it, it’s not only about winning the game and 
about results. It’s about the individual player, what effort is 
he prepared to do to develop himself? Does he want to live 
like a professional? Does he have the mentality to be better 
and get to the top?

2. PERSONALITY
This is a player who really takes care of himself and who 
takes extra responsibility in all he is doing. Does it mean 
that he always shows on the field that he is a personality? 
No, because you have some servicing players and you have 
some key players. They are different and you need them 
both in the team. 

3. EMOTIONAL STABILITY
How he reacts when he is coached. How he reacts when 
there is a tackle on him. How he reacts from chants from 
the crowd and the public. Is he stable there? That is very 
important. 

4. EXPLOSIVENESS
We didn’t measure endurance but we looked at 
explosiveness. What is the explosiveness of the player? So 
the first metres – the reaction. If you look to high standard 
international football, in every position you need some 
explosiveness. If you are a slow player, you have to be a 
very, very technically good player and you have to be a 
very, very intelligent player to compensate for this. 

5. GAME AWARENESS  
AND GAME INTELLIGENCE
In modern football you can’t simply be a player who can 
kick a ball very well and be physically strong. You have to 
have game awareness because the tactical impact of 
football is so developed that you need players to be aware 
about what is happening and how the team is functioning. 

6. SKILL
And the last one, and it’s maybe the one a lot of so-called 
scouts will look at, and that is body and ball control; your 
technique. Skills are very important. But it’s only one part. 
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Zealand earlier this year. So how do we arrest 
the failing of our youth teams?

There has been some structural changes
that has been made at youth level. Socceroos 
coach Ange Postecoglou has taken on a
greater role when it comes to youth football,
working closely with the national youth teams. 

The Socceroos boss says his roles includes
mentoring the junior national team coaches, 
to provide them with the structures and
information to replicate the Socceroos.

“Most importantly we bring them into
Socceroos camps when possible so they can
witness the way we do things and take an
active role in the delivery,” he says.

“The benefits this brings is an aligned system 
whereby we all have the same thinking,
objectives and playing style so as a nation we 
can create a consistent flow of elite football
players capable of playing on the international 
stage instead of waiting and hoping for a new 
Golden Generation.”

Postecoglou also believes the FFA curriculum 
has already improved the development of
Australia’s young players.

“The coaches are being well taught and
instructed on the pillars of the curriculum and 
they are implementing this in programs that

players are benefiting from,” he says. 
“The benefits of that are starting to 

show but they will continue to show 
in years to come as more and more 
kids come through the technically-
based system.”

CHILDREN OF  
THE REVOLUTION
Players believe those benefits are 
already starting to take hold. 

The curriculum was first introduced in 
2009 and the players who have come 
through the elite youth pathway system
via the state and in the various national 
youth team talk positively of it.

Liam Rose, 18, is a central midfielder who 
plays for the Central Coast Mariners. He 
came through the NSW elite player pathway 
and was 14 when he first came in contact 
with the national curriculum.

“When I was younger, playing park soccer, 
there was not much football played,” he says. 

“It’s just kick and chase. But then once the 
curriculum came in, it was a relief because we 
got to play football, we got to keep the ball 
and be attacking.”

Likewise for 18 year old Sydney FC left back 

Alex Gersbach. He was in the same elite 
program in NSW as Rose and was also 14 
when he first experienced the curriculum.

“Coming out of representative football for 
Sutherland Sharks, it was interesting to go 
into an environment where there is a lot 
more structure,” he says.

“That helps develop your game, not only 
keeping possession of the ball and trying 
to find a solution but also on the defensive 
side of things as well.”

Melbourne City’s attacking speedster 
Steve Kuzmanovski, 18, got his first taste 
of the National Curriculum when he was 

selected for Football NSW’s ‘Project 22’ 
program when he was 13. 

“Everything that we did was based around 
maintaining and retaining possession in short 
and small-sided games, which also had an 
emphasis on close ball control and working in 
tight areas,” he says.

“For me personally, this helped me develop 
quick decision making and helped me to 
develop my ability in one-on-one situations.”

However 18 year old Melbourne Victory 
defender Thomas Deng has a different story. 
The whole national curriculum philosophy 
bypassed him altogether until he joined NPL 

REVOLUTION
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side Green Gully at the age of 17.
“I never really experienced the FFA 

curriculum,” he says. “Once I started playing 
for Green Gully, I was learning all the stuff that 
I missed. 

“I thought it helped my game because over 
the past years I’ve missed all the development 
that I should have been getting, but I 
eventually got there and I think it’s helped my 
game a lot.”

Rose, Kuzmanovski and Gersbach have 
played for both the U17 and U20 Australian 
national youth teams. The uniform approach 
that Abrams and Postecoglou are hoping to 
instil throughout the youth teams is already 
taking affect.

“As the years went on, it was the same thing.
It wasn’t a massive shock to me – I already 
understood the style of the curriculum,” says 
Rose about his transition from the Joeys to the
Young Socceroos.

Gersbach says that even though there is a 
consistent approach in the way both teams 
play, sometimes the coaching methods can 
be different.

“Obviously the Young Socceroos coach might
have a different sort of style of play to the 
Joeys coach and then to the Socceroos coach.

One of the big debates around youth 
football is the cost. The high cost to parents 
means that being involved in grassroots 
football and the elite play pathway could be 
the reason why results have suffered

Max Groll has been involved in youth 
coaching in NSW for over 30 years. He was 
the Director of Coaching of Football NSW 
from 1998 to 2001 and has been a Director 
of Coaching at the associations of 
Sutherland, St George and most recently 
Macarthur. He says the cost of playing 
football means we are missing out on the 
best players.

“We are asking kids at U9 through to U11 
to pay $1500 a year to come into the Skills 
Acquisition Program. We are really 
struggling to get the best players, if you 
don’t work with the best players, it’s going 
to be pretty hard to produce the best 
players, isn’t it?” he says.

“The parents can’t afford to send them 
along to trial. I know that one particular 
child, their family situation had two 
representative players and one player had 
to surrender the right to be a representative 
player so that the other one could play.”

Scheinflug, who played for Australia when 
he was 19, agrees: “I would never have 
played for Australia if I was born now. 
Never. Because my father and mother could 
never afford $2000 to $4000 to put me in 
there with my brother to play football. 

“The Government should pay for that. Half 
the money should come from the FFA 
because they are taking all the money.”

Ex-Socceroo Peter Katholos is a former 
SAP coach for kids aged 9 to 12. He coached 
the NSW Eastern Zone which covers 
Canterbury, St George and Eastern Suburbs 
districts. He says that junior coaches in 
Australia don’t get paid enough.

“Many ex -players that are good 
educators want to get involved but the 
money they are offered is rubbish,” he says.

“Appoint the correct coaches and pay 
them good money. That is investing in your 
youth. Clubs collect $1,500 per kid and you 
pay the coach $3,000 to $5,000 per year? 

“There should be centre of excellence 
training centres around the country funded 
by the federations with top coaches 
coaching our best footballers.”

COUNTING
THE COST
OF SUCCESS
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But it’s all pretty streamlined and that helps 
when you transition from one program to 
another,” he says.

For Deng, his initiation into the national team 
set up was in the U20 side and he found it a 
smooth transition to adapt from his club to the 
Young Socceroos’ style of play.

It also gives a glimpse into why Postecoglou 
is such a crucial addition to the national youth 
team set up.

“They like keeping the ball and picking 
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moments to penetrate so it was quite easy for
me,” says Deng.

“I noticed the style of play was the same as 
the Socceroos. Ange was at Melbourne 
Victory… so it was basically the same system 
that they took on.”

Kuzmanovski says entering the national 
team also helped develop his game and 
allowed him to transition from the youth 
teams to the professional team set up.

“At the AIS in Canberra, we were the 
youngest team in the National Youth 
League,” he says. 

“We often played against older A-League 
players. We needed to play smarter when we 
played against those types of opponents as 
they were often physically stronger than us, 
which helped prepare me for the A-League.”

MAKING IT OUTSIDE 
THE ELITE PATHWAY 
Former Socceroo Andy Bernal is based in 
Canberra and trains many AIS players at his 
Stockdale gym including players like Steve 
Kuzmanovski, Socceroo Tom Rogic and Olyroo 
Steve Ugarkovic. 

He says kids who miss out on the elite player 
pathways can still make it though.

“There are always many players for whatever 
reason that are not identified to be in that 
system or that pathway,” he says. “The 

mentally strong ones not in the elite 
FFA pathway choose their own 
[pathway instead].”

“That’s what great athletes do, that’s
what great sportsmen do. There are 
many pathways. I was lucky, I went 
through the AIS and ended up playing 
in Spain and England. 

“Timmy Cahill was one who wasn’t 
really in the pathway here so he had to
get on a plane and go to Millwall and do
it that way, but that’s why Timmy is what he is
today. Just mentally strong, nothing was 
going to stop him.

“You see a lot of kids that are starting to pop
up now that are in academies around Europe, 
that are in Greece, Spain, Italy and England 
and that is because maybe those kids don’t 
take no for an answer. 

“They say ‘So what if I’m not in the FFA 
centre of excellence and I’m not in the 
Skillaroos? But you know what? I might go to 
England and have a trial at West Ham and 
they’ll like me and I’ll become an EPL player 

one day and they can become a Socceroo 
via that channel or that pathway.’”

TO 4-3-3 OR NOT TO 4-3-3, 
THAT IS THE QUESTION...
The Socceroos are a major focal point when 
it comes to the showcasing the philosophy 
and playing style of the National 
Curriculum – but pragmatism sometimes 
supersedes dogma.
“We can’t have a better promotion of our 

football than by our Socceroos playing and 
showing that this is the way we want to play,” 
says Abrams. “It’s an example for all our youth 
coaches whatever level they are, that this is 
the way we want to play. 

“We are very lucky to have Ange Postecoglou 
who has a very modern vision about football 
and his teams play in the way the football 
curriculum is built.”

But even during Ange Postecoglou’s reign, 
the Socceroos have sometimes veered away 
from the 4-3-3. In recent World Cup Qualifiers 
against Kyrgyzstan and Bangladesh, the 

“ You close every door if you play too many 
passes in your own half. You die beautifully.”
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Socceroos lined up with a 4-4-2. Ange 
Postecoglou says that the focus on youth 
development is different to the needs of 
the national team. 

“There is no doubt that all of our national 
teams are playing the same type of football, 
with the same principles and ideals,” he says. 

“There are slight changes in the system that 
is played with the Socceroos as the senior 
national team is in the business of winning 
matches, which requires different formations 
from time to time but while the system may 
change, the football philosophies do not.

“For the underage national teams, the focus 
is development and improving as footballers 
both individually and collectively.”

THE CURRICULUM IS NOT GOD
While the Socceroos don’t have to play the 
4-3-3, the national youth teams and the 
teams in the elite pathway programs are 
expected to.  Some say the current obsession 
with 4-3-3 and the many rules the players are 
pushed to remember is limiting the way the 
team can play. Abrams disagrees.

“No,” he says. “Why are we focused on the 
4-3-3? A national football curriculum is not an 
absolute thing, it’s a dynamic thing, and it’s a 
flexible thing. 

“So for me it’s not a religion. [But] for me, the 
4-3-3 is the best environment to prepare your 
players for playing professional football.

“The idea behind the 4-3-3 is it covers the 
whole field in the best way. The space 
between the players is reduced. You have 
triangles everywhere on the field because 
diagonal passing is very important.”

Scheinflug – who coached the Young 
Socceroos to consecutive Youth World Cup 
semi-finals in 1991 and 1993 – disagrees.

“I don’t believe in the Dutch mafia,” he says.  
“We don’t need the so-called know it-alls to 
play the 4-3-3.

“When you see the national youth teams 
play the football of the curriculum, you see 10 
passes in their own half and they don’t go 
anywhere. You must always have triangles, but 
what’s happening too much with the national 
youth teams is you close every door if you play 
too many passes in your own half. You are 
dying beautifully.

“When I coached the youth teams, we are 
up the field quickly. We did it in three or four 
passes, we hit the ball upfront, we hit it wide 
and we come from behind in midfield and we 
played wall passes with the strikers.

“We always believed in attacking first and 
then you adjusted yourself to whatever the 
opposition produced.”

IN  DEFENCE  OF  THE  CURRICULUM
After the U17 World Cup, Centre of Excellence 
technical director Peter De Roo reviewed the 
tournament. After that 6-0 loss to Nigeria and 
the earlier 4-1 loss to Germany, De Roo 
focused on defence. 

“The biggest lesson was that we need to be 
more disciplined and quicker in organising our 
rest defence. We learned that at this level, 
having it ‘sort of’ organised is not good enough 
and we will get punished,” he says.

So why do the national youth get caught 
out by opposition teams during the transition 
phase? Eric Abrams says the solution is in 
creating a greater focus on defence in the 
national curriculum. 

“There is one thing I want to address about 
our national curriculum,” he says. 

“When I read it, my first reaction was ‘It’s 
written by a Dutch guy’. Because it’s all about 
possession of the ball – and football is 50% 
possession of the ball… and 50% loss of the 
ball, so you have to recover the ball.

“In all the curriculum, there is no mention of
how to defend – both in game situations and 
training sessions. The curriculum is dynamic 
and one of the ideas we have to emphasise 
more and more is defending.

“What I saw from our young national teams 
is currently we are poor on defending. We 
have no real defenders.”

Daniel Santomil has been coaching youth 
football in Victoria for more than 30 years. At 
27 he was the youngest coaching instructor at 
Football Federation Victoria. 

He is currently the Football Operations 
Director at the Australian River Plate Academy. 
He has also noticed that defence was not 
addressed in national curriculum.

“I follow the curriculum because I think it 
has a lot of good things in it. It is important to 
have a document but some elements need to 
be addressed and one of them is the 
defending side of things,” he says.

Santomil says that the curriculum is focused 
on passing and that the defensive part of the 
game is taught via a concept called ‘hidden 
learning’. This means that the players learn 
about the defensive aspect of the game as 
they develop and play games rather than it 

being taught directly.
“That is how it

appears in the
curriculum,” he says.
“For example the
curriculum says players
should be chasing down
the ball as early as

possible but on the weekends, none of the
teams are doing it.

“They are all sitting back and they let the
other team have the ball in the first third and
they are not putting pressure on the ball
straight away.”

Abrams also saw this lack of pressure on the
ball at his first National Training Centre
Challenge in Canberra.

He says the teams were applying the
curriculum, like building up from the back but
there was no pressure on the defenders.
Afterwards he met with the coaches and
instructed the teams to press.

“The second day everyone started to do
 it,” he says.

“But the problem was after 10 minutes they
were finished because they couldn’t do it
because they were not educated to do it.

“Physically they were not prepared to do
it because it’s also a physical aspect. If
you press, it’s continuous short sprints. If
you don’t do it during your development,
you can’t do it for a whole game.”

CAN AUSTRALIA WIN
THE WORLD CUP?
Recently the FFA released The Whole of
Football Plan, a strategic document that
sets a 20 year vision with the aim of
Australia winning the World Cup.
Abrams believes that for Australia to
achieve that, more needs to be done.

“If there is one level where I think we are top
in the world I think it’s sports science,” he
says. “If we can improve the football part
and produce key players for European
competitions we will have a very competitive
team in the world.

“It doesn’t mean we will become World
Champions but we will be more competitive. It
doesn’t happen from one year or the other
year – if I look back at Belgium, we took 15
years before we achieved what we have now.

“We already have a good base in Australia
so I think in four to five years’ time we can be
far ahead.”

Postecoglou is even more optimistic than
Abrams, he believes that Australia can one
day go all the way to the top.

“The Whole of Football Plan does state our
ultimate ambition is to win a World Cup. Why
shouldn’t we be ambitious? Why should we
put limits on what we can achieve?” he says.

“How long that takes is not the answer,
what we have to do is make sure we get the
systems and structures in place to develop as
many highly technical and talented players to
give us the platform to perform at our best.

“A consistent flow of players who are
competent and confident to play football the
way we want to play will allow us a greater
opportunity to achieve that goal.”

REVOLUTION
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HAL ROUND 15

Fri, 15 Jan 

Sat, 16 Jan

Sat, 16 Jan

Sat, 16 Jan

Sun, 17 Jan 

HAL ROUND 16

Fri, 22 Jan

Sat, 23 Jan

Sun, 24 Jan Newcastle Jets Perth Glory 5:00 PM

Mon, 25 Jan Melbourne City FC Wellington Phoenix 7:30 PM

Tue, 26 Jan Melbourne Victory  Sydney FC 7:30 PM

HAL ROUND 17 HOME AWAY AEDT

Fri, 29 Jan Western Sydney Melbourne City FC 7:40 PM

Sat, 30 Jan Sydney FC Brisbane Roar FC 7:30 PM

Sat, 30 Jan Perth Glory Melbourne Victory 9:40 PM

Sun, 31 Jan Adelaide United Newcastle Jets 5:00 PM

HAL ROUND 18 HOME AWAY AEDT

Fri, 5 Feb Adelaide United Sydney FC 7:40 PM

Sat, 6 Feb Brisbane Roar FC Central Coast 5:15 PM

Sat, 6 Feb Melbourne Victory  Western Sydney 7:30 PM

Sun, 7 Feb Newcastle Jets Melbourne City FC 5:00 PM

W-LEAGUE ROUND 14 HOME AWAY AEDT

Sun, 17 Jan Newcastle Jets Brisbane Roar 2.00pm

GRAND FINAL HOME AWAY AEDT

Sun, 31 Jan TBC TBC TBC  

SEMI FINAL HOME AWAY AEDT

Mon, 25 Jan TBC  TBC TBC  

CATCH ALL THIS ON 
FOX SPORTS 505

A C T I O N



DON’T 
MISS

SATURDAYS | LIVE FROM 5.00PM EDT

FRIDAYS |  LIVE AT 7.00PM EDT

SUNDAYS | LIVE FROM 7.00PM EDT

MONDAYS |  7.30PM EDT

Hyundai A-League summer action heats up in 
the New Year with a number of blockbusters 
featuring throughout January and February.

FOX SPORTS will be the only place to watch 
every game LIVE, with no ad-breaks during 
play and in HIGH DEFINITION.

Victory and Brisbane Roar clash on January 
15, before another anticipated Sydney derby 
features the following day when the Wanderers 
host cross town rivals, Sydney FC.

The following week, a massive Australia Day 
showdown between Victory and the Sky Blues 

Wanderers host Melbourne City in a Friday 
night Round 17 showdown.

February explodes into action when the 
Wanderers travel to Melbourne to take on the 
reigning premiers, Victory, the following week.

The best female footballers continue their 
title charge across January with FOX SPORTS 

W-League match each week culminating with 

Final on January 31. 
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While the FFA may 
disagree, 2015 delivered 
on every metric. From 
continental title tilts to 
salary rorts and salary 
rows, walkouts and 
boycotts, the year had it 
all. In between, some 
football even broke out!

anuary 1, 2015 ushered in a 
watershed year for Australian football. 

An historic Asian cup win on home 
soil, a decade of the A-League and 
the 10th anniversary of the 2006 
World Cup qualification set an 

optimistic tone.
For a couple of months Australia seemed like 

the epicentre of world football as a parade of 
star-studded clubs including Real Madrid, 
Roma, Manchester City, Chelsea, Liverpool and 
Tottenham made the trip Down Under.

The Matildas made history at the Women’s 
World Cup while the Socceroos ended the year 
on track for Russia 2018 as the number of 
capped players hit 582.

Luke DeVere (26), Tarek Elrich (28) and James 
Meredith (27) got their first shot alongside 
emerging talents Chris Ikonomidis (20) and 
Josh Risdon (23). The injection of new talent 
saw more of the old guard shuffle off into 
legend, leaving goal-machine Tim Cahill as the 
sole survivor of the 2006 Golden Generation. 

But the outpouring of all that goodwill was 
flushed down the toilet in a series of bruising 
off-field disputes.

Brisbane Roar and Newcastle Jets flirted with 
financial meltdown. Perth Glory was engulfed 
in a salary cap scandal. The FFA revoked the 
Jets licence of failed coal baron Nathan Tinkler.

And to top it all, just as the 2015/16 season 
cranked up – and on the eve of negotiations 
for a new TV deal – viewing figures tumbled 
and crowd numbers dropped. 

The FFA slugged it out with the players union 
in a debilitating pay row. Supporter bays were 
reduced to desolate wastelands as active fans 
flexed their muscle over stadium bans, in a 
game-changing two-weekend showdown that 
sent a shiver through Whitlam Square and 
brought the governing body to heel.

On the pitch, reigning Premiers and 
Champions Melbourne Victory picked up more 
silverware. Western Sydney Wanderers surged 
towards Christmas on the tailwind of a seven-
game winning streak and an Aaron Mooy-
inspired Melbourne City set a new record of 14 
goals in three matches.

With 2016 looming on the horizon the 
Australian game settled uneasily somewhere 
between utopian dream and apocalyptic 
nightmare – so what else is new

It’s been a ripper year - here’s to 2016!

J
WORDS: KATHY STONE
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THE MEME MAN
#cahilling burst back onto the scene on the eve of the Asian Cup final
in a series of bizarre memes featuring the Socceroo’s overhead kick
against China in the tournament quarter-final. The green and gold
legend mixes it with rampaging rhinos, Justin Bieber, Chuck Norris
and some pom-pom booted folk dancers. But was this bicycle kick as
spectacular as the one he put away for Everton against Chelsea at
Stamford Bridge in 2007? Debate raged.

For the first time A-League and
W-League club jerseys were allowed to
reflect championship and cup-winning
seasons. FFA announced domestic
champions could wear a gold logo of
the competition in the season after
their title win. For AFC Champions
League winners Western Sydney
Wanderers, however, a gold star above
the club logo remains a permanent
reminder of their 2014 conquest.

T
his was all about the
Asian Cup as the
Socceroos made history
to lift their first major
piece of silverware.

The tournament was played in five
different stadiums, across three states
and one territory, in what was a
footballing bonanza for lovers of the

beautiful game. It all came down to 
Match 32 at Stadium Australia – the 
Socceroos against South Korea who had 
defeated them in the group stage.  

The Taeguk Warriors were hunting 
their third Asian Cup title – the 
Australians their first at the third 
attempt. Could they go one better 
than 2011 when they fell to Japan in 
the decider? 

Before a near sell-out crowd of around 
77,000 Massimo Luongo’s opener (45’) 
had Ange Postecoglou’s men on course 

before Son Heung-min’s last-gasp 
equaliser (90+1’) sent the contest into 
extra time.

It was delicately poised for a hero to 
step up and James Troisi grabbed the 
mantle on 105 minutes to win and 
break hearts from Sydney to Seoul.

For star player Massimo Luongo, the 
Asian Cup was life-changing.

“It’s done a lot for me as a player in 
terms of profile within Australia and 
outside of it,” says Luongo who was 
named Player of the Tournament.

“I came into the tournament as the 
quiet one and no one knows what I’m 
about and I think that’s really put me on 
the map. It’s given me a lot of 
confidence coming into all these camps 
and made me feel like a big part of the 
Socceroos squad now.

“Looking back now, especially from 
when I started, when Ange brought me 
in, I think how much we’ve all come 
along. We made history and it’s our first 
major trophy and no other Aussie 
team’s ever done it.”

STRIP STARS

YEAR
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J A N U A R Y
TRENT

SAINSBURY
Trent Sainsbury’s immediate reaction the Asian Cup 
triumph was “relief”.  It took a while for the enormity of 
the achievement to sink in.
“It didn’t really hit home for me until I was back in Holland 
and obviously a lot of people from the media were trying 
to get in contact with me,” says the PEC Zwolle centre-back 
who picked up Man of the Match honours.
“Even my club mates in Holland were giving me pats on
the back. My club recognised me by giving me flowers in 
the middle of the pitch before a game. 

“Then coming into the next camp and meeting up 
with the boys, getting presented with special books that 
are never going to be reproduced - little touches that 
made it really hit home. Every time I think about it now 
I get tingles.”

Sainsbury’s dad, who famously ran onto the pitch when 
his son’s then-team, Central Coast Mariners won the 2013 
A-League Grand Final, travelled over from Perth with 30 
mates for the final.

A huge contingent of “Sainsburys and friends” watched 
as the 23-year-old provided the assist for Massimo 
Luongo’s opener – a goal that has become the source of 
a running gag.

Sainsbury explains: “I room with Mass now and I keep 
telling him day-in-day-out that it’s the assist that makes 
the goal but he tells me, nah, he did all the work.”

He adds: “Funnily enough I was with my 
missus’s grandparents the other day and I 
hadn’t seen them in a while and we 
watched the final… it was quite good.”

Fittingly the A-League went into recess 
during the tournament but before and 
after there was enough controversy to 
keep the punters enthralled.

At Jets HQ the bloodletting began in 
earnest as their shambolic start to the 
2014/15 campaign showed no signs of 
relenting. A 5-2 capitulation to Melbourne 
City the month before saw failed tycoon 

and owner Nathan Tinkler swing the axe, 
missing coach Phil Stubbins entirely, but 
decimating the executive, backroom staff 
and playing roster.Five senior players were 
sacked, but refused to walk as the carnage 
dragged on for the rest of the season.

On the other side of the continent, 
Glory coach Kenny Lowe called for some 
R.E.S.P.E.C.T after Perth moved seven  
points clear at the top of the table –  
but a day of reckoning was approaching...

Sadly, the month also saw the tragic 
death of football-mad teen Billy Morrison.

“Nathan, don’t look now, but the taxman’s over there...”



MARK
BRESCIANO
“It is with an element of sadness but a lot of pride 
that I have decided to retire from the Socceroos.” 

With those words one of Australia’s green and gold 
legends brought the curtain down on a stellar 
international career.

Mark Bresciano stamped a bittersweet postscript to 
the nation’s Asian Cup triumph. Just a few months 
earlier, he told FourFourTwo the national team 
assembled under coach Ange Postecoglou was 
virtually unrecognisable.

“A lot of faces have changed,” the Al-Gharafa man 
said. “It’s a brand new side. After being part of it for so 
long and seeing all the different players come in, I feel 
like the new one in the team.”

Quiet, classy and capable of the spectacular, the 
35-year-old scored 13 goals in 84 appearances and 
none more important than the strike that sent the 
crucial second leg of the 2006 World Cup qualifier 
against Uruguay into extra time.

A 12-year veteran of Serie A and three World Cups 
“Bresh” was master of the killer pass, the airborne 
volley – his imperious Spartacus goal celebration part 
of football folklore.

The Asian Cup saw him pass the baton to the likes 
of Massimo Luongo, but as good mate and fellow 
Germany 2006 veteran Vince Grella suggested, some 
boots can never be filled.

Just two years into a four-year contract, David Gallop’s contract 
as FFA CEO was extended until the end of 2018. It was a 
unanimous decision by the board, said outgoing chairman Frank 
Lowy who rattled off a list of achievements by the former NRL 
boss including the launch of the Westfield FFA Cup, Foxtel 
A-League All Stars and the National Premier Leagues. 

After being sensationally 
sacked by Brisbane Roar, 
title-winning coach Mike 
Mulvey popped up in Malaysia 
as the Sabah Football 
Association technical director. 
The Manchester-born coach 
was axed by the A-League 
club only months after leading 
the outfit to the 2013/14 
Premiership-Championship 
double and admitted he took 
some convincing to accept the 
new post… that came courtesy 
of the region’s sports minister.

MULVEY TO MALAYSIA

VOTE OF CONFIDENCEYEAR
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Kerem sees cops. 
Instincts kick in.

T
he Asian Cup afterglow was
still being felt as the Socceroos 
made a near Aussie record 
surge in the world rankings, 
jumping 37 places from 100 to 

63rd. But it was not all good news for the 
Green and Gold as injury-plagued Bayer 
Leverkusen winger Robbie Kruse settled in for 
another extended time on the sidelines. 

The 26-year-old cut a forlorn figure during 
the Asian Cup final celebrations after being 
withdrawn on 70 minutes, later revealing he 
suffered ligament trauma to his left ankle.

In-demand Asian Cup star Massimo 
Luongo’s stocks continued to rise with 
Swindon Town boss Mark Cooper smacking 
a $11 million price tag on the scintillating 
League One midfielder.

And showing all is forgiven, China embraced 
Tim Cahill. The Socceroo great knocked back 
overtures from his ex-Everton boss David 
Moyes to join him at Real Sociedad and 
instead jetted into Pudong Airport to a hero’s 
welcome. Shanghai Shenhua fans packed the 
arrivals lounge to get a glimpse of the one 
man strike force who helped dump their 
national team out of the Asian Cup with an 
outrageous overhead bicycle kick. 

Back home and the Sydney derby dished out 
one for the ages. The Sky Blues coughed up a 
three goal lead and lost Mickael Tavares to a 
late red but finally edged the Wanderers 4-3 

at Pirtek. Graham Arnold’s men were cruising
inside the first 25 minutes, thanks to a Marc 
Janko brace and an Ante Covic own goal, but 
Iacopo La Rocca and debutant Kerem Bulut led 
a stunning fightback going into the break. 

The enigmatic Bulut gained instant cult 
status with his second after the restart to draw 
the home side level. 

It was up to Sydney prodigy and substitute 
Terry Antonis to rescue his team and cap off a 
classic with the winner 15 minutes from time. 

But February did bring some good news for 
the flailing Wanderers as they bagged their 
first win of the season with a 2-0 home victory 
over Wellington Phoenix. 

As for Phoenix, their all-time leading goal 
scorer, Barbados international Paul Ifill called 
it “a day of mixed emotions” when injury 
finally forced him to call time on a professional 
career spanning more than 400 professional 
appearances at home and abroad. 

Melbourne City counted the cost of their own 
rising injury toll as Irish international Damien 
Duff ruptured a calf tendon bringing a 
premature end to his A-League career. 

But the real sleeper story was Aussie 
trailblazer Scott Miller. 

The 33-year-old was confirmed as coach 
of Fulham’s U21 side – not realising that in  
a few months’ time he would be heading 
home to Australia to take on an even  
greater challenge. 

F E B R U A R Y

CITY’S NEW DIGS
Melbourne City flaunted their deep pockets by unveiling a 
new multi-million dollar training facility at La Trobe 
University.  Once taunted for their wheelie bin ice baths, 
there was nothing kerbside-shabby about the new digs, 
reportedly costing more than $15m. City Football Group 
chairman Khaldoon Mubarak said: “These facilities have 
been built to exactly the same standard as those in 
Manchester because we fundamentally believe in the 
provision of a world-class environment…”
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I
t was a huge month for 
Wellington Phoenix coach
Ernie Merrick, who found 
himself hosing down title
talk after masterminding 

a stunning 3-2 upset over former 
club Melbourne Victory. Four days 
later Phoenix locked in the 
tactician to a new three-year deal.

Merrick went on to celebrate his 200th 
A-League game with a controversial win 
against Brisbane Roar. Torrential rain brought 
an end to the Suncorp contest in the 73rd 
minute and Phoenix, leading 2-1 at the time, 
reaped all three points.

Meanwhile, Adelaide United revealed their 
audacious bid to land Liverpool great Steven 
Gerrard had hit the skids. Reds Chairman Greg 
Griffin told Radio 5RTI they were never really in 
the hunt: “We put out (an offer)…. it was about 
half what he was offered at LA Galaxy.

It was a short conversation because he signed
with LA Galaxy the next day.”

Success was taking its toll on the Kings of 
Asia, Western Sydney Wanderers, as Asian 
Champions League and A-League 
commitments buried the team under a fixture 
pileup of seven games in 20 days. 

But life was even tougher at the cash-
strapped Jets where they were dining on one 
win in 20 matches. 

Coach Phil Stubbins kept a straight face as he 
declared the floundering team a “tighter unit” 
following mass sackings in January. 

Four days later they were crushed 4-0 by 
Melbourne City – with axed Jets skipper Kew 
Jaliens inflicting the first on 18 minutes.  

Asian Cup star Mat Ryan helped himself to 
his second piece of silverware for 2015, as Club 
Brugge defeated Anderlecht 2-1 in the Belgian 
Cup. Elsewhere in Europe, the Aussies 
celebrated going toe-to-toe with the World 
Cup Champions. 

Ex Socceroo coach Holger Osieck told 
German media James Troisi wasn’t a starting 
XI player, virtually guaranteeing the 27-year-
old Socceroo would be in the goal mix come 
the final whistle in Kaiserslautern. 

In a remarkable 2-2 draw, Troisi and Mile 
Jedinak gave the Socceroos the lead after a 
Marco Reus opener and it  required something 
special from Lukas Poldolski to save the home 
team’s blushes. 

YEAR

Frites were frightened and many
moules murdered on this night

Ref’s rider: No player
may look me in the eye

MILESTONE MAN 
It was not the way Archie Thompson wanted to bring up his 200th A-League appearance. The smiling 
assassin and league’s all-time leading goal scorer deserved a win to mark the occasion but instead 
Melbourne Victory suffered their first home defeat of the 2014/15 season. The hosts led twice before 
finally succumbing 3-2 to Wellington Phoenix.
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M A R C HJAMES TROISI
Looking back, Troisi now says: 
“Germany was another massive 
stepping stone for us after the 
Asian Cup. It was obviously one of 
the best performances we’ve had 
since Ange (Postecoglou) came in.  
After the game we spoke about it 
and we were actually a little 
disappointed in not getting the 
win.” Troisi, who was frozen out 
for two years under Osieck says 
he didn’t need the extra 
motivation: “I didn’t go out on the 
pitch to prove him wrong. I just 
tried to play my game and 
obviously do well for the team.”

Claire penned a heartfelt letter urging 
Commonwealth funding to be reinstated for 
the elite disabled football team and after a lot 
of hard work finally got her wish.

“I wasn’t certain that I would make a 
difference, but I saw something happening 
that I felt was wrong and didn’t want to let the 
problem go until it was put right,” Claire says. 

After a strong groundswell of support for the 
campaign, Football Federation Australia 
announced a new philanthropic funding model 
to get the Pararoos back in action.

“I was very excited that they could get their 
funding back and start training again, but it is 
really important that the community and the 
FFA continue to support them.”

With her newfound celebrity, the sight-
impaired Tuggeranong United junior has been 
photographed with elite athletes, politicians 
and football heavyweights Frank Lowy, Ange 
Postecoglou and David Gallop. Somehow, she’s 
managed to keep both feet on the ground – 
usually with a football close by.

“I enjoyed meeting everyone, they all had 
different qualities that I could take on board.”

It took 12-year-old Claire Falls to deliver one of 
the best feel good stories of the year. The 
tweenie dynamo single-handedly kicked off a 
rescue mission for the Pararoos.

CLAIRE FALLS

NINE-GOAL THRILLER
Sydney FC were up 4-1 at home against Brisbane Roar and seemingly 
cruising with 10 minutes to go before the visitors staged an unforgettable 
comeback. The Sky Blues eventually edged it 5-4 to equal the biggest 
score line in A-League history, while their marquee, Marc Janko, rifled 
home a hat-trick to become the first player to score in seven consecutive 
A-League games. Only four matches have ever gone to nine goals and 
incredibly Sydney was involved in three of them, the two others (2012-13, 
2007-08) were both against Central Coast Mariners.
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His heated sideline exchange with former 
enforcer (now of course turned Victory coach) 
Kevin Muscat in their final match of the regular 
season was a flashback moment for seasoned 
A-League watchers. 

In his 228th, and last, A-League appearance 
– a record eclipsed later in the year by 
ex-Mariner and good mate Danny Vukovic – 

plenty of fire in the belly.
offence to one of my tackles – I 
ind him of a couple of his 
utch, now the Mariners’ 
.

“It was quite funny because he’s such a 
good guy – he has the same fire for success as 
I have. He knocked me out once. It was a stray 
elbow but he said he didn’t mean it.”

For the multi title-winning midfielder and 
inaugural Mariner calling time was “... a bit of a 
relief. The mind and the heart still wanted to 
keep going but the body had had enough. 

“It took three to four days to get over a 
game. I still hurt now when I muck round in 
training with the players.

“But I’m not complaining – I had a wonderful 
time playing football.”

Newly-minted Socceroo, Tarek Elrich, 
headed into the change room at half 
time not even aware of the hype 
surrounding his remarkable solo 
goal. Moments after his mazy run 
from deep in his own half left 
Melbourne City defenders looking 
like traffic cones, Twitter went into 
overdrive. Maradona-esque chirped 
Fox Sports Latin America. A goal of 
the season contender according to 
Spanish language paper La Voz del 
Interior, reminiscent of Roberto 

Baggio and an early contender for 
the Puskas Goal of the Year.  It was 
the third goal in a 4-1 demolition of 
City but the score line hardly 
mattered: “To be honest I got in at 
half time and the boys were like – 
what a goal – but I didn’t think 
much of it,” Elrich says of his 33 
minute wonder strike that earned 
A-League Goal of the Year.

“Then, after the game, my two 
teammates, Marcelo Carrusca and 
Cameron Watson, were like, hey 

mate what were you thinking? I was 
like, I don’t know, I just ran with the 
ball and found myself in the box. 
They were like, man that’s one of the 
best goals we’ve seen in our lives!

“My twitter feed just went nuts. 
The goal went viral and it was being 
tagged all round the world and 
pages on Instagram with hundreds 
of thousands of likes. 

“I didn’t realise at first how big a 
goal it was going to be but it’s 
something I’ll never forget.”

TAREK GOES VIRAL

JOHN HUTCHINSON 

YEAR



A P R I L
I

t was a momentous month for A-League 
powerhouse Melbourne Victory who won 
the battle with Sydney FC to lift the 
A-League Premier’s Plate for the third 
time. Always the most likely, they ended 

the regular season in emphatic 
hion with a 3-1 triumph over 
ntral Coast Mariners. 

Unfortunately for Perth, hopes of 
ason silverware were scuppered 
a salary cap scandal that rocked 
e league. Boosted by the likes of 
sh international Andy Keogh, 
mours of a massive breach 
ere bubbling along for months 
efore the WA mob were dumped 
om the finals and fined 
269,000. Glory ended their 
ampaign on 50 points, equal 

with the Sky Blues, but were 
relegated to seventh. In their last game of the 
season, Keogh fittingly (or not) curled home the 
winner against season shockers Western Sydney 
Wanderers (9th). 

Meanwhile, there was 
more devastating news for 
notorious ‘sack-whacker’ 
and former Socceroo, Joel 
Griffiths, who suffered an 
effectively career-ending 
ruptured anterior cruciate 
ligament playing for 
Wellington Phoenix. The 
35-year-old Newcastle 
favourite had been thrown 
a lifeline by the Kiwi club after being dumped by
Jets in the ‘night of the long knives’ roster cull.

Newcastle finished the season with the wooden 
spoon. Master of understatement, coach Phil 
Stubbins said: “It’s been a disappointing 
campaign” – which hardly scratched the surface 
of calamity engulfing the Hunter outfit.

In a bizarre charm offensive ruined coal baron 
and owner, Nathan Tinkler, vowed his undying 
commitment, thereby guaranteeing more lurid 
headlines to come.

FEELING FOR FEDERICI
Adam Federici’s howler contributed to an FA Cup semi-final defeat
against Arsenal, but Reading fans rallied to soften the blow for their
Aussie goalkeeper. Teary after the match, the Socceroo apologised on
Twitter for letting an Alex Sanchez shot slip through his fingers.
In return supporters organised a #flagsforfeds tribute – wearing
pink (the colour of his strip) and hoisting Aussie flags.

LUONGO LAURELS
Asian Cup star Massimo Luongo continued to reap accolades, this time
at the Professional Football Association Awards. The Socceroo was
named in the League One Team of the Year after scoring six goals in 37
games for Swindon Town. Earlier, at the Football League Awards, he
was named as the fourth best player in League One by rival managers.

“Mate , I can’t even pick
up Fox Sports on this...”
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ACL EXIT
Western Sydney Wanderers’ defence of
their Asian Cup crown ended in the Group
stage despite a spirited 2-0 victory over
cashed-up Chinese powerhouse
Guangzhou Evergrande on the final
matchday of Group H. Brisbane Roar’s slim
hopes of progressing were also dashed
when they fell 2-1 to Urawa Reds at Robina

Nathan Burns continued his 
resurgence by picking up the 
Johnny Warren Medal, the 
A-League’s top gong. After 
disappointing stints in Greece 
and South Korea, the 27-year-
old shone in his first full season 
back in the A-League, scoring 
13 goals for Wellington Phoenix 
and becoming the first 
Australian to snare the medal 
since Joel Griffiths in 2007/08. 

NATHAN 
BURNS

The 2015 Grand Final triumph summed up 
Melbourne Victory’s take no prisoners 
approach, says ex-skipper Mark Milligan.

“I think all year our intensity and our  
worth ethic was outstanding,” says Milligan 
who picked up the man of the match Joe 
Marston Medal.

“We knew we had to start that game well 
and I think to be honest the way that we 
started the match put them on their heels 
and they never really recovered.”

Milligan paid tribute to a rock solid fan base: 
“When I came back on loan we weren’t 
winning many games but you could still go to 
AAMI Park and play in front of 18,000 to 
20,000 people. 

“To start my career with Melbourne Victory 
when they were in such a rough patch and 
then finish it at AAMI Park in front of a full 
house and another 10,000 people outside 
waiting for you – I think that sums up the 
three and a half years I spent there.”

For losing skipper, Alex Brosque the loss 
remains raw:  “We just couldn’t work our way 
into the game at all. Before we knew it, we 
were 2-0 down, then it was 3-0 – and the 
game was gone.

“It’s definitely still painful when I see images 
or think back on the night. Even the band that 
was playing (Peking Duk) – when I hear their 
song on the radio… They’re sort of there as 
reminders that it still hurts. For me I think I’ll 
always look back on the night with regret ”

Coach Graham Arnold, he says, 
remained positive:  “Arnie maintained 
that regardless of that night, 
everything he wanted to do in the 
season had come about. We qualified 
for the Champions League…we played
some great football and the club set 
a lot of records on and off the field. 

“One night shouldn’t take away  
from everything we’d built and  
we’d done that season.”

THE GRAND FINAL
YEAR



M A Y

TINKLER
TERMINATED
In the end it was a mercy killing. Football Federation
Australia administered the final blow to Nathan
Tinkler’s disintegrating empire, stripping the former
coal baron of his A-League licence and taking control
of Newcastle Jets. Tinkler had tried to offload the
Hunter outfit to football entrepreneur Stephen
Thompson, and the chairman of the Scottish outfit
Dundee United continued to show interest.

O
ne by one they fell.  

First Brisbane Roar (only in 
the top six playoffs courtesy of 
Perth Glory’s demotion), 
followed by Wellington 

Phoenix, Melbourne City then Adelaide 
United… until just two were left.

Premiers Melbourne Victory versus 
runners-up Sydney FC at AAMI Park had 
seasoned A-League fans salivating. What 
better way to bring the curtain down on 
Season 10 than a Big Blue?

Even the venue was a 
dogfight after the AFL refused
to relinquish the vastly bigger
Etihad Stadium for the 
2014/15 A-League decider. 

Three draws in the previous
three matches between the 
bitter rivals screamed 
blockbuster. Whitewash 
proved more apt.

Fans from 54 countries 
watched live as the usually 
combative Sky Blues were 
blown off the park 3-0 by 
Kevin Muscat’s men. Goals to
Besart Berisha (33’), Kosta 
Barbarouses (83’) and Leigh Broxham (90 )
saw Victory join Brisbane Roar as the only 
A-League club to clinch three championships.

Sydney had little time to wallow though, as 
EPL giants Tottenham touched down. Spurs 
striker ‘HurriKane’ Harry delivered in front of 
more 71,000 fans at Olympic Stadium, 
unleashing the only goal of the game in 
the 43rd minute.

Perfect timing as it turned out for Spurs 

fanatic and Sydney FC season ticket holder 
Tommy Silver. Two days later he was 
relocating to Japan.  A member of the official 
Australian supporters club OzSpurs since the 
age of 13, Silver once lived in London for three 
months just to hang out at White Hart Lane.

“It was kind of emotional,” Silver says of 
Tottenham’s visit.  “Before the days of Foxtel, 
you’d meet up once a month in a pub and 
then suddenly, 10 years later, they’re playing 
in Sydney in front of you – it was incredible. I 
was actually watching my hometown team 

ake on my boyhood club.”
Amid the whirlwind of 

lamour friendlies, Socceroo 
reat John Aloisi was tapped 
n the shoulder to lead 
risbane Roar out of the mire. 

or the retired striker it was a 
hance to re-ignite his 
oaching career after a 
sastrous early foray at 
elbourne Heart (City) ended 
 a 17-game winless streak.

Abroad, and Socceroo Mathew 
ckie’s Ingolstadt won 
motion to the Bundesliga. 
t Ryan was named Belgium 

Pro League Goalkeeper of the Year for the 
second straight season, and fellow shot 
stopper Adam Federici secured EPL football 
with newly promoted Bournemouth.

But it was Asian Cup star Massimo Luongo 
who turned heads when he spurned the 
Premier League – and a reported multi-million 
dollar offer from Aston Villa – to opt instead 
for Championship football at Loftus Road with 
Queens Park Rangers. 

W-LEAGUE GROWTH
In another sign of the growth in the women’s game

Melbourne City announced it would field a
W-League team for the first time in 2015/16,

expanding the competition to nine teams.
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t was time for the Aussie women to
take centre-stage.

The Matildas put in a stunning first
half but lost their 2015 World Cup
opener in Canada 3-1 to eventual 

title-winners the United States. From then on, 
though, it was full throttle as the green and 
gold accounted for Nigeria 2-0
thanks to a Kyah Simon brace

Livewire co-captain Lisa De
Vanna underlined her 
legendary status with her 7th
goal in 11 World Cup games 
as the Aussies drew with 
Sweden (1-1) to finish 
second in Group D and push 
through to the Round of 16 
where history – and giants 
Brazil – waited. 

Alen Stajcic’s team proved 
more than up to the task. 

Super sub Simon put away 
the only goal of the game 10 minutes from
time as the Matildas became the first 
Australian senior team to win in the knockout 
stages of a World Cup. 

Their run eventually came to an end in the 
quarter-final when Japan struck in the 87th 
minute to take the 1-0 win.

Star player Elise Kellond-Knight’s 
performances earned her a spot in the All 
Stars XI for the second World Cup in a row. 

The 25-year-old backed up her success by 
signing with German powerhouse FFC Turbine 
Potsdam but remains one of the quiet 
achievers of the Matildas squad. 

“I felt that the Matildas really put Australia 
on the world footballing map in Canada this 
year,” the defensive mid says.  “We surprised, 
we entertained and, most importantly, we 
beat some of the world’s best teams.  

“When the World Cup ended, I dealt with 
feelings of dissatisfaction, frustration and 
resentment.  I truly believed the Matildas 
would progress further. I didn’t think a semi-
finals or finals position was out of reach.”

Back in Australia and Chelsea, fresh from 
their fifth English championship-winning 
season, scored a narrow victory over Sydney 
FC in front of almost 84,000 people at Stadium 

Australia. Cricketing 
eat Shane Warne had 
ready confessed his 
an-crush on coach 

ose Mourinho but that 
asn’t enough to get 

he visitors over the 
ne. That duty fell to 
rance striker Loic Remy 

who unleashed a thunderbolt on 30 minutes 
to edge the home side 1-0. 

Teenager Devante Clut set about putting his 
own name in headlines, scoring a brace to 
help Brisbane Roar see off La Liga side 
Villarreal 3-0 at Suncorp Stadium. But off the 
field Roar players were being short-changed 
as the club continued to investigate “very 
serious financial liabilities”.

KENNEDY RETIRES
The man they called “Jesus” for his game-saving goals announced
his retirement from football after a stellar career for the Socceroos.
Beanpole striker Josh Kennedy fired home 17 goals for 36
international caps. He hung up the boots two years after heading
the Socceroos into the 2014 World Cup with a 1-0 win over Iraq.

YEAR
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The Matildas opening World Cup match against the USA 
in Canada turned out to be the international swansong for 
goalkeeping great Melissa ‘Bubs’ Barbieri.

The 35-year-old mother of one, in her fourth World Cup, 
had anticipated the moment for some time. 

Barbieri says now: “Having a child you have to weigh up 
how much commitment you can throw down.” 

As it turned out, quite a bit. The Matildas lost 3-1 to the 
eventual World Cup Champions before going on to make 
Australian footballing history.

Barbieri, who led the Matildas to Asian Cup glory in 2010 
says: “I had an inkling it was going to be my last game. 

“A lot of things had to happen for me to continue playing 
at an international level – like getting a massive 
sponsorship deal that would allow me to go on.” 

The Melbourne Victory custodian and two-time 
W-League Goalkeeper of the Year adds: “I just thought 
every time I got an opportunity to play, I had to play like it 
was my last game. 

“So in all the lead-up games, throughout the AIS camps, 
it was as if that was the last time I was going to put on an 
Australian shirt. 

“It gave me a good level of excitement rather than 
nervousness. Rather than being scared of the outcome,  
or whatever happened, I just went in there 100 per cent 
every time.”

Football clubs are not known for their patience but
UAE outfit Bani Yas waited three years to get their
man. Melbourne Victory skipper Mark Milligan 
announced he was heading to the cashed-up 
Arabian Gulf League a month after tasting A-League 
championship glory. Crystal Palace had been an 
earlier suitor but it was the Sky Blues who stuck 
around. “We have stayed in touch for a few years” 
Milligan said. “It’s been a long time coming but the 
timing was now right in my career.”

WORLD CUP
QUALIFIER

Some off-the-bench heroics from
Tommy Oar helped the Socceroos to
all three points in their opening 2018

World Cup qualifier against a
profligate Kyrgyzstan. Skipper Mile

Jedinak got the Aussies off to a
dream start with a second-minute
free kick and a wicked bounce but
Ange Postecoglou’s men were far

from their best and had to wait until
the 67th minute for Oar to double the

advantage. Almazbek Mirzaliev
reduced the deficit deep into injury
time but by then it was too late for

the boys from Bishkek.

MILLIGAN MOVES ON



ICC FANS
The International Champions Cup was as 
much about the fans as the global superstars. 
Lifelong Roma supporter Carlo Mellini, who 
arrived in Melbourne from Italy as a 10-year-
old, got closer than he might have expected to 
his footballing idol.

Inspirational captain Francesco Totti started 
playing for Roma in 1992. “I was two-years-
old then,” says Mellini who is founder of 
Roma’s Melbourne supporters club. “Since I 
can remember watching Roma, Totti has 
always been the star man.”

They eventually came face to face on the 
other side of the world, during an open 
training session at Lakeside Stadium.

Mellini adds: “I think it is every little boy’s 
dream of my generation and I was lucky 
enough to have it come true. He was very 
human about meeting people and taking his 
time to be in pictures and signing autographs. 
He was exactly how I would have expected 
him to be.”

Alan Howarth, Vice Chairman of the 
Manchester City Supporters Club - Melbourne, 
remains a Sky Blues season ticket-holder. 
Every year, towards the end of the English 
Premier League season, he goes back to 
Manchester to watch the last four or five 
games of City’s campaign.

But the Sky Blues arrival in Australia for the 
ICC was something special, bringing together 
the faithful from Brisbane to Perth. The 
Melbourne branch’s spiritual home, the 
Imperial Hotel, “was basically packed every 
single night of the week, with us singing our 
heads off,” says Howarth.

“For ex-Mancs from Manchester their 
identity is Manchester City football club. What 
we cling onto from home is the football club.”

YEAR



O
ff-season? What off-season? 

A galaxy of stars descended 
Down Under for a non-stop 
feast of football. Chelsea, 
Tottenham and Villarreal got 

the party started before the International 
Champions Cup hit Melbourne.

Real Madrid, Manchester City and AS Roma 
paraded their superstars – and huge crowds 
gathered just to watch the likes of Cristiano 
Ronaldo, Gareth Bale and Francesco Totti train.

Even AFL players, perhaps suffering 
relevance deprivation, couldn’t resist handing 

Ronaldo a Sherrin for the cameras. In the 
end, Real lifted the trophy with an emphatic
4-1 thumping of City in front of 99,832 at the
MCG. The Victorians wasted no time locking 
in the ICC for the next three years for a 
reported $150m.

And with Liverpool hitting southern shores
for the second time in two years, Australia 
found itself at the centre of an international
sporting drama as the unsightly tug of war 
with Manchester City over Raheem Sterling 
reached its zenith.

Liverpool manager Brendan Rodgers singled 

ut Brisbane Roar’s Luke Brattan for special
raise after the Merseysiders defeated the
-League outfit 2-1.
But it was the local Reds providing the 

hock value as Adelaide United coach Josep 
ombau announced his surprise exit from 
e club. Gombau, famous for his sideline 
uberance, led the team to the inaugural 

A Cup title in 2014. Pulling the pin for 
ersonal reasons’ the Spaniard jetted off for 
outh academy in New York paving the way 

for Technical Director and Barcelona legend 
Guillermo Amor to take over

J U LY

MAT RYAN
Mat Ryan hit the big-time signing a six-year deal with 
La Liga’s Valencia. The Socceroo No 1 and former Club 
Brugge custodian had little time to ponder the 
magnitude of the move. 

“From the moment my agent contacted me the deal 
got done in, I think, seven to 10 days. I had to pinch 
myself numerous times,” Ryan says.

Brought in to deputise for the injured Diego Alves, 
the 23-year-old goalkeeper put in a number of solid 
performances before being injured himself.

“Easily the highlight so far has to be the qualifying 
for the Champions League,” he says. 

“I was involved in that personally and probably 
played my best game in the Valencia jersey in the first 
round of that. To have a personal impact on the game, 
and to go on and win it, was pretty special.

“When I turned up to the stadium for the first 
qualification game we were greeted by 5-6000 fans in 
the street – something I’ve never witnessed before.”  

Ryan admits the surfacing of some buff and semi-
raunchy pics caused a few anxious moments. Female 
fans on a Valencia beach seemed delighted with the 
photo they were shown by Spanish show Cuatro.

“I was actually a little bit worried when the photos 
came out when I signed there,” Ryan says. “I didn’t 
want people to think, ‘who is this guy, posing for 
photos like this?’ I didn’t want something I’d done a 
few years ago taken the wrong way. But everyone 
seemed to embrace it. In the end, it turned into a 
pretty big positive.”

PRE-SEASON 
AND OUTS
Bernie Ibini’s worst fears were confirmed when the 
ex-Sydney FC flyer’s move to Club Brugge was marred 
by a fractured fibula on the first day of pre-season. 
And Mitch Langerak’s bid to secure VfB Stuttgart’s 
number one jersey was also scuppered by a pre-
season thigh injury.

BRAIN SURGERY
Football supremo Frank Lowy’s dramatic fall off the 
podium at the A-League Grand Final presentation left 
the football veteran needing brain surgery. The 
84-year-old underwent a successful operation to 
correct a blood clot most likely caused by his 
televised tumble. It was later revealed he was 
suffering a subdural haematoma.
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Tom Rogic continued his return to
form with a goal in his first Celtic 
start in almost two years. The 
Bhoys went on to defeat Partick 
Thistle 2-0 but keen observers 
were noting the deft touches of 
the Canberra-native. 

The 22-year-old followed up 
soon after with a man of the 
match performance in Celtic’s 3-1 
win over Dundee United. The 
performances marked a major 
turning point for the Socceroo 
after long-term injuries. “It was a 
long road and at times you get a 
bit negative,” Rogic told the club’s 
website. He added: “I have been 
working really hard and there 
have been a lot of lonely hours in 
the gym… I have had to keep 
pushing on and working, hoping 
h i i ld ”

YEAR

BACK IN THE FOLD
How did Ross County midfielder, Jackson Irvine, react to a
text message announcing his first Socceroos call-up in almost
two years? “I thought it was a wind up,” he told FourFourTwo.
But County boss Jim McIntyre was adamant the 22-year-old
was worthy of a recall. “We’re delighted for Jackson and he
deserves it,” McIntyre told the Scottish Press and Journal.
“There’s still more to come from him.”

TRUE BLUE LEADER
“They are the leaders who are making things happen,” 
said Australian Financial Review’s annual Boss magazine 
after announcing the prestigious True Leaders list included 
Socceroos coach Ange Postecoglou.
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arcelo Carrusca’s
audacious rabona assist in
the FFA Cup took Twitter
by storm and provided
one of the highlights of

the month.
Defending Cup holders, Adelaide United had

their Argentine playmaker to thank for a 2-1 
extra time win over Sydney FC in the Round of 
16. The 32-year-old looked to be out of options 
on the edge of the box until he conjured a 
moment of magic to hand Dylan McGowan an 
easy tap-in.

If Carrusca was adding the flair, the Central 
Coast Mariners were injecting the lair when 
they unveiled the most mocked A-League strip 
ever. The large palm-trees on the front of the 
jerseys were supposed to reference the coastal 
lifestyle not Sideshow Bob but with fronds like 
these they were fair game.

Showing plenty of faith in the future of the 
A-League, the City Football Group became sole 
owners of Melbourne City, buying out the 
remaining 20% stake in the club to the tune of 
$2.25 million. But if it ever comes to penny-
pinching, CFG could do worse than look at the 
outfit’s injury toll. A report by Professional 
Footballers Australia revealed injuries cost 
A-League clubs more than $4 million in 
2014/15 with City the worst hit.  

Meanwhile, FFA announced a major overhaul 
of the salary cap less than two months out 
from the new A-League season. New Loyalty 
Player, Mature Age Rookie and Home Grown 
Player allowances were introduced along with 
a revamp of marquee rules. The minimum 
annual salary for players aged over 21 years 
rose from $51,000 to $55,000. 

Earning considerably more, Socceroo and 
former Western Sydney Wanderers striker Tomi 
Juric put pen to paper on a deal with Eredivisie 
outfit Roda JC, ending a protracted ‘where to 
next’ saga. Across town, Sydney FC star Terry 
Antonis left the harbour-siders for a three-year 
deal with Greek Super League side PAOK FC. 
And Young Socceroos winger Awer Mabil 
received a rousing welcome from supporters of 
new club FC Midtjylland.

It was one of the most-talked about moves
in years, but teen sensation Daniel De
Silva’s Roma deal was over before it began
– a victim of foreign player quotas.

The 18-year-old left Perth Glory in July
and jetted into Melbourne to link up with
the Serie A side ahead of the International
Champions Cup.

There was no game time in the glamour
tournament for De Silva, but nothing to
suggest his dream move had hit the rocks.

Only two months earlier the precocious
talent told FourFourTwo: “It’s going to be a
lot different, obviously in a different
country, different culture and everything so
yeah, it’s a different lifestyle completely.
I’m really looking forward to it and my
family is as well.

“Obviously I’m a little nervous and
excited because I’m going to be with
such big players, the likes of Totti, De
Rossi and Gervinho.”

By the time news broke of De Silva’s
dilemma, Glory had already brokered a
back-up plan, loaning the Australian to
Eredivisie side Roda JC for two years, in a
lucrative deal matching Roma’s
$1.5m-plus transfer fee.

Glory’s new CEO Peter Filopoulos
remained confident of a Serie A future for
the youngster: “I have had no dealings
with Roma at all on this [but] I think at the
end of it all, Danny will go to Roma.”

DE SILVA DE RAILED

LIKE A WHAT?
Forthright ex-Adelaide United coach John

Kosmina revealed his thoughts on Romario
after the Reds signed the Brazil legend in 2006

against his wishes. The then 40-year-old
played “like a busted arse” Kossie said in an

extract taken from A Decade United.
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One-man band Aaron Mooy showed he was 
well on the way to a breakout season.  

Already indispensable for Melbourne City, 
the club was forced to fight-off overseas 
suitors by tabling a three-year marquee deal 
ahead of their 2015/16 campaign.

His hat-trick helped City to a 5-0 thumping 
of Heidelberg United in the FFA Cup quarter-
final, with a stellar performance that 
overshadowed the ambitious NPL club’s 
international guest signing, Greek superstar 
Kostas Katsouranis.

The 24-year-old also proved influential 
during the international break, making his first 
appearance in a World Cup qualifier as the 
Socceroos steamrolled Bangladesh in Perth.

The former St Mirren starlet drilled the fifth 
and final goal into the roof of the net – before 
backing up with a standout performance in 
the win over Tajikistan in Dushanbe. 

He matched those exploits on the domestic 
front and by October Socceroos coach Ange 
Postecoglou called it – Mooy was the best 
player in the A-League. 

T
he Socceroos continued their 
campaign for a 
fourth consecutive 
World Cup 
appearance in 

emphatic style. A 5-0 thumping of
Bangladesh at home and a trickier
3-0 win over Tajikistan in Dushanbe
saw the Aussies go top of Group B.

Against the 173rd ranked Bengal
Tigers there were plenty of 
positives including a return to 
Perth for the first time in a 
decade. Tom Rogic (in his first 
game for the Socceroos in more 
than a year) and Nathan Burns bot
their maiden goals for the green and gold, the 
former chipping in with a brace.

Happiest of all, though, was Ingolstadt 
striker Mathew Leckie who finally brought his 
club form to the national team, scoring just his 
second goal in 26 games for the Socceroos. 
Tim Cahill was kept on ice for the Tajikistan trip 
and the 35-year-old proved he’s still the go-to 
man for a goal, scoring twice.

Meanwhile two overseas-based Socceroos 
returned home from Switzerland to marquee 
deals. Oliver Bozanic signed for Melbourne 
Victory following two seasons with Luzern, 
and Western Sydney Wanderers won the 

race for Dario Vidosic 
after he was frozen out 
at FC Sion.

Socceroo Robbie 
Kruse went in search 
of regular first team 
football, leaving Bayer 
Leverkusen for VfB 
Stuttgart on a season-
long loan, while Asian 
Cup star James Troisi 

headed to Saudi Arabian giants Al Ittihad 
Jeddah on a two-year deal.

And it was another Jekyll and Hyde month 
for Adelaide United. The Reds moved into their 
new $700,000 training centre at Ridley 
Reserve in Elizabeth but couldn’t defend their 
FFA Cup title, falling 3-1 to bitter rivals 
Melbourne Victory in the quarter-finals. 

AARON MOOY
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PAY 
DISPUTE

It was round ball hardball as the Matildas brought the 
ongoing pay dispute with the FFA to a head. 

The Socceroos earlier shunned commercial 
engagements but it was the Aussie women 
doing the heavy lifting as the yawning pay 
gap between our male and female stars 
was exposed.

With the Collective Bargaining Agreement 
talks stalled, and some of the women 
revealing they hadn’t been paid in two 
months, the Matildas upped the ante by 
boycotting upcoming friendlies with the 
USA. Two sold out games against the 
World Cup champions were scrapped. 

Matildas defender Alanna Kennedy said: 
“We want to be representing our country and for it 

to come to this is very disappointing. To put it bluntly we 
can’t afford to continue going into camps without being 
paid to our standard.”

Speaking about the boycott, Professional Footballers 
Australia CEO Adam Vivian said: “These are women that 
will go down in history.” Two months later the FFA and PFA 
buried the hatchet announcing a four-year whole-of-game 
CBA with the top tier Matildas to earn $41,000 a year.

Retired international Melissa Barbieri said few will recall 
the heroes of September 2015. “No one ever really 
remembers who did it,” she said. “They’re not going to 
pinpoint a time. 

“In generations to come they’re not going to turn around 
and say ‘Remember the time the girls boycotted – and now 
we get paid more money?’ When I think about the 
Americans I know, they get treated well these days but no 
one can really remember how it happened.”

A statue unveiled at nib Stadium 
stands as a lasting and inspiring 

tribute to talented Australia youth 
international and West Ham junior 

Dylan Tombides who died at 20 from 
testicular cancer.

REMEMBERING 
DYLAN

REFS GO FULLTIME 
After years of calling for professional whistle-
blowers, fans got their wish with the first three 
full-time referees put on the A-League payroll. 
Chris Beath, Jarred Gillett and Ben Williams 
signed two-year contracts – an event described 
by FFA chief David Gallop as “historic”.

LATE BLOOMER
Dan Heffernan signed his first professional 

contract at the age of 28. The one-year deal 
with Central Coast Mariners followed a 

barnstorming FFA Cup run with Heidelberg 
United included the quickest goal in the 
competition’s short history (26 seconds).
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Blacktown City earned 
an automatic pass to the 
2016 FFA Cup Round of 
32 after they defeated 
Bayswater City 3-1 in 
the Grand Final of the 
PS4 National Premier 
Leagues. 

FFA CUP BOUND

YEAR

A-League fans and players rallied 
around Wellington Phoenix after the 
club was denied a 10-year licence 
extension. FFA chief, David Gallop, 
slammed the Kiwi outfit for failing in 
crowds, television ratings and 
memberships. Cue a record 
membership surge as #SaveTheNix 
took hold.

Few were more appalled by 
Wellington’s plight than former Millwall and Phoenix
playmaker, Paul Ifill who dissed a four-year licence offer as a 
“token gesture”. The former Barbados international, who 
now runs an academy in New Zealand, tweeted: “Just had a 
grown man crying and telling me how much I have inspired 
his son then find out about the @FFA decision.”

Ifill, who retired from professional football in December 
2013 after rupturing his Achilles, said Wellington were more 
stable than some Australian clubs.

“I’m hoping it’s just a gee up from the FFA and really 
they’re just looking for us to improve and be more viable,” 
the 36-year-old said.

“There’s been a massive groundswell of support from a lot 
of people in Australia, the chairmen have come out and 
backed us, the players have come out and backed us. I think 
it does show that people do want the Phoenix in the league.

“The club’s been very very well run over the years, it’s a 
very stable club and I think it punches above its weight.”

THE
PLIGHT
OF THE 

PHOENIX
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T
he A-League kicked off a new
season but it wasn’t long
before talk of a third Sydney 
club stirred up a hornet’s nest.

The Sky 
Blues were infuriated by the 
prospect of a new franchise 
eating into their heartland 
and earned a stinging rebuke 
from outgoing FFA chairman, 
Frank Lowy. The octogenarian 
fired up like a hell and 
damnation preacher, rebuking
the “ill-informed”.

On the international front the
Socceroos suffered their first 
defeat of their 2018 World Cup
qualifying campaign, falling 2-0
to Jordan. The loss in Amman enabled the tiny 
Arab kingdom to leapfrog Australia into top 
spot in Group B.

It was left to Bradford City’s James Meredith 
to provide some much needed “feel good” 
after receiving his first Socceroos call-up at the 
age of 27. The League One defender, who has 
spent the past 11 years in the UK, was an 
unused sub in the Jordan match but debuted 

the following month in the 3-0 win over
Kygyzstan. Meanwhile the Joeys’ U17 World
Cup adventure was brought to an ignominious 
end with a 6-0 slapdown by Nigeria. The 

ssies were lumped in with 
werhouses Germany, Mexico 
d Argentina in the group stage 

nd got off to a rocky start with a 
1 loss to the Germans. But 
ood results - a goalless draw 
th Mexico and a 2-1 defeat of 
rgentina - put them on a 
ollision course with the 
igerians, the eventual 

ournament winners who took 
out their fifth title.

Socceroo legend and 
ai Shenhua leading goal scorer, 

Tim Cahill, re-signed with the Chinese club, 
ending long-running speculation of an even 
bigger pay day lined up in the Middle East. In 
Europe, Roda Roos Rostyn Griffiths, Tomi Juric 
and Daniel de Silva made a strong start to life 
in the Eredivisie and in Scotland Tom Rogic 
continued his stunning return to form with a 
sensational winner off the bench in Celtic’s 
League Cup quarter-final win.

O C T O B E ROUCH!
They make ‘em tough in the west. 

Perth native Mark Birighitti 
surprised teammates when he 
rocked up to a recovery session 

the day after having more than 30 
stitches in his face. A trailing boot 

by Sydney striker Shane Smeltz 
less than 24 hours earlier left the 

24-year-old goalkeeper also 
needing three teeth re-inserted. It 

could have been worse and has 
been. In 2012 a knee to the face 

fractured his cheekbone.

David Carney is also enjoying his football
again. After being sacked, but staying, the
32-year old is producing some vintage football 
at the Jets. A stunning free kick off a cheeky 
short ball in round 3 gave Newcastle a 1-0 
home win over Victory, momentarily sending 
2014/15’s wood spooners to the top.

“It’s just good to be playing now,” the former 
Socceroo says.

“A lot of stuff happened last year that I don’t 
think a lot of the senior players, the fans and 
the Newcastle community were happy with. 

Now it’s all changed a
thing, for myself, is to
the football.”

The regular club-ho
leaving the Hunter: “I
moving, I was pretty 

“I’ve been around t
stage of my career I j
off the pitch as well. S
around and hopefully
owner and a new coa
happened and so far

DAVID CARNEY



YEAR

VALE JOE MARSTON
Australia lost one of the legends of the game when Socceroo 
and footballing trailblazer Joe Marston passed away, aged 
89. An agile central defender in his day, Marston was the first 
Australian to play in an English FA Cup final when his team 
Preston North End lost 3-2 to West Bromwich Albion in 1954. 
A giant of the game, the Joe Marston Medal honours the best 
player in the A-League Grand Final.

Ever since a throwaway remark by 
then Adelaide coach Aurelio Vidmar 
saw Reds supporters embrace their 
inner “pissant”, football fans have 
shown themselves masters of the 
Aussie pisstake.  

Enter Police Association of NSW 
president Scott Weber who 
peppered a media release with Red 
and Black Bloc insults, among them: 
“Police are there to protect everyone 
– even these grubs.”

Freelance photographer and 
Wanderers supporter Eric Berry 
captured the response from the fan 
group when Western Sydney 

travelled to Newcastle to take  
on the Jets.

“Grubs on Tour – I saw that 
banner and thought, yes – that’s 
typical,” Berry laughs. “One of the 
things that has happened in 
Western Sydney in the last few 
years, and I blame the Wanderers 
for this, is a real sense of identity.

“When I first started living in the 
area 12 years ago being a Westie 
was an insult. Now we wear it as a 
badge of pride.” Berry has worked 
closely with police through the Rural 
Fire Service and UWS but had no 
trouble siding with the fans.

“Obviously there’s outrage …when 
you’ve got the president of the 
police association labelling citizens 
‘grubs’ for no other reason than 
they support a particular sport. 

“But then people were doing 
things like changing their Twitter 
handles and making grub jokes like 
#grublife.”

Berry’s iconic images of the RBB 
are born out of his three loves: 
photography, football and the 
Wanderers. “I’m not just 
documenting the guys that are 
there – they’re more like family 
photos,” he says.

GRUBS ON TOUR

PIONEERS 
REMEMBERED
Fourteen members of the 1965 
Socceroos squad gathered in 
Sydney to celebrate the 50th 
Anniversary of Australia’s first 
ever FIFA World Cup 
qualification campaign. Former 
Matilda Lisa Casagrande and 
Indigenous pioneer John 
Moriarty were also inducted 
into the Football Federation 
Australia (FFA) Hall of Fame.
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N O V E M B E R
I

t was the perfect storm. A virulent anti-
football media, a leaked list of 198 
A-League supporters banned from 
stadiums and a spineless response from 
Football Federation Australia. 

Publicly bagged and slagged, punters were 
wondering what they paid their hard earned for. 

ock jock Alan Jones likened 
ns to the Paris terrorists. 
SW police warned of 
nother Cronulla riots. 
Crowd numbers were 
lready down about 100,000 

when fans staged mass 
walkouts in protest.

Missing the mark, and 
wandering into an alternate 

, p mised supporters an appeals 
process where they had to prove their innocence.

At least a Collective Bargaining Agreement was 
struck, ending the ugly and protracted player pay 
row that threatened to derail international and 
domestic competitions.

But the deepening chasm with fans washed 
away any residual goodwill from the anniversary 
of THAT night in November when the Socceroos 
ended 32 years in the wilderness to qualify for 
the 2006 World Cup. The penalty shoot-out with 
Uruguay remains a defining moment in 
Australian sport, and a gala event was held at 
Olympic Stadium to celebrate a decade on.

“I’ve had a number of 
people come up to me and 
want to talk about that 
game specifically,” said one
of the heroes of the night, 
Jason Culina. “Everybody 
remembers where they 
were on that night.  
Everybody realised how in 
the balance football was in 
Australia. The A-League 
was only just starting.  But 
that was the moment 
everybody in Australia realised our game was
going somewhere.”

The event also recognised outgoing FFA 
Chairman Frank Lowy – the father of ‘new 
football’ – who was handing the baton on. It 
didn’t fall far from the tree before landing on 
son, Steven Lowy.

Back to the pitch and Perth coach Kenny Lowe 
ealed “it feels just as bad 
last year” as Glory lost 
e FFA Cup Final away 

om home for the second 
ar running.  This time, 
elbourne Victory coasted 
 a 2-0 triumph picking up 
n historic calendar-year 
eble as the reigning 
remiers and Champions. 
A-League clubs reached 
ut to their French stars 
nd a minute’s silence 

was held to acknowledge the deadly attacks in 
Paris. Central Coast Mariners were embroiled in a 
bizarre phone scandal in which team tactics were 
allegedly leaked. And the old swagger was back 
at the Wanderers, who notched five wins in a row 
to go joint top of the league ladder with Victory.

BRUNO FORNAROLI
Bruno Fornaroli showered high praise 
on Melbourne City teammate Aaron 
Mooy as worthy “of the big leagues in 
Europe” but the Uruguayan was 
building his own case as best new 
import. “For me it is important to win 
the Championship,” the prolific 
28-year-old said. “If the team play 
good, it is more easy for me to score.” 
And score he does – storming to the 
front of the Golden Boot race with six.

#GoneToThePub had to be
 the year’s best hashtag

HENRIQUE
Who needs to sign a big fish when you’ve hooked the 
Slippery one? Brazilian-born Henrique, 30, marked his 
return to Brisbane Roar after a six-month injury lay-off 
with two goals in two games. The first temporarily sent 
John Aloisi’s men to the top of the A-League and reduced 
the pint-sized striker to tears.  Having returned to form, 
the recently naturalised Australian had no qualms 
putting his hand up for the national team. “I’d love to 
play for the Socceroos,” he said.
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SMITH’S
LIVERPOOL
DEBUT
Young Socceroo defender Brad Smith
capped his meteoric rise with a starting
debut for Liverpool against FC Sion in the
Europa League. The 21-year-old had been
briefly clubless until Jurgen Klopp re-signed
him for the Reds. The 0-0 stalemate saw
Liverpool progress and Smith impressed
Tony Barrett of The Timeswho tweeted: “The
obvious bright spot for Liverpool has been
Brad Smith’s performance at left back.”

Everyone has an opinion on the leaked and 
published list of 198 fans banned from 
stadiums and their lack of recourse. A round 
of boycotts won the day but what was it like 
for the game’s major stakeholders?

Sydney FC CEO Tony Pignata says: “The 
week without the active fans was eerie. I 
spoke with some of our players after the 
game and they felt it quite strange not 
having The Cove singing and chanting at 
Allianz…we are in the entertainment 

business – so you need fans. If you don’t 
have fans there is no football to be honest.”

Western Sydney Wanderers fireball Scott 
Jamieson said it was “amazing” walking out 
to a full house again.

“In terms of active supporters the 
Wanderers (RBB) are probably second to 
none,” he says. “Players from other clubs 
have contacted me and spoken about the 
(boycott) weekend. Even talking to a few 
Brisbane Roar players they felt a little upset 

because they didn’t get to the full experience 
of playing at Wanderland.

But is this a lasting resolution or temporary 
ceasefire? Mario (not his real name) from 
Melbourne Victory’s Northern Terrace hard-
line Ultras Liberi says only justice for all will 
satisfy them.

He adds: “We can’t just sweeo this under 
the carpet. Some of the banned were wrong, 
some of the accusations were wrong. How 
can they can be sure another one was right?”

AN EERIE SILENCE...

F
an power showed itself a potent 
force when it strongarmed 
Football Federation Australia to 
the negotiating table for a 
marathon showdown. More than 

four hours later supporter reps and the 
governing body struck a cease fire on stadium 
bans that saw fans return to the active bays in 
big numbers.

Melbourne City were embroiled in their own 
arm wrestle – trying to hang onto prized asset 
Aaron Mooy, who was being wooed from 
abroad. With the eyes firmly set on silverware, 
the club rejected a $2 million bid for the classy 
midfielder from Saudi club Al-Nassr. 

The Mooy-inspired City were building a nice 
head of steam piling on 16 goals in about 360 
minutes of football and showing cross town 
rivals how it’s done after reigning champs 
Victory lost four on the trot, including a derby.

Western Sydney Wanderers headed into 
Christmas on top of the table thanks to a 
eight-game unbeaten streak but it was 

Brisbane edging Phoenix in Cairns that had 
people fired up. As the mercury hit 33 degrees 
and humidity 60 per cent, young Phoenix 
defender Tom Doyle vomited in the warm-up 
sparking NZF’s doctor to warn about the lethal 
effects of heat exhaustion.

Just as hot were the ticket sales for the 
Socceroos March match against Tajikistan, as 
punters snapped up seats for the first World 
Cup qualifier in Adelaide in 11 years.

Abroad, and Crystal Palace captain Mile 
Jedinak was given his first start under Alan 
Pardew.  Tom Rogic earned ‘top class’ reviews 
from his Celtic coach Ronny Deila and Socceroo 
goalkeeper Mat Ryan returned to Valencia’s 
starting XI and kept a clean sheet, helping new 
manager Gary Neville to his first win.

PEC Zwolle defender Trent Sainsbury scored 
his first goal in the Eredivisie, and national 
team-mate Tomi Juric continued his fine form 
banging in a brace in eight minutes for Roda JC 
in the Dutch Cup. Aussie coach Mehmet 
Durakovic coached Selangor to silverware 
but, proving no good deed goes unpunished, 
defender Robbie Corthwaite was axed just 
days after helping his side go on to win the 
Malaysian Cup.

YEAR
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E C E M B E RStraight to the top by
Christmas for Wanderers

TIM CAHILL
Tim Cahill proved he’s still the 
go to man for goals. December 
brought up his 36th birthday, 
resulting in a reverie of 
favourite Timmy moments as 
the evergreen and gold 
Socceroo showed no sign of 
slowing down.

The three-time World Cup 
veteran ended the year on 45 
goals in 88 national team 
appearances. With Russia 
2018 still in his sights, and the 
50-goal milestone not out of 
reach, Cahill made it clear he 
won’t go quietly.

In his usual pugilistic style he 
told Fox Sports: “People always 
ask the question: ‘When is he 
going to stand down?’ [But] is 
someone going to stand up?”

KIT
CONFUSION

Melbourne Victory may have wished
they were wearing the other kit when
they lost 2-0 to Wellington Phoenix on

a shocking pitch in Auckland. In the
end it was hard to tell who was who.
Phoenix in a one-off silver jersey were

hard to distinguish from Victory in their
away whites. The referee told the

visitors to dig out their navy tops but
was bizarrely overruled by FFA in the

warm-up ensuring another self-
inflicted black eye for HQ.
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2016
HEADLINES
WE EXPECT

TO SEE IN 

TOP 10
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JOHN DAVIDSON looks into his crystal ball to see what shock horror revelations we 
can expect to see in the year ahead for the FFA, the A-League and the Socceroos. 



PREDICTING 2016

Above Amor with all
his friends and stars
Below Bes with all 
his friendly rival stars

1. Damien De Bohun 
exits FFA
De Bohun has been running the A-League 
since July 2012, after he joined from Cricket 
Australia. His reign in football started relatively 
smoothly, as the Western Sydney Wanderers 
were born and the marquee magic of 
Alessandro Del Piero both gave the 
competition a healthy glow. But the past 12 
months have been particularly rocky for the 
A-League executive. There was the long, 
messy and drawn out negotiations with the 
Professional Footballers Australia, where Bruce 
Djite accused De Bohun of throwing a childish 
tantrum and storming out of talks.

There has been falling TV ratings and crowds 
for the competition, with a lack of star names 
for the 2015/2016 season. And there has been 
the bitter episode with fan protests and the 
FFA’s weak response to the Sunday Telegraph 
attack. The disocnnect between fans and the 
sport’s hierarchy is at an all-time high. De 
Bohun would have resigned earlier but just like 
he forgot to book Etihad for the 2015 Grand 
Final, he forgot to sign his resignation letter. 

2. Amor says goodbye
The current season has been a disastrous one 
for Adelaide United with five losses and two 
wins in the first 11 rounds, at the time of 
writing. This is just not good enough for one of 
the A-League’s top clubs, which won the FFA 
Cup in 2014 and finished third in the 
2014/2015 campaign. Guillermo Amor took 
over at the club in July 2015 when Josep 
Gombau departed. While he was a great 
player, a Spanish international with more than 
300 appearances for Barcelona under his belt, 
Amor has been unable to replicate that 
success in his first role as a coach. He has 
failed to stamp his authority on the team or in 
motivating his men effectively, language 
barrier or not. The Reds have been poor taking 
their chances in front of goal and disorganised 
at the back, so the axe is looming for Amor. 
When you smash the ball wide and defence is 
on the wrong side, that’s Adelaide’s Amor, eh?

3. Melbourne Victory 
win title*
Kevin Muscat’s men are the defending 
A-League champions after doing the double 
last season. They have got this season off to a 
bang, with just one loss in their opening seven 
games, along with capturing the 2015 FFA 
Cup. Sydney FC were spanked 4-2 while 
Wellington was handed a 3-0 defeat. Victory 
has also seen off City 3-2 in the Melbourne 
derby and already gotten one over last year’s 
grand final opponents in the Big Blue. They 
have too much strike power, too much depth 
and too many potential match-winners not to 
take out the title once again. Danny Vukovic is 
immense between the posts, Besart Berisha 
bangs in the goals up front and Oliver Bozanic 
is proving an astute acquisition. Carl Valeri 
manages to pick up a few red cards but 
Muscat’s squad rotation works perfectly. 
While an assault on the Asian Champions 
League will test them, and Brisbane Roar are 
in good form, it’s hard not to see another 
Premiership for Melbourne Victory come May.  
(*May also be Melbourne City. Or Wanderers.)



Floats like a butterfly,
Scores like a b******....
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4. Frank is 
back
With football in dire 
traits once again, Frank 
owy makes a dramatic 
eturn to FFA leadership. 
owy sacks his son 
teven, who replaced 

, nd installs himself as 
leader-for-life, King Jong Ill-style. The 
Westfield owner goes on a media spree, 
ripping into Rebecca Wilson, News Limited and 
all local critics of soccer and the A-League. He 
brings in a new Southern Sydney club and 
holds peace talks personally with the RBB. The 
Wellington Phoenix are granted a new licence 
and a new free-to-air TV deal is finally 
complete, with a small increase for FFA. One 
A-League per week will be shown on Channel 
10. Calm is restored to the competition but 
questions remain around governance and 
the still-fractious relationship between FFA 
and the fans. Lowy remains adamant that 
everything was above board in the 2022 World 
Cup bid and sacks anyone who disagrees.

5. Maclaren heads 
overseas
Hot property Jamie Maclaren heads to Europe 
after top-scoring in the A-League and leading 
Brisbane Roar to the grand final. Forming a 
devastating partnership up front with fellow 
young gun Brandon Borello, Maclaren stars in 

the new version of ‘Roarcelona’ led by John 
Aloisi. The striker shrugs off the super-sub tag 
he had with Perth in 2014/2015, where he 
featured as Andy Keogh’s back-up, and proves 
he really is starting material. Desperate to try 
his hand overseas again, after four years 
previously as a youngster with Blackburn, the 
22-year old seals a deal with a European club. 
Maclaren is quickly capped by Socceroo boss 
Ange Postecoglou soon after.

6. Perth collect 
wooden spoon*
After the salary cap issues of last season, 
more calamity has hit the west with Perth 
Glory finishing last in the A-League. It has 
been a season of woe in WA with injuries, 
suspensions, coaching sackings and owner
outbursts – or in other words, normal 
proceedings in Perth. With Keogh stuck in 
the stands and unable to play because of 
visa player issues, Glory go on a disastrous 
seven-game losing streak to finish with 
the wooden spoon. Kenny Lowe is fired and
Tony Sage decides to coach the team himself.
The season ends with a 6-0 thumping at the 
hands of Melbourne Victory. Crowds at Glory 
games dwindle to Gold Coast United 
proportions. (*May actually be Mariners.)

7. Rhys Williams 
injured
Australia’s answer to Darren Anderton – Rhys 
Williams – suffers another injury setback on 

s way back to fitness. Williams, 
nally recovered from two Achilles 
ptures, hurts his back after slipping 

while stepping out of the shower. Doctors 
describe the injury as a one in 10 million 
chance, with the ailment expected to rule him 
out for the next eight months. The gifted 
Middlesbrough defender, who was once 
cursed by a Zimbabwean witch doctor, 
continues to have no luck with injuries. He is 
now expected to be fit, touch wood, in 2017 
and declares he will be right for the 2018 
World Cup. Or the one after that.

Above “Glory 
announce 75th 
independent review 
in 11 seasons”
Below Rhys: On first-
name terms with 
stretcherbearers all 
over the world...
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8. Olyroos fail to 
qualify
The Australian Under-23s’ drought at the 
Summer Olympics continues as the 
Olyroos fail to qualify for Rio. After missing
the London Games, hopes were high that 
this group of players would reach the next
tournament. And despite featuring several
Socceroos and the likes of Awer Mabil and 
Mustafa Amini, the Olyroos were knocked 
out at the quarter-final stage in the AFC 
Under-23 Championships in January. Laos 
prove to be the Australians’ nemesis, knocking 
them out with an 93rd minute winner. More 
heartbreak for Aurelio Vidmar and the U23 
national team as the Olympics elude us once 
again. The Australian football community 
showers social media with its disapproval at 
the team’s failure. World keeps turning.

9. Pauline Hanson 
joins the fray
First it was Rebecca Wilson, joined by shock
jock Alan Jones. Then dimwitted AFL 
identity Sam Newman jumped on board, 
followed by Herald Sun reality TV and 
parenting columnist Suzie O’Brien in taking
a pot shot at football and the A-League. It 

as only a matter of time until that master of 
ate, former One Nation firebrand Pauline 
anson, stepped in. Hanson calls soccer 
nAustralian’, for the sport to be banned in 
ustralian schools and says active supporter 
roups breed terrorists. She calls for a Royal 
ommission and for the arrest of Ange 
ostecoglou, Tony Popovic and anyone 

whose name ends in a vowel. You can’t 
make this stuff up. (Although we did.)

10. Cahill to make 
World Cup
Socceroo talisman Tim Cahill keeps firing the 
goals in for club and country, furthering his 
chances of a run at the 2018 World Cup. 
Despite his advancing years Cahill keeps 
producing and challenges the younger players 
to match his legacy. He moves to Qatar in a 
$10 million switch from the Chinese Super 
League, making him one of the competition’s 
highest-paid players. Corner flags across the 
world remain on high alert about receiving a 

punch during Cahill’s goal celebrations. 
Somewhere, in an attic, possibly in 
Millwall, there is a portrait of Cahill which 

as aged like Benjamin Button as a child, 
while Cahill just gets younger and younger.

Above Someone
utterly, utterly 
irrelevant
Below Cahill as a 
junior in Sydney

‘Singing the anthem’ is 
on Vidmar’s CV skillset
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I
f succeeding in football is always a tale of 
overcoming the odds – thousands try and 
fail, after all – then Watford’s strike force 
are perhaps the most extreme example 

imaginable. Troy Deeney and Odion Ighalo’s 
journeys to the Premier League – different,  
but equally fascinating – make them the top 
flight’s most implausible front two. Poverty, 
partying, prison, sub-zero temperatures and 
Lionel Messi have been among the myriad of 
curious obstacles standing in the duo’s way. 
But they’ve all been swatted aside and now the 
pair are menacing Premier League defences  
as part of an old-school striking double act.

Meeting Deeney in the canteen of Watford’s 
plush London Colney training ground, perhaps 

the most surprising thing the Hornets’ No.9 
reveals to FourFourTwo is that he wasn’t ever 
that bothered about being a professional 
footballer in the first place. “The game was 
something to do with my mates as a kid –  
it wasn’t the be all and end all,” smiles the 
disarmingly honest Brummie. “I didn’t really 
think all this football stuff would be for me.  
It’s working out alright now, though.”

It has been widely reported elsewhere that 
Deeney was chewed up and spat out by Aston 
Villa’s youth scheme, shattering his dreams in 
the cruel manner that many trainees endure. 
However, this, he insists, is “a myth”. 

“I never got taken on by Villa. They set up 
a four-day training session once and I turned 

up for one day. That was it. I wasn’t convinced 
about going into it – my brother was at Villa 
and was the one who really wanted to make  
it. It wasn’t in my plans. I didn’t get rejected  
by the system because I didn’t enter the 
system. I was happy training to be a builder. I 
was a bricklayer and my cousin had a business. 
I just played non-league for Chelmsley Town.”

While Deeney was taking on hungover 
centre-halves in the West Midlands League 
and honing his cement-spreading skills  
in England’s second city in 2005, Ighalo  
was 6,000 miles away, a youth teamer for  
a Nigerian second-tier outfit with big dreams. 
The Lagos-born forward’s upbringing makes 
Deeney’s youth on a Birmingham council 

It’s been a bumpy route to the top flight for Troy Deeney and Odion Ighalo, but 
now Watford’s strike pair are leading an unlikely resurgence for good old 4-4-2

Words Nick Moore and Sulaiman Folarin

“WE WORK
WELL 

TOGETHER. 
WE’VE 

SURPRISED 
PEOPLE”

DEENEY AND IGHALO
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try out. It was only meant to be for
a week, but that turned into two 
months. It was quite a sacrifice, 
because I wasn’t getting paid,  

d give it a go anyway,  
I got a contract.” 
ts, however, that he was 

ro. “I wasn’t one for having 
ng very far ahead. I didn’t know 
things you need to do right to 
nal and nobody was telling me.  
ay-to-day, game-to-game kind 
son. I certainly wasn’t 
bitious or thinking: ‘How can I 
t to the Premier League?’”
After two average years,  
e turned a corner with the 
ppointment of Chris Hutchings 
2009. “In that third season, 
is gave me confidence. His 
tant was Martin O’Connor, who 
ed for with Halesowen, and 
ls for, and they gave me belief. 
yer of the season and got 14 
me to Watford in 2010. But I 
ht I’d do it at the top level.”

WAY WAS A WAKE-UP 
RK HARD NOW”
f self-belief was soon evident 
management team. “I wasn’t 
y, I wasn’t being professional, 
g myself,” he admits. “I was 

wing and I was messing up, 
ckay was thinking of getting 

hen Sean Dyche arrived and  
challenge. I managed to get 
am and some goals started to 
the incident happened.”

ent”. Just as things were 
ney got himself into serious 
a drunken night out in 
th friends in February 2012, 
outside a nightclub and  
nother man’s jaw. That June 
ed to 10 months for affray.  
s since shown real contrition 
r: he served three months 
credits his imprisonment  
g his life around. 
was a wake-up call. I had a kid 
ve two – and responsibilities 
ght: ‘I’m messing up here.’  

g one of the lads, but you’ve 
 don’t want to be one of the 
dole office every week. You’re 
e an idiot. Now, football and 

st. I’m Troy the dad most of the 
training and work hard, but 
o being daddy. I’m lucky.”
was trying to find the right 
at Walsall and Watford“I didn’t really 

think football 
was for me.  
I was happy 
training to  
be a builder” 
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Troy in action withWalsall in 2009

Ighalo’s goals
fired successive
promotions
for Granada



DEENEY AND IGHALO

ss likely to get really hurt than
ou are playing lower-league 
otball. That gives me the 
nfidence to go and bruise 

her people up! 
Mentally, though, the 
fenders are very clever. The 
s of Scott Dann and Brede 

ngeland at Palace, or the 
nchester City boys – they are 
guys, but they read the game 

well. They see things develop. 
’s all about being smarter, 
ough as a striker you don’t 
t to overthink things, either.  
ot a selfish striker – I don’t 

think: ‘If I score and we lose the 
game, it’s alright’ but sometimes I do need  
to go back to basics and just blast the ball.”

“I WANT THIS SEASON TO BE 
GREATER THAN THE LAST”
Ighalo has started the season exceptionally 
well, taking John Stones out of the picture 
before scoring in Watford’s 2-2 draw at 
Everton on the opening day. “I wasn’t thinking
about scoring, I just wanted to make my 
Premier League debut,” he says. “But God has 
his way of doing things. I came on and turned
the defender around. I knew that when I 
threw my left foot and faked that he was 
going to go for the bait, fall and give way.” 

Ighalo won’t rest on his laurels, though. 
“I don’t just want to sit down, fold my arms 
and say: ‘I did well last season, so that’s 
enough.’ I want this season to be greater than
the last, because I have to step up everything 
that made me score goals last season. I’m 
working out and learning every day. I make 

Ighalo was navigating an equally
rocky road in Europe. His form at 
Lyn secured what looked like a 
dream transfer to Udinese, but th
Nigerian only played a handful of
Serie A games while on the Italian
side’s books between 2008 and 
2014. He was loaned out to 
Granada, then in the Spanish 
third tier, and Serie B side Cesena
“There were strikers [Antonio Di 
Natale and Alexis Sanchez 
among them] ahead of me, so I 
went,” says Ighalo. “When the 
suggestion of the loan first 
came up, I said: ‘I’m not going, 
because I can’t leave the first division in the
Italian league for the third division in Spain. 
But sometimes in life, you have to take one 
step back to take three steps forward.”

So it proved. Ighalo’s goals were the rocket 
fuel that propelled Granada’s ascendance. 
“We gained back-to-back promotions from  
the third division to La Liga. Then I played 
three seasons in La Liga, coming up against 
Lionel Messi, Cristiano Ronaldo and other 
footballers that I’d dreamt about back in 
Nigeria, watching them on television.”

His agent – clearly no mug – saw an 
opportunity in summer 2014, as Udinese 
again opted to loan out Ighalo. “He told the 
Watford owner: ‘Hey, this guy is a promotion 
specialist, he’s going to bring your team up to 
the Premier League. He’s done it twice with 
Granada, and now he’s going to do it here’,” 
explains the striker. “It was all in jest, initially.” 
But many a true word and all that, and having 
braved out Norway and the Camp Nou, Ighalo 
could clearly cut it at the top level. 

“I didn’t want to move at first, 
because I was playing in La Liga and 
being asked to play for a Championship 
side. So many things were going on in 
my head.” After three sleepless nights, he
went for it, turning down a lucrative offer to 
play in China and hitting top form as the 
Hornets’ promotion push kicked in. At the time 
of writing, he was English League football’s 
top scorer for the calendar year 2015, with 21 
goals. Four second-half strikes in January’s 7-2 
humbling of Blackpool stood out in particular. 
So too did his partnership with Deeney. 

“We work well together because we do each 
other’s opposites so well,” reckons Deeney, 
now 27. “We click. He’s great in the six-yard 
box, playing on the shoulder. I can do that,  
but now I’m coming deeper, and I can get the 
ball and make the passes. I think like a striker 
would, so I know where he’s going to be. He’s 
a good finisher and we’ve both got a bit of 
each other’s games. It has surprised people, 
maybe, because if you’d looked at us, you 
might think I’m naturally the main man up 
front because I’m a bit bigger. But we’ve 
changed it around and it’s worked.”

The Premier League is a fresh challenge. 
“Players aren’t physically stronger here than 
the Championship,” says Deeney. “They’re all 
in good nick, but it’s mentally where they’re 
sharper. I actually prefer it, physically – you’re 

sure I’m taking every opportunity that comes 
my way, because in the Premier League if you 
don’t do that, you’re going to pay.”

Deeney, meanwhile, has transformed from 
a self-confessed training-ground slacker into 
an ambitious 110 per cent man. “I think I can 
improve 10 or 20 per cent further. I’m working 
on my diet and getting fitter, faster, stronger. 
I’m not trying to be Adebayo Akinfenwa – 
although I admire how he works with what 
he’s got. I just think that through hard graft 
you become a much better player. I’m working  
on a lot of core and agility stuff. You can feel 
invincible after doing that work, and it helps 
mentally, too. I now know that you don’t just 
turn up and become a footballer.”

He’s not ruling out winning a Three Lions 
nod, either. “I’m thinking about it, although 
I’ve not earned it yet. It’s not so close that 
I have to worry about it. I’m eligible for 
Jamaica and Ireland, but they haven’t said:  
‘We really want you’ either. For me, the best 
example of improving from a certain level  
is Jamie Vardy. People say that he shouldn’t  
be in the England team, but he got there by 
playing really well for a whole season with 
Leicester, and he has kicked on massively.”

Deeney hopes to follow in Vardy’s footsteps 
by maximising his (quite literal) strong points: 
“I’m big, I’m strong, I’ve got an eye for a goal. 
And for a big guy, I cover a lot of distance. I 
don’t give people a chance to breathe. When 
defenders made mistakes down in the lower 
leagues, I could be quite ruthless. I didn’t 
score a goal in my first eight Premier League 
appearances but I got three assists. My aim is 
just to keep up with those standards.”

Despite their extraordinary backstories, both 
strikers are quietly committed to doing their 
jobs efficiently. Any headlines they make from 
now on will be kept to the back pages. Ighalo 

Deeney is now 
efore. “I’m just 
ys, “doing the 
 on my work.  
ll for Watford 
m not a pushy 
about doing his 

s far as I’m 
ornets fans  
py to hear it. 
e off the pitch 
thrilling one on it 

hire’s odd couple.

Celebrating Watford’s firsttop-flight win of 2015-16 
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school every Wednesday for six months. And
now, if I’m not flying on that day because the
weather is bad, I go into school to study.

e are 23 exams I’ll need to
l, such as meteorology and

verything to do with the
e passing grade is 95 per

here isn’t much margin for
r. You have to study and
n’t afford to make mistakes.
It’s been non-stop, but
m taking the opportunity

while I can. Football doesn’t
ake up all of every day so it
ves you the chance to do
ng else, and in the lower
especially it’s good to use

me to learn another trade.
opportunity came up to

ot, I would have to take
d retire from football early.
ays have to look at your
ospects. Even though
game, being a pilot is
g I’m looking to do for
my working life.
lads at Morecambe give
ck. They say if they get on
I come over the Tannoy,
g to get straight off!”

“Flying has fascinated me since I was
a child. I always fancied trying my hand
at it, and football provided me with the
income to be able to pay for the training.

I’ve been flying for a year and a half now,
building up my hours, and I’m in the process
of going for my private licence.

In football you can never predict what
will happen with injuries and so on, so you
can’t plan five years ahead. That’s why I’ve
always thought it would be sensible if I had
something to fall back on, then at least I’m not
going to be in a mess if anything goes wrong.

You aren’t on great money, particularly if
you’re playing non-league. I started off playing
part-time and it was then that I thought,
even though I had the belief I’d make it as
a professional footballer, that I needed to do
something just in case. So I started training
to become a teacher; I did a sports coaching
and development degree at Manchester Met

and graduated in May, so if I came out
of football now, I’d be able to qualify as
a PE teacher within six to eight months.

After making it into professio
though, I decided I could start
my flying. My current private tr
a modular course, which gives
still play football, but it would t
four years before I could make
a commercial pilot if I continue
doing it this way. That’s why
the medium-term aim is to get
onto the training programme o
a leading airline, like BA or Virg
which would enable me to get
a scholarship. Being partially
funded would obviously help,
but more importantly they run
really good training schemes. I
happens, I could be ready to fly
a commercial airline in 18 mon

I fly from Blackpool Airport
currently, with a local club calle
[Air Navigation and Trading Co
I go up in the air and spend a fe
at a time flying circuits around
local area. I try to get flying tim
at least once a week if I can.

With Wednesday being a day
off football training, I went into

Interviews Andy Greeves, Richard Edwards
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BACK TO SCHOOL

“I’m studying the legal practice course  
(LPC) at BPP University, with the ambition  
of qualifying as a solicitor. This is the second 
part of my law degree; initially I had to do  
a graduate diploma – a conversion course – 
because my original degree wasn’t in law.

I attend classes on Mondays and Wednesdays 
and I go in on Thursdays, too. They are evening 
classes that take place between 6pm and 
8pm. I supplement that with independent 
studying. Exams are throughout the year  
so it depends on what module I do, but on 
average I have exams every three months.

I’ve been a student before. I didn’t get my 
break into professional football until I was 25, 
so after doing my GCSEs and A-levels, I studied 
English and sport science at Loughborough.  
I then did a master’s in sport science the year 
after. I’ve opted to study law now, though, 
because I’ve always had an interest in it.

I almost fell into professional football, so I’m 
aware I could fall out of it just as easily. It’s  
a precarious career and that has inspired me 
to have a back-up. When I was in my second 
year at university, I played for Nuneaton 
Borough when they went into liquidation. I was 
OK, as I didn’t have a mortgage or a family to 
worry about – as a student it was just about 
feeding myself week to week – but some of  
my team-mates were really badly hit by that.

Another big inspiration for my studies are  
my parents. They believe in putting yourself  
in a position where you can help other people, 
and that’s what I want to do when I qualify  
as a solicitor. I lived in Harare, in Zimbabwe, 
until I was 10. Because my dad was finishing  
a PhD my whole family then came across to 
the UK – my mum, dad and sister – and we 
ended up staying. Mum and Dad have just 
moved to South Africa; they’ve bought a farm 
and are opening a rehab clinic there.

I’m extremely lucky with my studies because 
I have a manager [Ian Hendon] who is very 
understanding and supportive of them. In the 
past, I’ve been wary of letting people know  
I am studying. I believe the misconception is  
for people to think I’m not as committed to 
football because I am doing other things on 
the side. When you have a manager who is 
willing to let you do that, and not question 
your commitment, that makes everything 
easier. It would annoy me if I had a bad game 
and people tried to find reasons behind it, 
saying: ‘Oh, you’ve been studying so you are 
not right mentally for playing’. That’s not right.

The other players give me a bit of stick. They 
say that if I turn up late for training I will still 
get fined, no matter how well I might be 
learning to argue my case!”

“I did a master’s in sport 
science, but I’ve always 
had an interest in law”
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“ stu y u c o h
a lity – y u o ’t t o
vin ub lf y t r
r our , i h is at
p n d I st d
gr st t d at
in h m ni ers t

sw tch d to e i e n
o i les ro h.
at ’ th a iest
oce ; s lu a
ss e r acc at n .

It was tricky to com ine the two at tim s.
I i y final year art ime over two years
but ha to be organised. For t e first of those
two years I was at i dles rou h, playing
ai ly for the under-21s, the I was on loan

at artle ool, hich was he hardest art of
my studies. I used to leave stuff until t e last
minute, ut hat went out of the win ow at
Hartlepool. I ould sort out food before I went
to training, go to the gy s raight after and
the head o the librar in the evenin . I ould
have inner there, in a di ly lit li rary, efore
hea ing home to bed – not very rock ’n roll.
The fact is ha as a footballer you have quite

a lot of time o your hands. The old cliché
among footballers is that everyon is tryin to
learn t e uitar, ecause there’s a lot of s are
ti e an peo le think it’s a cool thing to o.
At ompey we enerally fi ish trai ing then
get a coffee if you want to do so ething
extracurricular, you’ve go the time to do it.
My degree is in odern history. For my
issertation chose erman an British rivalry,
focusing on he aval arms race in the run-up
to the First World ar. The u derl ing theme
was the cause of the Great ar, ut you can
only go into somuch detail. ith an interest in
naval history, Portsmout is the r ect clu .
e had club photo day earlier in the season

at HMS Victory so e got a tour around th
dock ard, the had our photo taken in front of
the shi . It’s pretty in eresting, although it was
just coincidence that I ended up ere. ere’s
a blue plaque for a eneral at the e d of m
road as well, so there are re i ders of the
cit s heritage all over, including a Fratton Park.

Goi g into furt er education
was always somet ing that I as
kee to do. Themajori y o peo le
I we t to school and college with
went on to university, and although
I ha a brief chance of joini S urs
when I was 18, goi g to irmingham
as a natural step It as really just

a good bit of fortune that a coac at the
uni recommende me to Mi dles rou h

oing a degree shows you have the
dedication to ut yourmind to something
and t en et it done. People sk wha
I am going to do withmy istory degree
to be honest, ou can o anyt ing

once you ve got that under your belt.
The de ree shows that you ca apply
yoursel , a d ho efully that shows i y
disci line on and off t e pitch I thin
t at c mbi ing studies and foot all
has doneme far ore good tha har .
Next, I ooking o o a ast r’s.

I can’t see any reason why I can’t
combine that with playing, too – I
have shown that i ’s possible ”
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done some fi ancial advisi g work
, so that I also have the practical

for hen t e day finally arrives
do ng this as a ull-ti e job.

doing the course in the
, and I’m looking to do some

during 201 to see
ss

at the job entails.

10 years ow since

levels in college hile I as a

out of a career in fi ance than
, a with a famil and bills to pay,

’ consider
,

upmy own nancial
e in the long run, al houg I really

. y friend is starting to set his own
e at t e o ent a d sai hat I can go

as soon as I qualify. It’s
there is already that pathway there

d it, ay
re.

up some other bank accou ts
hel

”

i
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BACK TO SCHOOL

“In my late twenties, I started giving some
thought to life after football. The media has
always been an area that has interested me,
so that seemed the natural choice.

I was really lucky to come across a course 
on my doorstep. My team-mate [Adam Yates]
had graduated in professional sports writing 
and broadcasting at Staffordshire University 
a few years ago and he really talked it up. He
told me it would open doors, career-wise, so it
seemed like too good an opportunity to ignore.

The course is mainly online and you only go
into university once every six weeks. You can
get lost if you don’t keep up with the work, as
it’s intensive. Adam has been great at giving 
advice and relates to a lot of the assignments
we’ve had, having done similar ones himself.

There are seven of us in the class – all 
footballers, including Jack Collison and Chris 
Iwelumo. Fabrice Muamba graduated last year.

The [UK] PFA have done a lot to help. Of the
$40,000 course fees, they fund $30,000. I don’t
think I’d have done the course if it wasn’t for 
the PFA funding – they’re supporting players 
and helping them prepare for life after football.

There are several projects we have to work 
on throughout the course. At the moment, I’m
working on my own website. In February we 
have a 10,000-word dissertation to produce. 
Mine is going to be based around a video 
documentary that goes behind the scenes at
Port Vale. I’m in my second year of studies  
and will be graduating in June, all being well.

Work placements are a big element of the 
course. You go on three different placements
in two years and have to spend around 150 
hours at each, then complete a 5,000-word 
assignment. I’ve done quite a bit of work 
experience at BBC Radio Stoke and at Signal 1,
a radio station that covers Staffordshire and 
Cheshire. For my third placement, I’m planning
to go to the local paper, The Stoke Sentinel. 

I like the idea of going into broadcasting, but
the feedback I’ve had on the course has 
suggested that writing is the stronger 
element of my journalism. I like  
the thought of being a TV 
pundit or presenter. Of 
course, it all boils down  
to what opportunities 
come up. There’s a certain 
amount of luck involved.

David Beckham was a 
team-mate of mine when I played 
for LA Galaxy a few years back. He 
was a fantastic guy to be around – so 
down to earth. Because of the way  
he is, when you’re in his company you 
quickly forget he’s one of the most 
famous people in the world. We’re still 
in touch; he’d be a good interview to 
start my media career with!”
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PRO TIPS

Troy Deeney
Record-breaking
Watford captain

The Premier League hitman offers his
advice on how to fulfil your potential
and make the grade as a professional.

YOU ASK, WE ANSWER

Massimo Luongo
Socceroos hero at the
Asian Cup, now at QPR

The young Aussie attacking maestro
on the pitfalls of moving clubs and
fitting in with your new team-mates

MASTERCLASS

 Thiago Alcantara
Bayern Munich 
pass master

Find out how to take your street skills 
onto the football pitch, with some top 
tips from the Spanish midfield man.

WHERE PROS REVEAL THE SECRETS OF THEIR GAME

NEW SITE!  VISIT US ONLINE
fourfourtwo.com/au/performance

THE FOURFOURTWO 
PERFORMANCE 
PANEL
Meet the experts available to 
answer your questions about 
every aspect of the game

A U S T R A L I A N

The key to recovery after 90 
gruelling minutes? Returning 
your body to its pre-workout 
temperature, which is why the 
dreaded ice bath is a necessary 
evil in today’s game. Spending 
five minutes submerged at 8°C is 
the post-match norm for an elite 
footballer these days, but not 
every athlete regulates his or her 
internal boiler the same way.

To help sports scientists design 
recovery plans for players, French 
boffins BodyCap have developed  
an ingestible pill that monitors  
and records an athlete’s core body 
temperature for up to 16 hours, 
wirelessly transmitting the results 
to a monitor every 30 seconds.

About twice the size of a Tic Tac, 
the e-Celsius Performance has been 
used already by Ligue 1 side Nantes. 
“The data will help introduce 
recovery programmes for players 
based on weather conditions, their 
position and their capacity for 
recovery,” says club physio Philippe 
Daguillon, who is also founder of  
ice bath specialists Cryobain.

In other words, the pill means 
football clubs will be able to identify 
players who only need a quick dip 
in the ice bath to bring down their 
core temperature, from those who 
need an extended soak. Brrrrrrrrr!

THE TABLET
THAT TAKES
YOUR TEMP
Popping this pill could revolutionise  
post-match recovery. Down the hatch!



PERFORMANCE

10 THINGS 
WE’VE LEARNED THIS MONTH

BOOZY BALLERS
Enjoying a post-match pint isn’t 
just a social choice – researchers 

now believe sportsmen are 
hard-wired to enjoy a drink. 
Reward centres in the brain 
make players more likely to 

have a tipple after exercise as 
both give off a similar ‘high’.

 STICK TO THE ROBOT
Professional soccer players top the 
list of athletes most likely to suffer 

injury while celebrating, according to  
a 20-year study by US researchers. 
Footballers recorded a third of all 

celebration injuries, with one 
resulting in a cervical spinal cord 

injury and subsequent death.

HEART-WARMING NEWS
Your muscle temperature increases 

by 3.2 degrees celsius, increasing 
blood flow and the delivery of 

nutrients and oxygen, if you do  
a thorough pre-match warm-up. 
Researchers discovered this while 
examining the effects of training 
garments on 10 amateur players.

KICKING OUT 
CANCER

Men with prostate cancer lose 
strength and stability with 

treatment, but Danish scientists 
have found they can counter 

many of the side-effects with 
one hour’s football training  

a few times per week.

NO BITE  
UPFRONT

Footballers have worryingly poor teeth 
that could be affecting performance, 
say dentists. Of 187 Premier League 

and Championship players, 53 per cent 
had dental erosion, 45 per cent were 

bothered by the state of their teeth and 
seven per cent said it affects their play. 

 SIESTA: SECRET 
TO SUCCESS

The accomplishments of Spanish 
teams may be linked to the way they 

sleep, say UK researchers. Spanish 
society’s late-rising culture means 

their players are at peak performance 
level at around 8pm – Champions 

League kick-off time. England-based 
players peak in mid-afternoon.

IMPACT 
PLAYER

Ongoing US research into the impact 
that heading a ball has on the body 

suggests that a player who gets their 
nut on a goalkeeper’s punt upfield is 
experiencing forces similar to that of 
American football players crashing 
into each other, or a boxer on the 

receiving end of a punch.

STRENGTH  
IN DEPTH

Playing football from an early age creates 
stronger, more resilient bones – especially 
in women, who are more prone to bone 
disease. Sports scientists noted that girls 
who played football developed far better 

all-round bone health into adulthood 
when compared to those who didn’t.

Studies and authors: University of Alabama, USA (‘Stick to the robot’); Pennsylvania State University, USA (‘Boozy ballers’); Purdue University, Indiana, USA (‘Impact player’); University of Birmingham (‘Siesta: secret to success’);  
Journal of Injury Rehabilitation (‘Hidden injury risk’); University of Copenhagen, Denmark (‘Kicking out cancer’); British Journal of Sports Medicine (‘No bite upfront’); University of Pristina, Kosovo (‘Strength in depth’);  

University of Vienna, Austria (‘Off-target training’); Western Sydney University, Australia (‘Heart-warming news’)

HIDDEN INJURY RISK
Stresses at home can leave a 
player more susceptible to injury, 
according to a Swedish study. 
Players experiencing domestic 
hassles or off-field issues that 
affected their self-esteem had  
a higher incidence of injury than 
those with a stable personal life. 

OFF-TARGET 
TRAINING
Shooting accuracy is affected by 
aerobic fitness – the ability to 
turn oxygen into energy. Drills 
challenging 28 semi-pros to 
work at maximum intensity  
for a prolonged period caused  
their shooting to go awry.

A U S T R A L I A N
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“A mate of mine has a 
good chance of making 
it as a professional, but 
he’s getting distracted 
and throwing it away. 
What words of wisdom 
would you give him?”
Will Manning, via Twitter

Troy  
Deeney 
Watford striker 

“I would urge your friend to think 
about what he’s trying to achieve 
in life and apply himself to it. 

I’m from a council estate 
background, and I’ve seen 
hundreds of people who could 
have been good footballers, but 
they’ll tell you ‘If I hadn’t done this’ 
then they could have made it. 

Does your friend want to be that 
person? Or does he want to knuckle 
down and do what needs to be 
done? He can keep street cred by 
working hard, believe it or not. 

He has to focus on what is good 
for him, not what anyone else says. 
I just get on with my job these days; 
I’ve learned to block things out.  
A lot of pressure comes with being 
a player in the Premier League. All 
you need to focus on is what’s 
happening on the pitch. People’s
opinions don’t pay your bills.

You should tell him to be realistic,
too. He might not make it to the
top, but he can still make a great
living as a footballer even a couple
of divisions lower down.”

 [ You ask, we answer ]

Take your chance
Make the most of your opportunity with this advice                        from the Hornets’ captain

Massimo 
Luongo
QPR’s close-season Oz 
signing from Swindon 

“Your new team-mates may 
view you differently at first, 
because they know you could be 
off again at any given moment. 

You’ll have to show them you’re 
dedicated to the cause. Once you 

integrate at a new club sometimes 
depends on the location. At QPR, it 
took a bit of time to get to know all 
of the players as they lived all over 
London, so everyone was off doing 
their own thing. At Swindon Town, 
everybody lived close together, so 
we were almost forced to get along 
with each other – and that served  
us well in the long term. 

Arguably the most important 
thing, particularly if you’re dropping 
down a league, is to stay humble. 
You never know when you’ll work 
with the same players or coaches 
again, so keep them onside.”

gain respect on the pitch, people 
will open up to you more off it. 

Respect is important, but you 
have to earn it. Don’t be cocky or 
arrogant, especially if you’re new  
to the club – lads who are showy 
come and go pretty quickly. 

Personally, I like to go in and keep 
a low profile at first; I’ll stay off  
the radar until I’m settled in a little 
more. How quickly you are able to 

“I’m a semi-pro footballer who has been sent 
out on loan – what can I do in order to make an 
instant first impression in the dressing room?”
Lee Heywood, via Facebook 
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“Hey, good 
to see you,
er... mate?”

Knuckle down and
do what’s right for
you, says Deeney

Deeney is the first player in 
Watford’s 134-year history to  

score 20 or more goals in three  
consecutive campaigns, netting  
21 last term to add to the 25 he 
bagged in the 2013-14 season  

and the 20 in 2012-13

Did you know?

  PERFORMANCE

A U S T R A L I A N
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PERFORMANCE

an edge to y
midfield play, says 

Bayern Munich’s 
Spanish schemer

[ Masterclass ]

THIAGO

TAKE YOUR 
GAME TO 
THE STREET

In February 2014 Thiago set  
a Bundesliga record for most 

touches of the ball in a single 
match (185), only for Xabi Alonso 
to eclipse it seven months later 

(206) in his fifth league appearance for Bayern

Did you know?
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1  Channel your inner child
Jumpers down, footballs out

“I always played football on the street as a kid, in any 
space that we could get our hands on. We used to set 
up a goal and off we’d go, with everyone joining in. 
These were my best moments as a kid and I try to take
that enjoyment into my game now as a professional. 
You get a lot of touches of the ball on the street and 
develop skills that you take into adult football. There’s 
no better education for a player – even adults.”

4  Don’t abandon talent
Stay one step ahead, using your head

“I’ve never been the sort of player who uses their
physique to dominate the opposition. If I had to give
one piece of advice to someone who physically isn’t all
that, I’d say don’t get frustrated and abandon your
technique. I’ve worked hard in the gym to be stronger,
but my biggest strength is what’s in my head. I think
well and that’s how I stay one step ahead. Play to your
strengths – and don’t worry about your height!”

2  Enjoy yourself
Play for fun and learn as you go

“Like anything, what you do as a youngster, especially 
for fun, impacts on your later career. The more you play
just for fun, the more intuitive your game becomes and
the less you think about the mechanics of it. After that
comes practice – on the street, during training or after.
There’s no better way to improve, and the skills you 
learn on the street are invaluable. You become more 
creative and this influences your 11-a-side game.”

5  Take risks for reward
Know what’s around you, then break

“The best piece of advice I’ve ever been given is
‘risk comes from above’. Pressure is part of playing in
central midfield, and your team is most at risk when
you are deep and the opposition want to win the ball
back high up the pitch. Be aware of your surroundings.
This is a lesson that comes from playing street football,
but be confident to play from deep so you start your
own attacks – risky, yes, but the rewards are obvious.”

3  Embrace the dribble
You don’t have to use your body to keep the ball

“Playing on the street taught me to look after the ball 
at all costs. People talk about using your body to keep 
hold of it, but for me the best way is to dribble your  
way out of trouble. When you are under pressure, you 
must look for the best solution, so I get my head up  
to find that half a yard to play a simple pass to  
a team-mate who is in a better position and without  
the attention that you have from the opposition.”

6  Concentrate to the end
Don’t stop until the win is in the bag

“I’m lucky to play in a team, and under a coach in Pep
Guardiola, where we constantly look for the pass.
Everyone plays with great vision. There’s no player who
can’t dribble or pass with great quality. Concentration
is instilled in us: to not lose your focus late in matches,
because this is where you turn winning positions into
three points. It’s like when I was a kid – keep playing
until the end of the game and you will succeed.”

PRO 
TIP

“Balance is one of the key elements of conditioning 
that is underestimated and misunderstood. 

If l r wants to develop this part of their game, 
o understand the mechanics. Firstly, the 

ding blocks – bones, muscles, tendons and 
 are stacked upon each other, and the 
link, the more stable and mobile you’ll be.
e of the elements that forges this 
uilibrium is core stability. The core is the 
wer torso region including the abdominals, 

obliques and lower back. Core strength helps facilitate 
almost every football action, but it isn’t enough on  
its own – you also need single-leg strength. 

Combine these two elements and you will be able  
to perform specific actions, such as balancing on  
one foot, receiving the ball from a throw-in and 
returning it, all while holding off an opposition player.

Try head tennis on one leg, with a maximum of 2-3 
touches per player. Play for two minutes, alternating 
between legs every 30 seconds. Do this three times.”

Ipswich Town’s
of sports scienc
the mechanics
balance and ho
important it is  
to your gameIn
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YOUR NEXT FOURFOURTWO IS ON SALE FEBRUARY 11

He scored one of the Premier League’s best goals, and had facial hair
before it was cool. Now the Belgian picks the finest he faced in England

 MY PERFECT XI

Philippe Albert

 GK  PETER SCHMEICHEL 
OK, so I chipped him, but there’s no 
doubt he was the best goalkeeper in the
Premier League throughout my time  
in England. In fact, he’s probably one  
of the greatest keepers in history.
 
 RB  LEE DIXON 
Part of perhaps the best backline the 
Premier League has ever seen, 
alongside Nigel Winterburn, Tony 
Adams and Martin Keown. He was good
going forward and solid defensively.
 
 CB  TONY ADAMS 
What a leader! He was the key man for 
Arsenal and led by example. He was 
everything you wanted from a defender:
good in the tackle, great in the air and 
never afraid to take responsibility.
 
 CB  GARY PALLISTER 
Like Adams he perhaps wasn’t the best 
technically, but he was really important 
for Manchester United. There were a lot 
of great centre-backs around at the 
time, but Pallister is my pick because of 
what he helped his club to achieve.  

CM  PATRICK VIEIRA 
Like Keane at Manchester United, he 
controlled the way Arsenal played – a 
really modern central midfielder, great in 
the tackle and good going forward. I’m 
not sure Arsenal ever really replaced him.

LM  RYAN GIGGS 
Is he still playing?! He could probably still 
do a job for Manchester United. He was  
a nightmare to defend against, always 
capable of the unexpected. He was 
lightning quick back then, too.

CF  ERIC CANTONA 
Probably the biggest figure in the Premier 
League during my time there. He had  
a massive impact at Manchester United 
– one of the main reasons they won the 
title so many times while we missed out!

CF  ALAN SHEARER 
There were so many great strikers in that 
era: Les Ferdinand, Andy Cole, Dwight 
Yorke, Terry Sheringham – everywhere 
you looked there were goalscorers.  
But Shearer was the most lethal.  
At Blackburn he was unstoppable.

 LB  STUART PEARCE 
Another leader and another player  
who gave his club everything. A great 
tackler and happy going forward, he 
was the kind of guy you really didn’t 
look forward to coming up against.

 RM  ANDREI KANCHELSKIS 
He was part of an incredible midfield 
that won Manchester United’s first two 
Premier League titles. He was quick and 
capable of scoring goals from the wing, 
and continued to show that at Everton.
 
 CM  ROY KEANE 
He was an unbelievable midfielder. He 
could run, tackle, pass and create 
chances – the engine of that Manchester 
United side. But I loved playing against 
him. Newcastle always seemed to rise  
to the challenge of playing Man United.
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It has to be Kevin  
an. He was the 
manager I ever 
yed under – he 
 an unbelievable 
b at Newcastle 

United in what 
urned out to be 
n unforgettable 
me for the club.

1  
PAUL SCHOLES

Technically superb.  
It’s hard to leave him out 
but it’s also hard to fit him 

into that midfield!

2 
STEVE MCMANAMAN

Another fantastic winger 
with good skill and pace, in 

a decent Liverpool side.

3 
IAN WRIGHT

One of the most  
natural goalscorers  

I played against.






